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Executive Summary 
This thesis invokes theory from the field of strategic management to argue for adopting real options 

valuations (ROV) as a supplement to discounted cash flow (DCF) valuations in the high-volatility 

environment of industry life cycle (ILC) transitions. The DCF model has long been argued by 

academics to not fully identify value in firms in industries with high volatility and uncertainty. 

ROV has been suggested, and to some extent shown, to remedy these issues, and the thesis sets out 

to test this on the case of Vestas Wind Systems and the wind turbine industry, in the specific setting 

of industry life cycle transition between the growth and maturity phases.  

Initially, the characteristics of the ILC transition period are established, and it is shown how the 

volatility and uncertainty arises as unavoidable factors in this period of an industry’s life. To avoid 

adding the transition phase as a separate ILC phase, it is defined as both late growth and early 

maturity, with these two phases overlapping. Following this, the DCF model is examined from the 

perspective of the findings regarding the ILC transition period, and it is established that the 

deterministic nature and failure to incorporate upside potential from volatility is likely to make the 

model undervalue firms in this setting. From the same perspective, the ROV model is analyzed, and 

found to complement the DCF precisely where it is needed, namely by adding flexibility and 

incorporating the upside potential from volatility. Lastly, a literature review of the ROV theory 

confirms the soundness of arguing for applying this combination of valuation methods to firms in 

transitioning industries. In the review it was found that the abandonment option on business units 

provides the most fruitful avenue for researching the application ROV to entire firms. 

Following this, a framework is designed, with which to determine whether an industry is indeed in 

the transition phase. The case industry chosen is the wind turbine industry, which is found to be in 

transition, based on the framework’s measurements ‘Industry Drivers,’ ‘Market Saturation,’ 

‘Shakeout,’ and ‘Dominant Design.’ Further, uncertainty was shown to be high in all measures.  

Lastly, a valuation in two parts is performed of the case company, Vestas. Initially, the value of the 

company is identified, using the ‘classic’ DCF approach, and found to be 16.6 EUR. Following this, 

the ROV is conducted in five steps. First, the relevant real option for Vestas is identified to be the 

abandonment option on the manufacturing business unit, as this option quantifies the strategic 

challenges and flexibilities arising from the ILC transition, and further as the option is relatively 

easily identified from public financial statements. Second, the DCF value of the manufacturing 

business is derived from the financial statements, to function as the value of the underlying asset. 

Third, the remaining option parameters are quantified, that is, maturity is determined to match the 

DCF forecast horizon, and exercise price is defined as the book value of the assets of the 

manufacturing division, reduced by a liquidation discount. Fourth, the relevant volatilities affecting 

the firm are determined, and combined through a Monte Carlo simulation, yielding a total volatility 

of 37%. Fifth, the option value of 744 million EUR is calculated using binomial lattices, increasing 

the firm value from 4213 to 4957 million EUR, and the share price from 16.6 EUR to 20.2 EUR. 

In conclusion, this thesis shows how ROV can be a valuable addition to the DCF when valuing 

firms in the ILC transition.  
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Part I – Introduction  

1.1 Background 
An accurate valuation of a firm is a crucial discipline in the field of finance. In corporate finance, 

valuations are performed in order to uncover the intrinsic value of the firm, as this knowledge 

serves internally as the foundation on which decisions regarding strategy, capital budgeting and 

financing policy are based, and externally as basis for evaluating the firm. Traditionally, non-

options-based methods, such as the methods involving discounting various cash flows (commonly 

known as the DCF approach), have been preferred. However, growing evidence indicate that these 

methods fail to uncover the true total value of firms in environments riddled with uncertainty and 

volatility, due to the way DCF models handle these elements (e.g. Chen, 2012; Damaraju, 2008). It 

appears that real options valuation (ROV) lends itself well to the task of identifying this „hidden‟ 

value which arises from doing business in uncertain and volatile environments (e.g. Copeland and 

Antikarov, 2003; Trigeorgis, 1996). Elements of uncertainty and volatility are especially rife in in-

dustries in transition between phases in the so-called industry life-cycle (introduction, growth, ma-

turity and decline (e.g. Grant, 2010)). As a consequence, firms in these transitioning industries will 

presumably be especially hard to value correctly using the conventional DCF approach, which can-

not fully take into account the effects on value from uncertain and volatile business environments. 

This raises the question whether the DCF approach is appropriate and sufficient in itself to value 

firms in industries transitioning between phases in the industry life cycle (ILC). This is especially 

problematic as the transition between „growth‟ and „maturity‟ to a great extent will shape the indus-

try and thus define the situation and relative position for firms when the industry reaches the next 

stage in the ILC. Therefore, failure to understand the true value of firms in a transitioning industry 

can potentially greatly undervalue firms. A new framework for establishing intrinsic value in firms 

(valuations) in transitioning industries is needed.  

1.2 Problem Outline 

This thesis aims to address two research gaps from different parts of business academia, which at 

first glance seem distant to one another, but on further examination appear to be closely tied. On the 

one hand, researchers have established a range of shortcomings in the „classic‟ valuation techniques 

based on the DCF method (e.g. Chong and Philips, 2012; although researching these issue are not a 

new phenomenon. For earlier critiques see for example Solomon Jr., 1966); on the other hand there 

is the issue, so far largely unattended to in the literature, of valuing firms specifically in transition-

ing industries (although it has been determined that enterprise valuations are dependent on the envi-
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ronment the firm finds itself in [Imam et al., 2008]). Deeper inspection suggests that these two ap-

parently separate issues affect and enforce each other: The shortcomings of the classic valuation 

models are even more profound in transitioning industries, as the elements causing the problems 

with the way the DCF models handle certain factors, predominantly uncertainty and volatility, are 

exactly the prominent characteristics of a transitioning industry. The need for further research on 

valuation of firms in transitioning industries is therefore even more profound.  

Starting with the issue associated with transitions through the ILC; as industries evolve they do so 

in four main phases. These are the introduction, growth, maturity and decline phases. Within each 

phase, there is a range of characteristics which shape the environment firms within the industry find 

themselves in, and which determine the success requirements in each phase. These are naturally 

very different from phase to phase, and consequently the situation for the firms also varies a great 

deal from phase to phase. However, although different across phases; the challenges within each 

phase are rather well-known, and proven in academia (Grant, 2010). What is not set in stone are the 

challenges facing the firms in the actual transition period from one phase to another. The literature 

has predominantly focused on the situation for firms within the phases of the ILC, and thus implicit-

ly assumed that the transition happens at a discrete point in time, rather than as the continuous evo-

lution which takes place in real life (see figure below). 

 

Figure 1 - The continuous evolution from 'growth' to 'maturity'  

This figure highlights an important point: The purpose is not to introduce a fifth phase in the ILC 

framework, but rather to highlight that the two phases overlap when transition from one to the other 

takes place. As such, the period is even more difficult to work with, as elements from both phases 

might be present at once, and the transition from growth to maturity is anything but linear. 

A quick glance at the current status of valuation literature seems to indicate that to a large extent 

academia is not able to handle the uncertain environment of a transitioning industry. An overview 

of the valuation landscape will clarify this point. There is a wide range of valuation models current-

ly in use for valuing enterprises (Damodaran, 2005). These can be classified according to a number 

of different characteristics. Mainly, the literature classifies these as either being based on cash ac-
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 Sophisticated Unsophisticated 

Cash Flow-based DCF; Dividend Discount Model Dividend Yield; Price-to-cash flow; 

Accruals-based Residual Income; Economic Value 

Added (EVA) 

Price-Earnings; Price-Earnings-Growth; Price-to-Book; 

EV / X (where X can be a number of measure) 

 

counting, and thereby cash flows, or accrual accounting, and thereby reported earnings (Penman, 

2013; Damodaran, 2005), and, within each category, distinguishes between whether the technique is 

sophisticated (providing absolute valuations) or unsophisticated (providing relative valuations) 

(Imam et al., 2008). Refer to the table below for an overview of the most common valuation mod-

els. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - Overview of common valuation methods (source: Penman (2013); Imam et al. (2008)) 

As is visible from this non-exhaustive table, the valuation methods are many, and as such it seems 

that analysts, fund managers and other individuals seeking to value enterprises have the necessary 

tools to do so.  Commonly, valuations are conducted using a mix of the various models, reflecting 

the consensus that various valuation models complement each other, yielding more precise valua-

tions together than alone (Imam et al., 2008). However, performing a valuation is as much art as 

science, and the wide range of valuation methods reflect exactly this: There is still debate as to 

whether a single model or mix of models outperform the others consistently, and under which cir-

cumstances, and the specific models chosen is widely based on subjective taste (Hamadi and Ha-

madeh, 2012; Damodaran, 2005). Further, seeing as performing a valuation is so inherently com-

plex and the result is dependent not only on the framework employed, but also the industry envi-

ronment, there is a strong case for continuously trying to add new valuation model mixes to the cur-

rent catalogue of models. With its simultaneous important place in both business and research, in-

vestigation into valuation models and theory is an ever-important topic for research, and the com-

plexity inherent in performing valuations calls for creativity in the approach to the topic. 

Note, though, that this is not an attempt at revolutionizing the valuation discipline, as the merits of 

the current valuation tools do not warrant such a move. Rather, it is an attempt at adding tools to the 

valuation toolbox, to be employed in the distinctive circumstances of the ILC transition; because, as 

the discussion above did highlight, there is great potential for such an addition. 

A common characteristic for current valuation approaches focusing on entire enterprises is that they 

are predominantly non-options-based (Imam et al., 2008). The various techniques mentioned above 
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attempt to determine the value of the enterprise based on an expected stream of single cash flows, 

that is, the models do not incorporate the possibility that the cash flows can deviate from the fore-

cast. Over the past decades, capital budgeting literature has begun to emphasize the use of real op-

tions theory when making decisions regarding investments and projects, predominantly in situations 

where salvage value represents a substantial amount, or when investments can be staged and thus 

future development does not have to be decided upon until later in the process (e.g. Ghahremani et 

al., 2012; Kodukula and Papudesu, 2006; Trigeorgis, 2005, 1996; Dixit and Pindyck, 1995). The 

upside of incorporating these considerations is that it gives firms a method for dealing with the un-

certainty of business, and with the fact that as new information become available, cash flow esti-

mates and consequently project/investment attractiveness changes. Another way to see this is that 

projects/investments derive value both from their current expected attractiveness (based on DCF 

analysis), but also, and equally important, from their option to be altered in the future (based on 

ROV). This is option is very tangible, and therefore the value derived from it is tangible, too, and 

should be included in the project value (Trigeorgis, 1996). As firm valuations are simply an exten-

sion of valuing projects in capital budgeting decisions, and ROVs are gaining foothold in those, it 

seems that ROV can aid in the valuation of entire firms as well.  

1.3 Problem Statement 
The purpose of this thesis is twofold. First, based on the research gaps established above, a sophis-

ticated, situation-specific mix of valuation tools will be provided; and second, the abilities of this 

mix will be examined empirically in a case study. The research question throughout this thesis is: 

How does real options valuation uncover value in firms in transitioning industries, 

which the discounted cash flows model fail to do, and how is this visible in the valua-

tion of a case firm?  

 

In order to comprehensively address the research question, a number of sub-questions will be an-

swered in the process: 

 How does the ILC transition period require specific characteristics in a valuation model? 

 How are the components of the DCF model able to handle the requirements of valuation 

models for firms in ILC transition environments? 

 What is a real options valuation model, and how do its components supplement the DCF? 
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 How can a transitioning industry be identified? 

 What is the DCF value of the case firm? 

 What is the supplementary value over the DCF value, identified through a ROV? 

 

1.4 Methodology 
The research design follows the deductive approach, wherein existing knowledge of theory and 

concepts is used to identify gaps in the research, and put these under the analytical lens (Bryman 

and Bell, 2012). Although without derivation of formal hypotheses, the goal is to contribute to 

bridging the gaps identified in existing literature and concepts. The analysis takes its outset in con-

cepts from the field of strategic management, which are used to address the research gaps in valua-

tion methods. As such, the strategic management concepts can be considered the lens, and concepts 

from the fields of corporate finance and valuation methods are the objects of analysis. With the pur-

pose of the thesis being to examine both existing theories and the suggested amendments, it is ap-

propriate to take the positivist analytical approach, in which the analysis is based on observable 

facts, and where the interpretation of these is conducted from the standpoint that analysis can be 

carried out in an objective manner by the researcher (Saunders et al., 2009). Naturally, as valuations 

are as much art as science (Damodaran, 2005), the interpretation of data will not be perfectly objec-

tive, but the data on which it is based will, to the greatest extent possible.  

 

Data objectivity is a primary concern of research, given the positivist approach. First, this thesis is 

based exclusively on secondary data, that is, independent market research, firm reports, as well as 

peer-reviewed academic articles. No primary data was sourced, as a prerequisite for an objective 

outsider valuation of a firm is using publicly available information only, and the purpose of this 

thesis is to contribute to the field of outside analyst valuations. Second, a critical assessment of the 

sources was conducted, determining whether there was reason to believe that a bias existed (such as 

a political agenda, vested interests from interest groups, self-maximizing agendas on behalf of busi-

nesses or the like). For the peer-reviewed articles, the review exercise was determined to be appro-

priate to ensure validity of the data. Some data was sourced from interest groups, such as Global 

Wind Energy Council, and industry participants (predominantly the case firm), which was at risk of 

being biased. Therefore, such data was used carefully and often (if possible) with further sources 
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supporting the findings
1
. However, if no further sources were available, data was used so long as it 

was consistent with the general picture emerging from the general body of research. The financial 

data for firms is sourced from annual reports which are audited, and therefore assumed to be as 

truthful as possible. 

 

A case study approach has been selected to address the research gaps outlined in the first part of the 

thesis. The case study highlights the importance of the context of the subject being studied (Saun-

ders et al., 2009), which makes it highly appropriate for valuation research, as valuations are exactly 

highly context dependent (Imam et al., 2008). The case industry is the wind turbine industry, and 

the case firm is Vestas Wind Systems. Both choices will be explained in the relevant sections. As 

will be shown, a relatively large body of research has examined the applicability of ROV on theo-

retical and quantitative bases, and a few studies have conducted backwards-looking valuations of 

firms (where the end-date of the ROV lies prior to the study, so findings can be verified by observa-

tion). Therefore, what seem to be missing in order to further the dispersion of the ROV method in 

the practitioner‟s community are forward-looking case studies. In spite of the case study approach, 

which normally does not yield generalizable findings, it will in the conclusion be attempted to sug-

gest some level of generalizability of the findings, following Flyvbjerg‟s (2006) arguments.  

 

As the space allowance on this thesis is limited, the focus was restricted to covering only the ele-

ments of crucial importance to addressing the research questions. Therefore, by highlighting the 

primary areas of concern, the rigorous theory treatment in Part II serves as a guide to ensure that 

sufficient elements are included in the analysis in order to base the findings on solid foundations 

and assumptions. Importantly, the DCF valuation is not the end-goal of the thesis, merely a tool 

employed towards answering the research question, as a DCF is a prerequisite for conducting a 

ROV. Therefore, the DCF valuation of the case firm will be in a relatively condensed format. A key 

here is the framework for reviewing the industry focusing on its “age” will serve as the primary 

benchmark against which the firm can be analyzed (made possible by the specific ILC transition 

industry characteristics, shown in Part II), thus eliminating the need for a full-fledged competitor 

analysis. The research design and creation of solid frameworks based on established theory, howev-

er, will ensure that the findings will not be less robust from this alternative approach. 

                                                           
1
 Only an executive summary could be obtained from BTM Consult, as CBS does not provide resources for the full 

reports, and therefore this will only be used to support findings from other reports, rather than providing basis for 
analysis by itself. 
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The structure of the thesis is outlined as follows: 
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Part II – The Valuation Tool 

2.1 The Industry Life Cycle 
The concept of the industry life cycle is, by academic standards, a fairly young concept, but never-

theless widely accepted as valid. Even in business it is a tool of great importance to executives, 

when investments and strategic decisions must be made, as the position in the ILC affects these 

(Peltoniemi, 2011; McGahan et al., 2004). While its roots trace back to the late 1970s, the idea 

gained momentum primarily throughout the 1990s (e.g. Jovanovic and MacDonald, 1994; Utterback 

and Suarez, 1993; Klepper and Graddy, 1990). The main point of the ILC is to explain and predict 

the technological and structural change that industries undergo as they age (Peltoniemi, 2011), and 

how firms should adapt to this in order to obtain or retain competitive advantages (Mukherjee et al., 

2004). In this manner, the ILC theory sheds light on an important issue that all firms face, namely 

the change of success requirements in the different periods of an industry‟s life (Grant, 2010). Natu-

rally, different industries will have different phase lengths and characteristic-changes in their life 

cycles according to their specific characteristics, but the overall process of movement through the 

phases is similar across all industries (Peltoniemi, 2011). This highlights a central issue this thesis 

deals with: namely, that it cannot be determined ex ante what the industry structure will look like in 

the next stage, or even what the trigger for transition will be, so the uncertainty and volatility just 

before, and within, each transition period is profound (Utterback and Suarez, 1993).  

The generally accepted model divides the industry evolution into four phases: introduction, growth, 

maturity and decline (e.g. Grant, 2010; Covin and Slevin, 1990), or variations hereof with the same 

underlying characteristics for each phase (e.g. McGahan et al., 2004). The focus in this thesis is on 

the transition between growth and maturity for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is not certain that 

industries complete the transition from introduction to growth. This transition is heavily based on 

the wider diffusion of the product or technology which provides the raison d‟etre for industry. As a 

consequence, the funding which firms receive before the growth phase is predominantly from ven-

ture capitalists, who have very different valuation considerations than the public markets (for exam-

ple, active investing, governance and business guidance often weigh heavier than a financial analy-

sis (Lerner et al., 2012)). Secondly, the end of the growth stage is characterized by a high number of 

firms (Malerba and Orsenigo, 1999), so a superior valuation technique is likely to yield higher value 

here, because the potential to find firms with valuable real options are larger due to the sheer vol-

ume of firms, compared with the transition from maturity to decline. Thirdly, the uncertainty is sig-

nificantly reduced after the industry has reached maturity fully (Peltoniemi, 2011), which should 
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shift value from being embedded in real options to being embedded in the cash flows (as real op-

tions value is positively correlated with uncertainty (Hull, 2012)). 

The literature has not been too concerned with establishing the characteristics and uncertainties of 

the transition between growth and maturity, as the academic attention traditionally lie on distinct 

phenomena within each pure phase (McGahan et al., 2004). Often, papers let the shakeout process 

(a process in which the number of firms is strongly reduced) be proxy for the transition and thus let 

this concept attempt to capture total uncertainty in this phase (e.g. Peltoniemi, 2011). However, this 

is a very inflexible measure in order to capture the intricacies of the uncertainties in this phase: 

Shakeout refers mainly to the survival/extinction of firms, and thus fails to take into account the fact 

that internally in the surviving firms the uncertainty and volatility of the transition may draw deep 

marks. Further, shakeout is difficult to translate to a quantifiable market volatility measure. A po-

tential reason for the lack of this focus is of course that, as mentioned, exactly the uncertainty re-

garding the industry specific market structure in maturity (seen from the growth stage) is clouding 

the image. It is, however, important to establish how the uncertainty can affect the structure and 

operations of firms. Therefore, I will outline the success requirements for the growth phase and the 

maturity phase, and from this infer what happens between the two, in order to demonstrate the pro-

found uncertainty and volatility present in the transition.  

2.2 Uncertainty in ILC Transition 
There is uncertainty in the vast majority of business situations, regardless of industry position in the 

ILC. What distinguishes the uncertainty discussed in this section is that it refers to uncertainty re-

garding the entire industry structure, not just uncertainty in operational outcomes, sales, costs etc. 

The industry structure regards such foundational factors as success requirements. It is obvious that 

if the exact success requirements are unknown it will be inherently difficult to navigate the business 

properly in the industry and phase. 

A generalized evolution through the ILC from growth to maturity is outlined in the following. Natu-

rally, to a large extent the exact success requirements will be highly industry specific, but there are 

general characteristics in the ILC evolution pattern which will be similar across industries (Pel-

toniemi, 2011), for overview see figure below.  
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 Growth Maturity 

Demand Rapidly increasing, market penetration Switch from demand growth to 
replacement demand 

Technology Some standardization, with early 
dominant design indicators 

Established and well-diffused dominant 
design 

Manufacturing Capacity shortages, expansion of 
capacity 

Overcapacity from supply exceeding the 
slowed demand growth 

Competition Large scale entry, some M&A activity Shakeout, price competition 

Key success factors Expanding production capacity, and 
establishing distribution lines 

Cost efficiency, economies of scale, 
dominant design-supplier 

 
 

Figure 3 - Main industry characteristics (source: Peltoniemi (2011); Grant (2010)) 

The main industry characteristics of the growth stage are large scale entry of competitors due to 

abnormal profits, rapidly increasing demand growth, and early steps towards dominant designs and 

processes are initiated (although very limitedly at this point). This highlights the need for firms to 

produce increasingly larger quantities and distribute effectively, to meet the filled order back-

log/pipeline (Grant, 2010). Furthermore, firms must add a focus on process innovation, while simul-

taneously keeping products up to date with the still somewhat fluctuating customer tastes through 

innovative activity, to prepare for, or even influence, the dominant design (McGahan and Silver-

man, 2001). Leaving the growth phase, two wide-reaching, disruptive factors affect the industry: the 

emergence of a dominant design, and a shakeout between competing firms (Peltoniemi, 2011). The 

notion of a dominant design is articulated as the cumulative adoption of a certain technology or de-

sign by individual firms (Warner and Caliskan-Demirag, 2011) and constitutes a catalyst for the 

shakeout. Seeing as it is the cumulative adoption, it is difficult to determine exactly when critical 

mass is reached and non-adopters begin to exit. However, it does prove a valuable concept in ex-

plaining the underlying reasons for the shakeout: Firms tend to exit when a best-practice method or 

product has emerged, and the firms either lack the will or the capabilities to follow suit. Thus, en 

route to maturity, industries experience the shakeout period, where non-performing or non-adapting 

firms exit (McGahan et al., 2004). Apart from emergence of dominant design, this shakeout is also 

due to the emergence of production overcapacity as demand growth has slowed permanently in ma-

turity (i.e. not temporarily due to a transitory economic situation), requirements for cost efficiency 

(realizable through the better position on the learning curve), and, as a consequence hereof, declin-

ing margins and increased price competition (product diversification is here less of a competitive 

advantage) (Grant, 2010). Naturally, a shakeout occurs somewhat gradually, and not instantaneous-

ly, although it will entail a profound change in competitive structures, and a relatively clearly dis-
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cernible period (Simons, 2011). It is important to note here that the shakeout is clouded by much 

volatility with regards to its magnitude and pace when viewed from the growth phase, that is, how 

many firms exit, and how fast the bulk of the exiting firms do so (Simons, 2011). This in turn 

means that also the competitive landscape, and thereby the competitive opportunities in form of 

establishing competitive advantages, will be very hard to predict, when the industry starts to experi-

ence the shakeout.  

When maturity is fully reached (although this point is extremely hard to establish empirically (Pel-

toniemi, 2011)) the industry will experience demand saturation and the complete diffusion of well-

established technologies, processes and products – the so-called dominant design which started to 

emerge in the transition is now fully dispersed (Peltoniemi, 2011; Grant, 2010). Further, there will 

be moves towards vertical specialization, that is, the increased focus by firms on increasingly lim-

ited elements of the value chain
2
, as firms uncover their relative competitive advantages in the new 

competitive landscape (Macher and Mowery, 2004). As is the case with the shakeout, it is important 

to acknowledge that the entire transition period is equally difficult to define boundaries for (McGa-

han et al., 2004), and the elements of uncertainty may last into early maturity, or be present early in 

the growth phase. This only exacerbates the issue for firms in coping with the uncertainty, as the 

timing and duration of the transition is extremely hard to anticipate ex ante, and its specific effects 

on the future industry structure can most likely only be determined after the fact.  

One thing that quickly springs to eye from comparing the ILC phase characteristics and the success 

requirements is that there are huge differences between what is needed in the growth phase versus 

what is needed when maturity sets in. In short, during the growth phase firms are under pressure to 

expand production capacity and simultaneously carry out product innovation, while the environ-

ment demands close to the exact opposite in maturity; namely limiting production capacity and fo-

cusing on cost efficiency rather than groundbreaking product innovation. These differences entail 

large organizational and operational changes for firms, and this is where the uncertainties arise. An-

swers to questions such as “what amount of installed production capacity is needed in maturity?,” 

“what will be the characteristics of the dominant design?,” “how will the competitors fare?,” and 

“where in the value chain will specific capabilities be needed?” are all crucial for the shape and 

structure of the organization and the operations. These answers are, however, impossible to come 

                                                           
2
 Examples hereof are the mature oil industry, which has highly specialized players for each value chain function, and 

the mature computer industry, with for example IBM having shifted its main focus from personal computer produc-
tion to IT consulting services. 
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up with before the determinants of these factors (namely the new industry structure) are visible. 

Recent strategic management literature underscores this issue of uncertainty and its impact on busi-

ness operations in a variety of ways. Lacetera et al. (2004) establishes that the evolution through the 

ILC phases requires a firm to adapt to the new success requirements, and argues that this can, in 

certain circumstances, be obtained through (simpler) staffing considerations. This view is extended 

to fixed firm assets in Mukherjee et al. (2004) argue for the importance of adaptive capabilities built 

into the manufacturing operations from the very early stages of a firm. Martin and Eisenhardt 

(2004) examine how firms can adapt using internal organizational resources and make the case that 

firms should deal with the changing industry characteristics by constructing the organization as a 

collection of modular BUs, which can be recombined in new ways in response to changes in the 

industry structure. Taking an external focus Maksimovic and Phillips (2008) show how firms can 

adapt successfully through acquisitions, and perhaps more importantly, divestments of lower level 

organizational assets, such as business units (BUs) or even individual plants. These are important 

arguments, in that they show that the considerations for optimizing the firm under the new market 

structure is not only limited to choosing between exit or not, but also to choosing how to calibrate 

the organization (either as efficiency considerations by selling off or acquiring plants, or value 

chain considerations by selling off or acquiring BUs). Recalibration of the organization through 

narrower focus on one or more specific value chain components is also championed in Macher and 

Mowery (2004), who see this pressure for recalibration as a direct consequence of the evolution 

through the ILC. Common for this new strand of literature regarding stances towards the change 

brought about by the evolution through the ILC is that it acknowledges how uncertainty and volatil-

ity have a great impact on the industry structure. This is visible in that the various papers argue not 

for specific actions which need to be taken by firms, but rather that firms must be organized in a 

manner that facilitates these actions, once it becomes clear which actions are appropriate. This point 

highlights that it is unknown future conditions the firm must be ready to meet, when the industry is 

entering the transition between growth and maturity. Tying this to valuation models, it becomes 

clear that static models will not provide the full picture, but that there is a need to value strategic 

flexibility as well. 

The next sections will examine the most commonly used valuation model, the DCF model (Imam et 

al., 2008), in order to evaluate its ability to take into account the uncertainty and volatility, and thus 

whether it assigns the true value to businesses in industries transitioning between growth and ma-

turity. The focus will be on DCF and not P/E, although the latter is widely used as well, because the 
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DCF is more clearly based on the fundamentals, and therefore gives a better overview of where the 

value in the firm is rooted. 

2.3 The DCF Model 
The central point of the DCF is that assets derive value from their ability to generate future cash 

flows. Therefore, when an asset is being acquired, the buyer is essentially acquiring the right to the 

future cash flows from this asset, and thus the value of the asset must be equal to the present value 

of the expected stream of cash flows, if the asset is fairly priced (Damodaran, 2005). While this idea 

dates back to the early 20
th

 century with Irving Fisher‟s publication of „The Rate of Interest’ (1907), 

the use of this concept as a valuation method was not common until popularized by Gordon in 

1962. The Gordon Growth Model, or Dividend Discount Model laid the groundwork and provided 

the direction for further research to develop the model into the DCF model (Damodaran, 2005; Rut-

terford, 2004).  

Fundamentals 

The most common approach is the variant which discounts free cash flows to the firm - FCFF 

(Penman, 2013; Imam, et al., 2008): 

                                                                          

where NOPAT denotes net operating profit, after operating taxes. How the FCFF is derived from 

revenues, as well as its relation to other cash flow derivations, is shown in Appendix F. The DCF 

model works by discounting all future free cash flows to the firm at a weighted average cost of 

capital (WACC). An issue here is with the requirement for forecasting cash flows into perpetuity, 

and therefore the DCF model is divided into two parts: cash flows over a certain period (first term 

in the equation) plus terminal value (second term in the equation): 

     [
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In the first part the cash flows up to a certain horizon are forecast. Then, in order to make the model 

workable, the firm is assumed to enter a steady state at the forecast horizon, after which the forecast 

free cash flows are assumed to grow at a constant rate, g (which can of course also be zero). Obvi-

ously, the concept of the terminal value requires assumptions about future growth; however, this 

approach is necessary in order to avoid having to forecast cash flows for each year for infinity. This 

issue with infinity derives from the fact that firms are assumed to be able to continue operations 
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indefinitely, and thus, as opposed to a bond, for example, has no natural maturity date. Regardless 

of growth pattern, these cash flows are now a perpetual stream, and it is thus possible to calculate 

the terminal value of the firm after the horizon using the Gordon Growth Model (Gordon, 1962). 

Naturally, this forecast horizon must be distant enough so that it is a reasonable assumption that the 

firm is indeed in steady state.  

While forecasting future cash flows and horizon cash flows in general could seem to carry a lot of 

practical problems, it is the case for most sophisticated (absolute) valuation models that forecasting 

is required (Damodaran, 2005). Therefore, this is not per se an issue arising from the DCF model 

only, and will not be treated in the following discussion. 

Uncertainty 

One feature which both helps making the model practical in use and simultaneously problematic as 

basis for valuations in volatile environments, is the way it handles uncertainty. Uncertainty is cap-

tured in the WACC, which is a simple and easily utilized measure for the discount rate. However, 

the WACC
3
 itself is comprised by numerous elements, all containing some degree of imprecision in 

their estimates, causing its use to be not entirely unproblematic. The measure works by weighting 

the (after-tax) costs of financing instruments according to their relative proportion of total financ-

ing:  

     [
    

     
                          ]  [

      

     
               ] 

The two most commonly using types of financing are equity and debt, however, a firm can utilize 

more complex financing, which can easily be incorporated in the WACC calculation, if its cost can 

be determined. For most practical purposes and for understanding the intuition of the measure, 

working with only debt and equity will suffice. On a note; while uncertainty is captured in the 

WACC measure it is nevertheless important to avoid so-called „fudge factors‟ in the measure, that 

is, an upwards or downwards adjustment of the WACC based on „gut-feeling,‟ rather than data. The 

WACC captures uncertainty by reflecting the risk of the business, based on a number of business 

characteristics (Brealey et al., 2011).  

The cost of debt is, at least theoretically, relatively straight forward to estimate, as these instruments 

have observable, contractual payments, which is why the yield to maturity (YTM) can be used – the 

                                                           
3
 The technical parts and assumptions of the WACC and its subcomponents (CAPM) are based on Brealey et al. (2011). 
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intuition is that one can use the promised return as the payments are promised (by contract) and 

debt is normally senior to other types of financing increasing the probability of repayment in bank-

ruptcy (Brealey et al., 2011). Another method is to calculate cost of debt based on a risk premium 

over the risk free rate rather than YTM (Damodaran, 2012). The choice of method will depend on 

the specific debt characteristics (Koller et al., 2010). In the WACC, the cost of debt is adjusted for 

tax. The assumptions here are that the tax shield will be based on the firm‟s marginal corporate tax 

rate, and that the firm can capture the entire tax shield saving. Combined, this lets the tax shield 

benefits be captured completely by the cost of debt, which adds to the simplicity of the WACC 

measure (Koller et al., 2010). 

The cost of equity, on the other hand, is more difficult to obtain. It is calculated by the so-called 

capital asset pricing model (CAPM) developed by Sharpe (1964), which is built by adding a scaled 

market risk premium to the risk free rate 

                                            

The bulk of the issues with the WACC stem from the CAPM: every measure in the CAPM contains 

estimation uncertainty and further, the risk measure is quite inflexible. The CAPM is an attempt at 

letting a firm‟s cost of equity reflect the firm‟s risk, through the beta measure, β. Following com-

mon portfolio theory, investors will only be compensated for market risk, as firm-specific risk can 

be diversified away (Bodie et al., 2011). Market risk of the firm is captured by the measure β, which 

estimates by what magnitude the firm‟s share price moves, when the market moves (based on how 

this co-movement has been historically), and thus the higher the magnitude, the higher the β (mini-

mum value for β is zero, as direction of the movement is not taken into account by β). The other 

components, the risk free rate and the risk premium, can be estimated in a variety of ways, based on 

historic information of prices of various bonds (for the risk free rate) and stocks or indices (for the 

risk premium), and are thus unrelated to the firm in focus. As a result, all that is left to capture the 

exposure of the specific firm to market risk is β. Essentially, this makes β the measure of risk in the 

WACC and consequently in the DCF model. Of course, cost of debt is firm specific as well, but this 

is based on a calculated price from the firm‟s debt structure, and not a regression estimate like the β 

measure. 

What is visible from the above examination of the ultimate risk component in the DCF model, β, is 

risk can only affect the firm negatively. Uncertainty is (incorrectly (Chong and Philips, 2012)) set 
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equal to downside risk, and this is reflected in a single measure which moves linearly with uncer-

tainty: The more volatility in returns (arising from operations, but also the business environment) a 

firm is assumed to be subject to, the larger the scaling factor, β, in the CAPM. This increases the 

WACC, thus decreasing the value. In reality, risk from volatile business environments can make 

returns unexpectedly small, but also unexpectedly large. As such, the way the DCF handles risk, by 

increasing the discount rate, is only half the story. While risk treatment is a general problem in the 

DCF (e.g. Chong and Philips, 2012), it is accentuated in the ILC transition, since (as outlined in 

previous sections) the uncertainty and volatility is even more profound there. While it has been a 

hot topic in academia whether β is the correct estimate of risk under the CAPM assumptions or not 

(for example, recently by Pettengill et al., 2013), in business it continues to be the most widely used 

method (Imam et al., 2008), and therefore β must be treated as the foundational risk measure, to 

which a more comprehensive method is added. 

Flexibility 

There is another issue with the DCF model apart from the treatment of risk, which is especially 

problematic in the ILC transition. This regards the way in which the DCF model handles changing 

circumstances. Because the model can only handle one cash flow per period, it is said to be deter-

ministic in its approach (Kodukula and Papudesu, 2006). This means that the cash flows which are 

being estimated are assumed to follow a fixed path, which is set at time zero (or when the valuation 

is conducted). While this makes the DCF model workable, it is a problem due to the fact that cash 

flows in reality are probabilistic rather than deterministic. In other words, expected cash flows 

might be lower or fall away all together, while unexpected positive cash flows might materialize. In 

any case, future cash flows are not realistically represented by a single value, rather by a probability 

distribution of potential outcomes (Guerrero, 2007; Trigeorgis, 1996). The management will un-

doubtedly react to this, and even in the absence of rapidly changing conditions, the management 

will not take a passive strategic stance, as is assumed in the DCF model. Flexibility (the ability to 

alter strategic decisions as more information surfaces) is one of the primary tools of management, 

and therefore that the DCF cannot take this into account is a large deficiency of the model (Rogers, 

2002). Conceptually, this issue is not as complicated as the one regarding risk, as it is rather intui-

tive that it requires strong assumptions to represent future period‟s state in a single number, howev-

er, the solution is very difficult to find within the realm of the model itself. Normally, modifications 

offered to help solve this problem are sensitivity and scenario analysis, and while these methods do 

increase the understanding of the valuation resulting from using a DCF framework, they do not al-
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Variable Financial options Real options Effect on value 
from ↑ - Call 

Effect on value 
from ↑- Put 

Asset price, S Current stock price DCF valuation ↑ ↓ 

Exercise price, K Denoted on option 
contract 

Investment cost/gain to 
realize option 

↓ ↑ 

Volatility, σ σ of stock price σ of firm value ↑ ↑ 

Time to maturity, T Denoted on option 
contract 

Dependent on the specific 
option 

↑ ↑ 

Dividends Can occur and affect 
option attractiveness 

Are captured in the DCF 
valuation and has no 
separate effect. 

- - 

The arrows in the left-most columns denote the effect on the option value from increases in a variable, holding all else 

equal. 

low for inclusion of the value from managerial flexibility (Trigeorgis, 1996). As the purpose of this 

thesis is to determine the value from strategic flexibility, and these methods do not serve to this end, 

sensitivity analysis and scenario analysis will not be discussed as possible solutions. 

2.4 Real Options Valuation 
Conceptually, real options are simply an extension of financial options to real assets (Trigeorgis, 

1996). As introduction to the fundamentals of real options, it therefore helps to use the financial 

options analogy and build on this. Financial options
4
 give the owner the right, but not the obliga-

tion, to buy (call) or sell (put) a financial asset (referred to as the underlying asset, or underlying), 

either at a pre-specified date in the future (European option) or at any time before a pre-specified 

date in the future (American option) at a pre-specified price, the strike price (denoted K, following 

standard options notation). Since it is a right, not an obligation, the owner of the option will exer-

cise only when it is profitable for him, otherwise the option will expire unexercised. For a call, this 

means exercising when the current price of the underlying is above the strike price, and for a put 

this means exercising when the current price of the underlying is below the strike price. The payoff 

of a call is thus max(S – K, 0), and payoff of a put is max(K – S, 0), where S refers to the spot price 

of the underlying at the exercise date, and K, as mentioned, is the price at which the asset is bought 

(call) or sold (put). A range of factors influence the value of a financial option, summarized in the 

table below, where the most interesting relationship in relation to the ILC transition and DCF short-

comings is the positive relationship between volatility and option value. 

 

Figure 4 - Factors influencing financial and real options ( source: Hull (2012); Trigeorgis (1996)) 

The concept of real options in finance theory was first articulated by Myers (1977), and has since 

been extensively elaborated and refined. The theoretical fundamentals were established early on, 

predominantly in the 1980s (Schwartz and Trigeorgis, 2001), and these are still valid for today‟s 

                                                           
4
 The technical part of the options section is based on Hull (2012). 
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real options application. As noted above, real options are a natural extension of the financial options 

concept, only here applied to real assets instead of financial. Juxtaposing the parameters included in 

option valuation, both real and financial, from the point of view of the factors influencing option 

value, provides a clear picture of the transferability of financial options theory to real options (see 

table above). Even though it seems that real options are completely analogous to financial, there are 

characteristics of real options which make the analogy not directly transferable. Real options can be 

non-exclusive, affected by competitive interactions, can be interdependent, and further they are 

(mostly) non-tradable and can be preempted (Trigeorgis, 1996). While these limitations of the anal-

ogy do make it more difficult to comprehensively employ ROV, solutions to them can be built into 

the analysis, when using binomial lattice solutions. Further, the limitations highlight the need for 

management to be aware of embedded real options, as some of these can be preempted by competi-

tors, or inadvertently altered from various organizational actions. These factors, which are not rele-

vant for financial options, are placed on three levels: Initially, one must determine whether a real 

option is proprietary or shared; secondly, whether it is simple or compound (multiple options de-

pendent on each other); and thirdly, whether it is expiring or deferrable (Trigeorgis, 1996). Lastly, 

real options are American style in that there is no contractual limitations on their exercise; only po-

tential market limitations (Hull, 2012). While it is necessary to recognize these distinct differences 

between the real options and financial options, and conduct the analysis accordingly, it is by no 

means issues which should discourage the use of ROV.  

 

Figure 5 - non-
exhaustive table of 
real option categories 
(source: Trigeorgis, 
1996: pp. 2 - 3) 

 

 

 

 

Fundamentals 

Binomial lattices are the preferred method for valuing real options (Varma, 2011; Guerrero, 2007). 

While other methods exist, namely partial differential equations and simulations, binomial lattices 

have a number of advantages. First of all, they provide the user with a better overview of the state 

Category Description Financial option 
equivalent 

Option to abandon The option to sell assets or exit investments if market 
conditions become unfavorable.  

Put 

Option to expand The option to expand operations in favorable market 
conditions. These are normally embedded in a firms assets 
(e.g. a factory from which the output can be doubled) 

Call 

Option to switch The option to simultaneously upscale and downscale 
production in various product lines or regions; essentially 
switching production focus from one region or product to 
another. 

Put and call 

Option to defer The option to await further information before investments 
are made. This entails an investment which is not yet made, 
but can be made at a later stage, if conditions are favorable.  

Call 
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of the real asset in focus, and the underlying option, and are therefore more intuitive to use. Second, 

they are more versatile, and can better be tailored to highly specific and unique situations, compared 

to stochastic calculus solutions. Third, when assuming that real asset values follow geometric 

Brownian motions (random walks), there are almost no limits to the range of real asset varieties the 

binomial lattice can work with (Copeland and Antikarov, 2003). Binomial lattices will be the solu-

tion method in focus in this thesis, because these advantages are well in line with promoting the use 

of ROV as a supplement to DCF, as is a purpose of this thesis. Arguments against using the ROV 

method center on the increased difficulty in using this method over DCF (McDonald, 2006), how-

ever, these outlined characteristics and the following discussion will show that this is in fact not the 

case.  

 

 

Figure 6 - Depiction of the binomial lattice method (source: Hull (2012), Cox et al. (1979) 

The binomial method was first articulated for options by Cox, Ross and Rubinstein in 1979, who 

sought to present a simpler and more intuitive option pricing model than the one Black and Scholes 

(1973) had derived a few years earlier, and especially a model which could handle American op-

tions, which sometimes should be exercised early. Depicted above is an example of a call option 

calculation. The fundamental process in the method is to model the price evolution of the real asset, 

S, based on the so-called up and down factors, which are estimated from the standard deviation of 

the asset, σ, and number of nodes per period (           and      ). Volatility of cash flows 

Continuing backwards, the value of   =
   × +   ×(1  )

  
 and equally for Cd and finally C. 

p 

1 – p  
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is therefore reflected both as downside and upside potential through the standard deviation, which is 

a substantial improvement over the DCF model. In the second lattice, the option price, C, is calcu-

lated moving from right to left (backwards), using risk neutral probabilities
5
, depicted in the formu-

la in figure 6. The risk neutral probability of an up movement is given by the formula       

             , and conversely the probability of a down movement is given by      . By 

using the risk-neutral probabilities, the method is essentially calculating the certainty equivalent 

cash flows, which can then be discounted by a constant risk free rate throughout the lattice (com-

pensating only for time value of money, not risk as well, as this compensation is done by reducing 

the cash flow itself with the certainty-equivalent). Note, that when the option is American style and 

can be exercised early, it must be determined at each node whether exercise takes place. This is 

simply determined by whether the payoff from exercise at the node is worth more than the option is 

at the same node. Another important note, and benefit of using binomial lattices, is that of irrele-

vance of the asset‟s expected return: Because the option is valued relative to the current price of the 

underlying, a change in expected return will not change the option value, as this is already reflected 

in the current price. The exact steps of the binomial lattice process are shown in the ROV in Part 

VI. 

Uncertainty 

Uncertainty is more comprehensively treated in the ROV method. In fact, ROV accomplishes the 

task of separating risk and uncertainty, which is a more precise designation, than the DCF approach 

of combining the two in one measure. Risk is then captured in the price evolution of the underlying 

asset in the binomial lattice, while uncertainty is captured in the fact that the real option can be ex-

ercised. The latter point will be treated in the next section under „flexibility.‟ 

The risk measure in the ROV model ultimately depends on a single variable; volatility of the returns 

on the underlying asset (Copeland and Antikarov, 2003). While this might seem oversimplified, and 

as suffering from the same problems as in the DCF model, the way the measure is employed can 

actually exactly solve the problem, that the DCF model only took risk into account as a negative 

factor through the discount rate: By building a binomial lattice of the possible price evolution of the 

underlying asset, where the volatility determines the magnitude of the up and down movements of 

the price, the fact that risk means increased upside potential, as well as downside, is incorporated. 

                                                           
5
 The mechanics of risk neutral probabilities are explained in detail in Appendix E, however detailed understanding of 

how and why risk neutral probabilities work is not required for reading this thesis, and a critique or discussion of the 
widely used risk neutral probabilities approach is outside the scope of this thesis. 
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This is perhaps the single most important feature of the ROV model over the DCF model, and the 

reason for using ROV as a supplement to the DCF. Further, recent research has determined that 

exactly firm volatility does seem to increase the firm‟s returns (Grullon et al., 2012), a conclusion 

which cannot be made by the DCF model, as risk (volatility) is only negative here. A requirement 

exists, that management must be able to exploit the volatility at each node, that is, make strategic 

alterations as new information becomes available (Trigeorgis, 1996). 

Issues remain, however, as to how the volatility is modeled. Two methods can be used for modeling 

volatility, the historical approach (similar to estimating β in the DCF model) or the subjective ap-

proach. Generally, there will be a number of factors influencing the volatility of an underlying asset. 

Whether one uses the historical approach or the subjective approach, the different factors‟ volatili-

ties must be estimated separately for each relevant variable in the model, and then compounded into 

a single measure through a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of their interaction (Copeland and Antika-

rov, 2003)
6
. In sum, this does give rise to a number of estimation issues, however, these are not 

more severe than with the DCF model, and the initial decomposition of the various volatilities en-

sures that care is taken with regards to which variables are included. And while the assumption is 

made that volatility is constant throughout the lifetime of the option, research has shown that this is 

a fairly reasonable assumption (Copeland and Antikarov, 2003), and at least not more restrictive 

than the DCF assumptions (McDonald, 2006). In later sections when the valuation is performed, it 

will be shown in detail how to deal with this issue. 

Flexibility 

As the forecast horizon is prolonged, the level of uncertainty increases. This occurs naturally, as 

uncertainty refers to the discovery of information that is currently not known, which can disrupt the 

entire value of the underlying asset. Specifically, the occurrence of so-called „unknown unknowns‟ 

(Gustafson, 2011) will likely change the characteristics of the underlying asset in the future (and 

perhaps trigger the exercise of the option), the only problem is that this can in no way be modeled, 

as it is exactly unknown unknowns (in comparison, risk simply refers to known unknowns, that is, 

events which are anticipated (or recognized as possible), where the timing and the magnitude are 

the only unknowns). However, as is custom in forecasting, unexpected events are not taken into 

account, as they are per definition unexpected (Penman, 2013). So for the modeling, ROV will fo-

cus on the known unknowns, which are nevertheless a source of great advantage in ROV over DCF, 

                                                           
6
 This will be shown in Part VI. 
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in that the framework shows the magnitude of these through potential price evolution in the asset. 

With these characteristics, flexibility is fully built into the model: This dynamic nature of the model 

further improves the ability to reap upside benefits, while limiting downside losses, as the known 

unknowns materialize. Here, not only can the modeled current value of the firm take into account 

the currently forecast potential upside from risk (as outlined above); with the arrival of new infor-

mation the firm can profit from uncertainty by adapting to the information. This fact is captured in 

the ROV model, while it is lost in the DCF approach (Trigeorgis, 1996).  

2.5 From DCF to ROV 

The DCF model is so widely utilized for good reason: Since the popularization in the 1960s it has 

proven its merits widely (Imam et al., 2008). With these merits in mind, and the rigorous academic 

scrutiny it has been subjected to and emerged improved from (Damodaran, 2005), it is today a high-

ly acclaimed model. Further, in many situations it does provide a reasonable estimate of enterprise 

values (Rutterford, 2004). However, it is visible from the above treatment of the models, especially 

in lieu of the peculiar market characteristics in the ILC transition, that ROV is potentially a power-

ful addition to the DCF. A review of ROV literature will shed light on this. 

The use of ROV methods has long been argued for in capital budgeting decisions, because of the 

appealing feature of incorporated flexibility. An investment is very rarely completely irreversible, 

and there is value to waiting for more information before investing/divesting (Dixit and Pindyck, 

1995). Although the method has caught foothold in certain industries as a capital budgeting tool, 

such as the natural resources industry and other industries with heavy fixed costs and significant 

project salvage values (e.g. Brennan and Schwartz, 1985; Trigeorgis, 1990), it is still struggling to 

gain wide acceptance outside the academic world (Chen, 2012; Guerrero, 2007; McDonald, 2006). 

Nevertheless, academics has begun to argue for the adoption of ROV as a useful tool when examin-

ing strategic decisions for the firms, such as in acquisitions (Munoz et al., 2011; Collan and Kin-

nunen, 2009; Smith and Triantis, 1995), regarding growth strategies (Varma, 2011; Kulatikala and 

Perotti, 1998), divestments (Clark et al., 2010; Belderbos and Zou, 2009; Dixit and Pindyck, 1995), 

and strategic timing and game theoretical considerations (Chevalier-Roignant et al., 2011; Smit and 

Trigeorgis, 2010; Alvarez and Stenbacka, 2006). Recently, focus has turned to the possibility of 

expanding the ROV technique to the valuation of entire firms, likely inspired by the fact that a myr-

iad of strategic and capital budgeting situations internally in the organization already warrant the 

use of the ROV technique, as outlined above. Damodaran (2005) suggests that ROV is treated aca-
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demically as part of the valuation toolbox; Baldi (2005) applies the RO framework to a leveraged 

buyout; Banerjee (2003) applies the ROV technique to a valuation of a pharmaceutical firm, as he 

argues that the uncertainties in the pharmaceutical industry environment call for such a technique; 

and Saenz-Diez et al. (2008) applies it to an e-commerce firm. The latter three exemplify the great 

variety of business circumstances under which the technique can be used.  

In more general terms, Guerrero (2007), McDonald (2006), and earlier Copeland and Antikarov 

(2003), aim the arguments directly at practitioners, and suggest that the ROV method supplement 

the DCF model. Central arguments in Copeland and Antikarov (2003) revolve around the ease with 

which ROV can be put to use under certain circumstances, and McDonald (2006) builds on this by 

adding that managers already take real options into account when thinking about everyday business 

decisions, although without doing so explicitly through the ROV framework. In sum, ROV is thus a 

highly valid technique. However, the large academic support for the ROV technique and simultane-

ous meager adoption by practitioners indicates that somehow the message urging the use of the 

ROV technique has not been properly framed, properly communicated, or properly addressed. One 

reason for this failure in getting the message across to practitioners might be that when the argu-

ments by the proponents of the technique are made, they are too widely directed. Following 

McDonald (2006), who expresses the general academic body‟s stance towards ROV, there seem not 

to be a single situation in which the ROV should not be utilized. Naturally, this means that returns 

to using ROV varies widely, because in some settings the DCF model really does capture the bulk 

of the value; a point which is also briefly mentioned in Copeland and Antikarov (2003). This argued 

omni-relevance is likely to decrease the appeal of ROV to practitioners, as added value from its use 

will vary. Therefore, in order to popularize the ROV technique it is necessary to identify specific, 

classifiable circumstances under which the returns to using ROV (in form of increased valuation 

accuracy) will always warrant its use. Conditions of great uncertainty, requiring (and allowing for) 

great flexibility in decision making by management would exactly provide such a setting for prov-

ing the upside of ROV. The transition between growth and maturity in the ILC is exactly such a 

setting.  

A number of papers concerning ROV lend themselves especially well to arguing for the use of ROV 

in the ILC transition setting, keeping in mind that uncertainty is accentuated here. For example 

Belallah et al. (2012) use the ROV technique to overcome a setting of incomplete information, 

which can be extended to the ILC transition following the previous discussion of this. Alvarez and 
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Stenbacka (2006) discuss takeover timing and expansion/contraction strategy implementation, thus 

in effect attempting to assign option value to the modular organization, conceptualized by Martin 

and Eisenhardt (2004) (without doing so explicitly, however). Earlier papers such as the ones by 

Ingersoll and Ross (1992) and Dixit (1989) concern from a broader perspective the potential upsides 

derived from awaiting further information in uncertain environments, before investment or divest-

ment is made, and, on a larger scale, before entry into or exit from a given industry is made. As 

such, there is a solid theoretical foundation which supports the arguments for using ROV in the ILC 

transition. Damaraju et al. (2011) and Damaraju (2008) argue for viewing BUs as put options, as 

these can be divested as a strategic move. For the purpose of this thesis, it is an extremely interest-

ing string of research: BU divestments are large-scale, crude strategic decisions, and they are quan-

tifiable. They are a quantitative way to determine the strategic uncertainty firms experience through 

the ILC transition, and thus provide the potential to form the basis of a generalizable framework. 

This string of argumentation will be picked up in the ROV in Part VI. 
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Part III – The Industry 
This part of the thesis will provide the industry study. The industry selected for analysis is the wind 

turbine industry (WTI), as this industry lends itself well to illustrating the argument created in part 

II. The WTI is one half of the wind power industry (WPI), consisting of upstream manufacturers of 

wind turbines (WTs), and downstream of utilities and power generation companies (PGCs). The 

very close interplay between these two segments means that the analysis will draw on data from 

both, although the case study is centered on the WT manufacturers (WTMs). Therefore, in the fol-

lowing analysis there will be made broader references to the WPI, and specific references to the 

WTs and the WTI, when the discussion is only relevant for these.  

There are a number of reasons for choosing a firm in the WTI as focus of the case study. First of all, 

the WTI is in transition. This will be demonstrated fully in this part. Secondly, the characteristics of 

the WTI with large fixed costs, large capital investments, and relatively long product life times 

(upwards of 20 years lifetime for a WT (Morthorst, 2009)) both prolongs the ILC, and make it es-

pecially appealing for a ROV. Thirdly, PwC (2012) mentions that exactly valuation issues due, 

among other things, to increased uncertainty concerning the industry‟s future, are constraining 

M&A activity in the WTI, thus potentially destroying value, and definitely highlighting the need for 

looking at WTI valuations with new perspectives. 

3.1 Overview of the WTI 

For the players involved in the industry, the target market is global. The sometimes stringent regula-

tion of national power suppliers within countries does not extend to the same degree to the suppliers 

of power generation equipment, which is visible in the fact that each of the large players has opera-

tions and sales on most continents. The focus when establishing the industry age will therefore be 

global. Further, as will be visible in the analysis, the WTI is by-and-large in the same state relative 

to the ILC globally, with exception of the Western-European on-shore market, although this market 

is also not yet mature. 

Watt
7
 (and by extension kilowatt (1000 watt) and megawatt (1 million watt)) is the unit of meas-

urement in this industry, with the important measurements being capacity of wind power generation 

                                                           
7
 Definition from Gale (2011a), p 1965: ”A watt is a basic unit of electrical power equal to about 1/746th of one 

horsepower. A kilowatt is equal to 1,000 watts; a megawatt is equal to one million watts; a gigawatt is equal 
to one billion watts. Electricity is sold in kilowatt-hours (kWh). One kWh equals the amount of electrical 
energy needed to keep ten 100-watt bulbs burning for one hour.” 
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equipment installed (measured in MW), various costs per MW, and consumption (measured in mil-

lion tonnes oil equivalent (Mtoe)). 

The supply side of the WPI consists of manufacturers of WTs for power generation. WTs are divid-

ed between on-shore WTs and off-shore WTs. While these are technically equivalent, the off-shore 

turbines tend to be physically larger in design, thus generating more power. Size is referred to by 

amount of peak watt generating power. Recent years have seen great increases in power generating 

abilities, both for on- and off-shore WTs, with peak output capacity per WT rising from an average 

of 200 kW in 1990 (Morthorst, 2009) to 3 MW in 2011 (Frost & Sullivan, 2011a), due to improved 

designs. The vast majority of the installed WTs are grid-connected, which means connected to the 

national power grids as opposed to stand-alone WTs (Morthorst, 2009). The costs associated with 

purchasing and installing WTs stem mainly from the WT itself (around 75%), where the remaining 

25% are allocated to items such as constructing foundations, connecting to power grids, consultancy 

services and the like. Transportation costs of parts to the construction site are not mentioned as sub-

stantial by Morthorst (2009)
8
, underlining the fact that the industry is global in its potential for the 

competitors, although these costs are increasingly in focus by WTMs, e.g. Vestas (2012). Costs 

from operations and maintenance (O&M) can be substantial over the average 20 life of a WT, and 

as a general rule costs associated with off-shore WTs are greater than on-shore WTs, although the 

proportional allocation of costs to each item associated with WT installation is the same (Morthorst, 

2009). Although increasing in proportion, in 2011 off-shore accounted for less than 2% of the in-

stalled capacity (95% of which was located in Europe), while on-shore accounted for the remaining 

98% (Frost & Sullivan, 2011a). This is not due to the larger costs, however, as the benefits from 

off-shore WTs are in many cases large enough to outweigh the costs. Rather it stems from that cre-

ating off-shore wind farms is a relatively young segment in the industry (Frost & Sullivan, 2011a), 

and from the fact that construction of off-shore wind farms naturally require a larger capital invest-

ment, even if this is recouped over the life of the wind farm. For the purpose of this thesis there will 

not be distinguished between on- and off-shore.  

Albeit varying greatly from country to country, and generally increasing worldwide, the total 

amount of energy consumption from wind power globally in 2012 was only approximately 1% (BP, 

2013). So while there has been substantial evolution in the WPI since the first WTs started generat-

                                                           
8
 Interestingly, the environmental impact of longer transport distances has not been found to be substantial (DeSouza 

et al., 2011). 
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ing power more than three decades ago, it is nevertheless a young industry, based on adoption rates 

vs. adoption potential. Denmark, for example, generates over 20% of its power from wind (Gale, 

2011b), showing that a supply fraction of well over 1% is more than realistic. While it is necessary 

to look into a host of other factors in order to determine industry position in the ILC, this is an early 

sign of a pre-maturity industry. 

3.2 Determining Industry Age 

The Framework 

The following industry analysis will be conducted based on a framework built according to the 

characteristics of the ILC phases, and borrowing parameters from classical industry analysis 

frameworks when applicable. The reason for this customization is to highlight the current position 

in the ILC framework, which requires a different way of thinking about industries than the classic, 

more rigid frameworks offer. Importantly, this framework will be highly qualitative in its approach, 

as it is inherently difficult, as outlined in Part II, to quantitatively determine the industry age in ab-

solute terms – qualitative interpretations are needed. The purpose of the framework is to identify 

which of the ILC phase characteristics are present in the industry – those of a growth industry, those 

of a mature industry, or which combination of the two. Importantly, these characteristics cannot be 

analyzed in isolation. A single characteristic is not sufficient to determine the industry age; it is only 

when the characteristics are analyzed jointly that they can provide an indication of industry age. 

The framework for establishing the WTI‟s age and providing the market analysis for the subsequent 

valuation consists of the following parameters based on the ILC discussion in Part II: Industry driv-

ers, market saturation, shakeout, and dominant design. Seeing as „uncertainty‟ is the overarching 

concept regarding ROV, the framework concludes with a forward-looking summary of the industry 

uncertainty and implied age. 

Compared to a „classic‟ market analysis, this will be more concise in its focus, as it centers primari-

ly on factors which can aid in determining the industry age in ILC terms, as well as identifying the 

sources of uncertainty, as these will have an impact on the later ROV. The insights from many of 

the classic PESTEL and SWOT factors are related to the industry age, and therefore these will not 

be discussed explicitly, only as a part of the age analysis. In the section forecasting industry growth, 

these factors will be embedded in the forecasts of growth rates, and thus not treating these explicitly 

will not limit the findings of the later DCF analysis.  
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Industry Drivers  

Seeing as the equipment manufactured by the firms in this industry is highly industry specific 

(MarketLine, 2013a), there is a very close interplay between the situation facing wind power gener-

ation firms, such as utilities, and WT manufacturing firms. Therefore, demand for wind energy by 

the PGCs translates directly to demand for the WTMs‟ products, and wind power is in turn only 

demanded here. As such, the WTI is inherently in the role of suppliers in Porter‟s (1980) well-

known „5 Forces‟ framework; with the PGCs as central rivals (buyer‟s relative to WTMs). Factors, 

such as government subsidies to PGCs, demand growth by PGCs‟ end-users, and environmental 

concerns influencing the generator mix at PCGs, will therefore have a highly tangible effect on the 

situation for WTMs, and are identified as some of the primary drivers of the WTM industry (Frost 

& Sullivan, 2011a; IEA Wind, 2012). The long lead times from purchase of wind turbine until it is 

grid connected means that short term fluctuations in the price of substitute energy (e.g. oil and coal) 

are not a short term industry driver – from the time when the decision to buy a WT is made until it 

is installed, the fossil fuel prices will likely have fluctuated a lot, and in both unpredictable direc-

tions and magnitudes. 

The single primary driver currently is the government subsidies
9
 (Frost & Sullivan, 2011a; IEA 

Wind, 2012). Although the cost of wind energy has been greatly reduced over the past decade, 

large-scale grid parity (the ability of wind energy supplying power at par with average electricity 

from the grid – GP) is not yet reached (KPMG, 2012; OECD, 2012), although a few countries, for 

example Brazil, are not far from GP (Frost & Sullivan, 2011a). By the definition of the concept, GP 

is not reached until the wind energy consistently over a longer period of time (weeks or months) can 

be supplied at par prices; however the distance to GP fluctuates. GP will naturally vary over time, 

and from country to country or region to region, depending on factors both as predictable as time of 

day (peak vs. non-peak hours), but also unpredictable factors such as costs of fossil energy sources 

(Greentech Media, 2011).  

While gloomier papers close to a decade ago found it questionable that the industry would succeed 

(reach GP) without government support (e.g. Schwankhaus, 2004), the consensus among industry 

reports today is that while continued subsidies are crucial for the industry‟s short term viability and 

                                                           
9
 On a side note: fossil fuels receive subsidies as well, although at a much smaller relative level: IEA (2013) calculated 

for 2011 that fossil-fuels received 6 times the amount of subsidies that renewable energies wind and solar received, 
whereas according to BP (2013), in 2011 fossil-fuel energy generated 20 times the amount of energy for consumption, 
relative to the renewables wind and solar. Further, subsidies are not a key market driver for fossil fuels, as they are for 
wind energy (Frost & Sullivan, 2011a). 
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growth (Espinoza, 2012; Frost & Sullivan, 2011a), especially in economically challenging times; in 

the longer term the wind power energy will reach grid parity and be self-sustaining (KPMG, 2012; 

PwC, 2012; IEA Wind, 2012). However, for now, the influence of government subsidies reduces 

the pressure somewhat for cost focus by manufacturers, and thus functions as an instrument to post-

pone the maturity phase for the industry, by keeping profits higher than market competition would 

dictate.
10

 It should be noted here that recent years have seen a shift in the abnormal profits from 

being appropriated by the WTMs to being appropriated by the PCGs, mainly due to heavy competi-

tive entry (discussed below), and this is visible in the declining margins for WTMs (analyzed in 

Part IV). Nevertheless, even if the abnormal profits are appropriated further down the supply chain 

these will still influence the upstream end of supply chain through higher demand. 

There are two main driving forces behind the government subsidies which add to the uncertainty, as 

long as the industry is dependent on government subsidies. These driving forces are the environ-

mental consciousness exerted by consumers and governments, and desire by governments to be 

self-supplying with energy (Frost & Sullivan, 2011a). The added uncertainty naturally arises as the 

effect of each factor on the final subsidy level is unclear, and changes in one factor might result in 

an unexpectedly large (or small) effect on the subsidy level. A priori, this means that industry 

stakeholders will have a difficult task of predicting future subsidy levels. For example, the Fuku-

shima disaster in Japan resulted in Germany deciding to speed up the switch away from nuclear 

power, without any cost considerations (Kersten et al., 2012). To facilitate the switch from nuclear 

energy, the German government announced large subsidies (in the vicinity of 100 billion euros) to 

the renewable energy sector (Bloomberg, 2011). In this case, the environmental sentiment weighed 

higher than the desire for being self-reliant in the power supply, and led to a subsidy increase which 

could never have been predicted. Another example of the subsidies‟ as drivers of both market and 

uncertainty is the American production tax credit (PTC). In the three first quarters of 2012, when it 

was uncertain whether this would be renewed for 2013, it boosted demand, as PCGs were hurrying 

to get their WTs operational and qualify for the PTC scheme (Espinoza, 2012). Fourth quarter sales 

decreased strongly, as the industry participants worried the PTC scheme would not be renewed 

(Cardwell, 2013). After the PTC scheme failed to be renewed by lawmakers within the set deadline 

of December 31, 2012, a surprise came when in January the scheme was renewed after all, this time 

only with the requirement that WTs are under construction to apply for the scheme. The effect of 

                                                           
10

 A detailed description of subsidy schemes and grid parity in various regions of the world is not per se relevant to 
establishing industry age. It suffices to analyze these on a macro level. 
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this is a renewed increase in U.S. demand, but at slow rates due to the long lead times and the fact 

that the uncertainty still exists, only now it has been deferred to early 2015, when the PTC scheme 

is up for renewal again (Cardwell, 2013). However, for the wind energy industry as a whole, IEA 

(2012) forecasts that subsidies will increase, although varying from country to country, and natural-

ly subject to large uncertainties, as external and unforeseeable factors can and do affect govern-

ments‟ subsidy decisions. 

In sum, a subsidy driven industry is clouded in much uncertainty, both due to the uncertain nature 

concerning future subsidy levels, and because subsidies keep profits higher than market forces dic-

tate. In turn, this abnormal profit (one characteristic of a growing industry) helps keep the industry 

in the pre-maturity phase, in this case. Naturally, subsidies alone are not sufficient to keep an indus-

try from maturing or to determine its age – other factors are at work as well, and the next sections 

will examine these. 

Market Saturation  

In this subsection, the current market situation will be outlined, followed by a discussion of the total 

market potential, as the ratio of current market size to total market potential is a further useful indi-

cator of industry age. Later sections will turn to forecasting the exact growth rates in capacity and 

consumption over the long term, to be used in the valuation. 

The harnessing of wind power for energy use naturally varies widely from country to country and 

region to region, depending on a host of factors such as geography, population density and distance 

to WT sites, as well as public and government sentiment towards the resource (IEA Wind, 2012; Lu 

et al., 2009). But generally for all regions, growth rates are high. As the industry is fairly young 

compared to energy substitutes, it has from its early inception competed with long-established 

methods for producing power such as coal and oil power plants. The considerations underlying the 

choice of wind power is therefore not a choice of whether or not to generate power, but how to gen-

erate power. Fossil fuels are by no means an easy opponent, which is visible in the fact that wind 

power in 2012 only accounted for 1% of world energy consumption (BP, 2013).  
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Figure 7 - source: BP (2013)  

Over the past couple of decades, wind 

power has gained momentum as an envi-

ronmentally friendly („green‟) alternative to 

fossil fuels, which is visible in quite incred-

ible global capacity growth rates (measured 

in MW): Yearly increase in capacity has 

been over 20% at least since 1998, the only 

exception being 2012 (BP, 2013).  The ex-

ception in 2012 with growth of „only‟ 

18.9% globally is primarily due to the slug-

gish economic situation in general in Europe, as a result of the unrelenting recession, as harder eco-

nomic times tend to remove focus from renewable energy causing growth in this sector to slow 

(IEA, 2013). The US, on the other hand, received a demand boost, as the future situation regarding 

the state of the installation subsidy scheme, the now renewed production tax credit or PTC, (for 

2013 and 2014) was unclear for most of 2012 (Espinoza, 2012). As the growth in demand for wind 

power generally is higher in brighter economic times (IEA Wind, 2012), the onset of the recent fi-

nancial crisis did have a negative impact on the diffusion of wind energy, even if it did not bring 

capacity growth below 20%. This was visible both in global energy consumption and growth rates 

in installed capaci-

ty. On a large 

scale, the 5-year 

moving average of 

yearly growth in 

global energy con-

sumption has had 

a downwards trend since 2008, which undoubtedly has a negative effect on the demand for addi-

tional wind power capacity as well. The negative impact of the financial crisis is further visible in 

figure 9 below of cumulative installed capacity, which shows that the increase in cumulative capaci-

ty slow down for Europe and the US in 2009 (indicated by the vertical line), the two regions most 

hardly hit by the recession. However, seeing as the global growth rate in 2012 was close to 19%, 

there is by no means reason to believe that wind power is about to experience a demand-side dry-

spell. This will be demonstrated in detail in the „Industry Growth Forecast‟ section below.  

Figure 8 - source: BP (2013)  
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At the moment, installed capacity of wind power is 

over 284,000 MW (BP, 2013), and expected to almost 

double globally, hitting over 525,000 MW in 2017 

(MarketLine, 2013a). While the bulk of the growth in 

capacity is expected to be primarily outside Europe, 

the strong off shore potential in Europe aids in keeping 

expectations of total European growth in capacity at 

almost 60% towards 2017 (MarketLine, 2013c). The 

European market does have some characteristics of a 

near-maturity industry, such as increased price compe-

tition and declining margins, however, the expectation 

of the high growth in capacity as well as the sharp 

increase in competitors due to PGC market liberaliza-

tions boosting demand and continued subsidies (MarketLine, 2013b) are factors which give the Eu-

ropean industry the characteristics of transition still. The rest of the world, perhaps though to a less-

er extent the US, where subsidy uncertainty give rise to an unstable market, and Africa, where the 

industry has not really taken off yet, have more „classic‟ characteristics of a growth industry with 

regards to capacity growth rates (high), potential (strong) and competitors (many). Both China and 

India, for example, is expected to more than double in installed capacity towards 2017 (MarketLine, 

2013d; MarketLine, 2013e), and the Americas will account for around 36% of the capacity doubling 

growth in the WT industry (MarketLine, 2013b), with Brazil responsible for the largest share of this 

(Frost & Sullivan, 2011a). The fact also stands that up until now (which is forecast to continue) 

demand has been additional demand (i.e. resulting in capacity increases), and there has thus not 

been material demand
11

 for replacement wind turbines (IEA Wind, 2011); a strong indicator for a 

growth industry (Grant, 2010), as shown in Part II. 

In order to further contextualize the industry age indication from current market size and growth 

rates outlined above, one can look at how large the wind power market can grow to become, that is, 

what is total market potential relative to current market size. For an industry to qualify as still tran-

sitioning, and not yet mature, an important requirement is that the market is not saturated with the 

product. And indeed, with regards to the potential for total capacity (at an undisclosed future point 

                                                           
11

 The argument is not that there has not been a single wind turbine needing replacement, simply that the demand 
driving the industry at the moment is demand for additional wind turbine capacity, not replacement wind turbines. 

Figure 9 – source: BP (2013) 
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in time), another characteristic of the growth phase materializes. Estimates vary widely, though. 

The Harvard professors Lu and McElroy, together with Kiviluoma, estimate approximately 148 

terawatt (TW)
12

 as total, global potential for installed WT capacity, taking into account a wide host 

of geographical constraints to make the estimate as realistic and implementable as possible (Lu et 

al., 2009). Recently, though, Adams and Keith (2013) disputed this number, also based primarily on 

geographical factors, claiming the number should be around of 9 times smaller, thus closer to 16 

TW. However, even if this more conservative estimate proves to be the case, that is still a 32-fold 

increase over the estimated capacity of 525,000 MW in 2017. Note, however, that in either case, 

electricity grid updates and continuous grid maintenance is a prerequisite. From a non-academic 

point of view, the Global Wind Energy Council estimated in 2012 that wind power could supply 

upwards of 20% of the global energy demand in 2030 (GWEC, 2012a), a 20-fold increase over the 

current supply of approximately 1% (BP, 2013). Even the most conservative estimate found, name-

ly ExxonMobil‟s (2012) estimate of a 7-fold increase in global wind consumption towards 2040, 

indicates that there is room for much market growth. These estimates imply capacity of more than 

12.5 TW (GWEC) or close to 2.4 TW (ExxonMobil), respectively (elaboration is done in „Industry 

Forecast Section‟ below). The seemingly large difference between the academic estimates and the 

conservative ExxonMobil estimate reflect the fact that the academic estimates are not based on a 

specific horizon year, and thus simply show total potential reachable at an undefined point in time 

in the future. 

In sum, the evidence outlined here with regards to the market size, growth and potential, points to-

wards an industry still predominantly in its growth phase, although the elements of maturity can be 

hinted on the horizon, depending on the future realized total market size and the speed with which 

this is achieved. This finding of a late growth industry will be further tested according to supple-

mentary ILC characteristics in the following. 

Shakeout 

As determined in Part II, the competitive landscape can also provide a partial proxy for industry age 

in terms of the ILC framework, with the abnormal profits and great market potential of the growth 

phase attracting numerous competitors. A number of reports expect an increasing number of com-

petitors (MarketLine, 2013b; Frost & Sullivan, 2011a; Gale, 2011b), and Frost & Sullivan (2011a) 

further elaborate that the market share held by the three largest competitors (over 30% at the time of 

                                                           
12

 One TW = 1000 GW = 1,000,000 MW 
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the report) is expected to decrease, as more competitors enter the market. One reason, suggested by 

KPMG (2012), is that the cutback in labor force and productive capacity among some of the largest 

manufacturers will likely give rise to new firms filling the gap, rather than the industry permanently 

settling at the lower capacity levels. This indicates that shakeout (either by consolidation, strategic 

exit or bankruptcy) is not occurring yet, and thus the industry is not yet in maturity, by this measure.  

The most direct proxy for shakeout is the absolute number of firms and their share of the total mar-

ket. Naturally, one cannot ex ante determine what number of competitors there will be in mature 

market equilibrium, however market share information does give an indication of shakeout, when 

analyzed qualitatively. In order to establish the number of manufacturers currently operating, vari-

ous lists of WTMs available online was cross-referenced with information on the firms‟ own web-

sites, and a dataset of 36 relevant competitors was created (provided in Appendix G). The main cri-

terion for inclusion is manufacturing of industrial size turbines (over 1 MW). This criterion is suffi-

cient for determining industry presence, as the products are highly standardized, that is, all WTs 

generate electricity, only scale differs. (That being said, WTs do differ on technology, costs, 

maintenance requirements and so on, so further segmentation was done for other purposes, which 

will be discussed below) In the WTI, the current situation is such that the largest competitor, Ves-

tas, held 14.6% of the market in 2012
13

; the fourth largest, Gamesa, held 8.2. Combined, the four 

largest competitors held 46.6% of the market in 2012 (MarketLine, 2013b), leaving 53.4% for the 

remaining 32 firms in the dataset. The trend over the past decade has been a sharp decrease in the 

market share for the market leader, Vestas, as competitors‟ market shares rose (Bloomberg, 2013). 

This is consistent with a young industry‟s evolution patterns: first is an introductory phase in which 

the inventor(s) of the technology grow exponentially to hold large market share(s), followed by the 

growth phase, when abnormal profits become a fact, in which heavy competitive entry takes place 

(Grant, 2010). The recent decrease in market share concentration also suggests that a shakeout 

phase might not be too distant. A number of factors point towards a shakeout phase which can start 

over the next few of years or decade. If the harsh current economic environment in Europe and 

global short term reliance on subsidies continue, with the recent development that the profit split 

from the subsidies tilts further to buyers of WTs rather than suppliers, it will continue to lower fu-

ture profits (the magnitude of this depends on the market growth evolution discussed above), caus-

ing focus for manufacturers to shift to cost-cutting. The little room for product differentiation (other 

                                                           
13

 Disagreement between reports exists, as to whether Vestas or GE did in fact install the most capacity in 2012. How-
ever, for the point being made here, this is irrelevant – the point is that only 4 manufacturers hold 46% combined. 
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than price) means that this industry does not provide grounds for niche-firms; either the firm com-

petes with everyone or the firm exits
14

. And finally, the large fixed costs associated with the indus-

try mean that large scale output is required to be able to minimize costs (as economies of scale is 

crucial in heavy fixed cost industries). Jointly, these factors indicate that dividing a market share of 

a little over 53% between 32 firms is not an equilibrium situation, and a shakeout must occur as a 

consequence of this. How imminent the shakeout is will then depend on the actual market growth 

rate over the coming years, however the shakeout-related factors resembles the very early maturity 

phase more than the pure growth phase. 

Dominant Design  

As shown in Part II, whether a dominant design has emerged or not is a further partial indicator of 

whether the industry is in maturity. Firstly, because the dominant design will intensify the shakeout 

among non-adopting manufacturers, and secondly, when the dominant design is completely estab-

lished the R&D focus shifts from product to process innovation, another indicator of maturity (Pel-

toniemi, 2011; Grant, 2010). What constitutes the dominant design is difficult to determine ex ante, 

as it is unknown when the maximum innovation of a product is achieved. But so long as differenti-

ating innovation does take place and changes the fundamental characteristics of a product, a domi-

nant design is not yet established. In the wind turbine industry in recent years, some manufacturers 

have started producing WTs with so-called direct drive (DD) technology, replacing the gear boxes 

in the turbines. Without going into a technical discussion, direct drive is an improvement over gear 

boxes, although technologically difficult to implement
15

 (Frost & Sullivan, 2011a). In the dataset of 

the 36 competitors (Appendix G), 13 had successfully implemented direct drive technology, while 

23 had not (not all market leaders had adopted this technology), and BTM Consult-Navigant in the 

executive summary estimated that 19.5% of WTs installed in 2012 had DD (Navigant, 2013). Gear 

boxes are the root of many problems in WTs, and an item substantially increasing O&M costs 

(Frost & Sullivan, 2011a). Because of this, it is expected that the firms capable of implementing DD 

technology will do so. Otherwise, if a firm does not implement this technology over the foreseeable 

future, it could likely result in that firm having to exit the market, as customers will increasingly 

demand DD technology WTs. That 13 firms have successfully implemented this technology under-

                                                           
14

 A move towards value chain specialization which includes stopping the manufacturing activities would be consid-
ered an exit, even if the firm would continue provide related services, such as R&D or O&M. 
15

 In a direct drive turbine, the generator is connected directly to the rotor shaft (driven by the blades), instead of 
connecting through a gear box. This means the generator will spin at the exact same rate as the rotor shaft and the 
blades, resulting in larger physical strain on the generator. Especially larger turbines are difficult to equip with direct 
drive, because the force is stronger. However, not using a gear box saves costs, increases efficiency and reduces noise. 
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lines the viability of it, and the potential to evolve to a design standard, rather than merely an op-

tion. However, a major issue with DD is the dependence on permanent magnets, created from rare 

metals, whose supply is problematically limited (Renewables International, 2011). A few competi-

tors experiment with using non-permanent magnets instead, although the developments in this area 

are still too young to conclude from (Bloomberg, 2011a). This issue has to be resolved in order for 

DD to become a dominant design. In sum, the situation is that a dominant design has not emerged 

against which other designs cannot compete; a strong indicator of a still pre-maturity industry. 

Summary of Industry and Uncertainty  

The table below summarizes the characteristics of the industry, and the ILC phases which can be 

implied from these, and concludes qualitatively the level of uncertainty. 

 

Figure 10 - Summary of industry ILC phase and uncertainty 

 

OVERVIEW OF 

INDUSTRY AGE 
Key characteristics Forecast Implied ILC phase Uncertainty 

Industry drivers 1) Subsidy-driven, 

and highly sensitive 

to these; 2) Grid 

parity is not yet 

reached. 

Subsidies are fluctuating, 

but expected to grow in 

medium term. Distance to 

grid parity and subsidy 

reliance is getting smaller 

Late growth, some 
characteristics of 
maturity (brought 
about by profit split 
favoring PCGs) 

High, due to the 

short term subsidy 

fluctuations 

Market 

saturation 

Low market 

saturation; strong 

growth expected in 

medium term, and 

large theoretical 

potential 

Market saturation is not 

expected for the medium, 

however slow market 

expansion could 

transiently resemble 

saturation 

Growth  High, due to a 

potential 

discrepancy between 

market potential and 

the speed with 

which it is reached 

Shakeout 32 competitors 

sharing 53% market, 

which is not 

equilibrium due to 

economies of scale 

benefits in WTI 

Shakeout is expected to 

start in the medium term, 

as competitors strive for 

economies of scale in face 

of low margins, no niche 

market potential 

Late growth, or 
very early maturity 
(shakeout is not 
expected to occur 
before early 
maturity) 

High, because 

shakeout is 

dependent on 

evolution of 

subsidies and market 

saturation 

Dominant 

design 

Not established yet; 

direct drive and gear 

box technology 

compete almost 

equally 

Direct drive is expected to 

grow in medium term, 

while long term depends 

on availability of 

permanent magnets, or 

another magnet 

technology 

Growth High, because mainly 

the permanent 

magnet issue keeps 

DD from being 

dominant – a 

solution to this could 

invoke dominance 

Conclusion - - Late growth High 
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3.3 Industry Growth Forecast 
This section will determine the expected growth rates in capacity and consumption for use in the 

valuation. 

The trend of strong growth in wind power consumption (measured in Mtoe), and therefore wind 

power capacity to meet demand, is expected to continue globally for the foreseeable future. First of 

all, global energy consumption is expected to increase with between 1.5% and 1.7% per year until 

2035 (BP, 2012; ExxonMobil, 2012), with electricity consumption for various uses growing at 

equivalent rates (IEA, 2012). This estimate is based on current energy policies, instead of using 

scenarios assuming that less energy consuming policies have been implemented worldwide, as the 

fundamental change required in the energy sector is deemed too wide reaching, and future political 

sentiment too uncertain, in order to be the forecast scenario (IEA, 2012). Further, the less energy 

heavy scenarios entail even faster growth of energy consumption from renewables (replacing fossil 

fuels faster) (IEA, 2012), and using this as forecast might then artificially inflate the actual growth 

potential for wind energy.  

Secondly, wind power is expected to 

supply an increasing amount of glob-

al energy consumption. For the me-

dium term, until 2018, OECD ex-

pects wind power Mtoe consumption 

to grow at a compound annual 

growth rate (CAGR) of 14.3% (IEA, 

2013a), and thus more than double 

from 2012. This measure is well in line with other organizations‟ estimates (MarketLine, 2013a; 

IEA, 2012). After this point, Mtoe estimates become subject to larger uncertainties, and the spread 

between different estimates is larger. Conservative estimates put wind power as supplier of 7% of 

global energy consumption by 2040 (ExxonMobil, 2012), while more optimistic estimates expect 

wind power to supply 20% by 2030 (GWEC, 2012a). This corresponds to CAGRs of 9% and 

20.3%, respectively, for the long term (both with horizon year 2030, see figure below). Regardless 

of which estimate will prove correct, there is large growth potential.  

Figure 11 – source: MarketLine (2013a); IEA (2013a) 
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Figure 12 - source: MarketLine (2013a); IEA (2013a); ExxonMobil (2012); GWEC (2012) 

With regards to capacity growth, which is what WTMs are focusing on, this naturally suggests a 

strong trend towards 2035; however growth in Mtoe does not translate 1:1 to growth in MW. Since 

the late 1990s, the amount of MW required to deliver 1 Mtoe has decreased from 2921 MW to 2409 

MW in 2012; a decrease of more than 15%. This corresponds to a yearly fade rate of 0.72% in re-

quired MW installed per Mtoe supplied in 2017. The trend in the fade rate resembles a negative-

powered function, and based on the 16 years of data available, the trend seems to stabilize at the 

current level, which is why a yearly fade rate of 0.72% will be used in forecasting.  

 

Figure 13 – source: BP (2013) 

The fade rate is mainly the result of increased efficiency in wind turbines, with higher capacity uti-

lization levels and less downtime. As a result, it will revert to zero at some point in the future, when 

capacity utilization of single WTs cannot be boosted further, and thus growth in Mtoe will corre-
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spond 1:1 to growth in MW. At which point in time this will be is highly speculative, however, and 

in order to remain on the conservative side when forecasting, this reversion towards zero will not be 

taken into account, that is, the growth in demand for MW capacity will be forecast as smaller than 

the growth in demand for wind Mtoe. 

In the medium term, MarketLine (2013a) estimates a CAGR in MW capacity installed of 14.1% 

until 2017, corresponding to a near doubling in total installed capacity. These numbers are backed 

up by BTM Consult (Navigant, 2013). Incorporating a fade rate of 0.72% p.a. for the longer term of 

2018 – 2030 (meaning that it only takes 2168 MW to generate 1 Mtoe in 2030), capacity is ex-

pected to increase at CAGRs between 7.8% (conservative) and 18.2% (optimistic). See figures be-

low. Even in the conservative case of 7.8%, growth is still more than twice as large as expected 

GDP growth at 3.5% for the same period (IEA, 2012). 

 

Figures 14a and 14b – source: MarketLine (2013a); IEA (2013a); ExxonMobil (2012); GWEC (2012) 

The global distribution of the growth is gravitated towards Asia-Pacific, which is expected to ac-

count for over 47% of the new capacity. North America will suffer from the production tax credit-

uncertainty, and is only expected to account for 19%, while the European market is supported by 

the growing off-shore market and EU requirements that member states boost their renewable energy 

generation by 2020 and thus the European market is expected to account for 30% of the market. A 

remaining 4% is distributed among Latin American markets, and developing countries in Africa 

(Navigant, 2013; IEA, 2012). 
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These findings are highly consistent with a pre-maturity but transitioning industry. The fact that at 

this point in time there is such large discrepancy between forecast growth rates highlights the vast 

uncertainties which surround industries in transition: Currently, the industry can evolve in two quite 

different directions, depending on which factors shape the industry over the coming years. What is 

also clear, though, is that the cross-roads for the industry is reached, as capacity soon is so large, 

that only an exceptional industry can maintain the high growth rates, as the base from which growth 

is measured (installed capacity) is becoming so large. Real options become especially valuable for 

firms in such a situation, as it is highly valuable to have an option to abandon operations in unfa-

vorable conditions, or continue operations in favorable conditions. Therefore, being aware of the 

real options embedded in the firm‟s operations can at this point substantially improve a firm‟s valu-

ation. The next sections of this thesis will highlight this point with a case firm. 
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Part IV – Vestas Wind Systems  
This part of the thesis presents the chosen case firm, its financials and the DCF valuation. The 

choice of case firm has fallen on Danish WTM Vestas Wind Systems (hereafter Vestas). The brief 

firm introduction below will highlight the reasons for choosing Vestas as the case firm. 

4.1 Firm Introduction 
While its roots can be traced back to the late 19

th
 century as a firm producing various industrial 

items, Vestas transformed into a WTM in 1979 with its first sale and installation of a 30 kW WT 

(Vestas, 2013b). Vestas is one of the pioneers in the wind turbine industry, which is partly visible in 

the fact that it has historically enjoyed a market share in cumulative installed capacity of over 20% 

(BP, 2013; Vestas, 2012
16

), meaning that one in every five WTs globally was produced and in-

stalled by Vestas. With a few exceptions such as the lack of direct drive technology, it is has also 

been on the forefront with innovation. Over the past few years, however, the firm has struggled with 

both sales and profitability (Vestas, 2012), resulting in a severe loss of market share – in 2012 some 

reports relegated Vestas to second largest in terms of capacity delivered that year (Bloomberg, 

2013, 2013c), while others reported Vestas being marginally in the lead (MarketLine, 2013b). Re-

gardless of which reports prove correct, the impressive industry leadership has been eroded. A large 

turnaround attempt was launched in 2011 to be fully implemented by the end of 2013. The main 

focus in this turnaround was decreasing production capacity, and thereby fixed costs, according to 

production principles of leanness and agility with a make-to-order production flow, rather than 

make-to-stock. An increase in the reliance on sub-suppliers for entire WTs is another component. 

The expectation is that by late-2013 it will be clear whether the turnaround was successful (Vestas, 

2012), but early indications point to that the turnaround is a step in the right direction. A proxy for 

production capacity is number of employees (staff at production plants, for example), and this num-

ber has been falling steadily each quarter from 22,576 in 2012Q1 to 17,196 in 2013Q1 (SEB, 2013), 

and the goal of maximum 16,000 employees by 2014Q1 (Vestas, 2011) seem reachable. What re-

mains to be seen is whether the strategy of relying on sub-suppliers is successful, which will be vis-

ible over the coming years. 

                                                           
16

 For ease of reading, when annual reports are referenced it will be with the fiscal year for which they apply, rather 
than the year in which they were published.  
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From the point of view of this thesis, the downfall and turnaround is highly interesting, and the 

main reason Vestas was chosen as case firm. A large-scale change in strategy and organization is 

both the result of, and the source for, increased volatility, thus potentially switching substantial firm 

value from being identified in the DCF to being identified in a ROV (volatility decreases the DCF 

value and increases the ROV value, as discussed in Part II). Further, it provides the possibility for 

researchers to attempt to quantify the cruder strategic real options available to the firm, such as BU 

divestment, as will be discussed in Part VI. 

The analysis will not in detail cover peer 

group performance, as the options in Part VI 

below will depend on the industry on a mac-

ro level, analyzed in Part III, and Vestas spe-

cifically, thus a peer group analysis does not 

yield sufficient insights to warrant its inclu-

sion, given the space constraints on the the-

sis. However, financial performance review 

is provided in Appendix H, as it aided in 

gauging the severity of Vestas‟ current situa-

tion, and ensuring that the turnaround fore-

cast was realistic. From this, the expectation 

is that Vestas‟ turnaround will be successful 

relative to the industry, which is hinted in the improved operating EBIT margin from 2011 to 2012. 

See figure 15. 

Vestas is listed on OMX Copenhagen stock exchange since 1998, with 203,704,103 shares out-

standing at a price of 6.2 EUR on May 8 for a total market cap of 1,263 million EUR. The parts of 

the analysis which is based on data from annual reports will be covering the years 2009 – 2012 

(2008 for balance sheet numbers), as Vestas made a change in accounting practices of revenue 

recognition in 2010, and only from 2009 (2008 for balance sheet numbers) are the restated numbers 

available. The interim report for Q1 2013 will be used as a gauge to indicate whether the forecasts 

are appropriate, however due to lack of detailed breakdown of the line items, it is not possible to 

incorporate it fully into the operating assumptions of the DCF model. The half year report (August 

Figure 15 – source: Thomson One Banker and annual report data 
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21, 2013) is published too close to the thesis deadline (August 30, 2013) in order to be properly 

analyzed, and is therefore disregarded. 

4.2 Reformulation of Financial Statements 
In order to thoroughly conduct an analysis of Vestas‟ financial performance and operations, a re-

formulation of the financial statements was conducted. Although the stock is denominated in Dan-

ish Kroner (DKK), Vestas publishes annual reports with Euro denomination which will be used, as 

this makes comparison to competitors easier. The DKK remains very stable towards EUR, and 

therefore this approach is unproblematic. Following methods prescribed by theory, a number of 

adjustments were made (Penman, 2013; Petersen and Plenborg, 2012; Koller et al., 2010). Primari-

ly, the purpose of these was to separate financial and operational line items on the financial state-

ments (while keeping the current/non-current division on the balance sheet), and isolate the core 

sales activities from the non-core activities and transitory items on the income statements. Further, 

the income statement and statement of comprehensive income were consolidated. The focus is pri-

marily on the balance sheet and the income statement, as the transparency of these are greater than 

the cash flow statement, and a detailed breakdown of the line items is better facilitated by the bal-

ance sheet and income statement structure. As a reference for the correctness of the reformulation, 

relevant ending balances were cross-checked between the original and the reformulated statements 

and found to match. The reformulated statements, as well as descriptions of the main alterations, are 

provided in Appendix A. 

4.3 Financial Performance 
Revenues have been fluctuating widely since 2009. The record breaking revenue of 2012 was pre-

ceded by the largest decline in revenues (since the firm went public) in 2011. Combined, the CAGR 

in revenue over the four years was 9.2%, which by itself does not seem problematic. A further posi-

tive indicator is the measure „total revenue from operations to MW‟ (effective total sales prices) has 

increased with CAGR of 2.9% over the period (subsequent sections will break this down according 

to business segments). The problems arise in the cost of sales measures. Over the four year period 

cost of sales grew annually by 10.8% and the „cost of sales per MW‟ (effective total sales cost) 

grew by 4.5%, thus 50% more per MW than revenue in the same period. This translated to a cata-

strophic decline of 26.2% per year in after tax operating income before special item, NOPAT. An 

overview of financial performance is provided in figure 16. 
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ROCE analysis 2009 2010 2011 2012

ROCE 7,8% 7,8% -6,3% -46,0%

RNOA 10,3% 9,1% -3,0% -34,6%

PM 3,9% 3,8% -1,7% -13,2%

ATO 2,65 2,41 1,81 2,62

Inverse ATO 37,7% 41,5% 55,3% 38,2%

FLEV -7,2% 8,3% 21,1% 31,3%

SPREAD 34,6% -15,4% -15,6% -36,2%

NBC 24,2% -24,4% -12,5% -1,6%
ROCE = Return on Common Equity FLEV = Financial leverage

RNOA = Return on NOA NBC = Net borrowing costs

SPREAD = RNOA - NBC

Financial and operational snapshot 2009 2010 2011 2012 CAGR

Capacity installed, MW 4.764        5.842        5.217        6.039        6,1%

Market share, % 12,4% 15,5% 12,6% 13,4% 1,9%

Cumulative capacity  installed, MW 38.272      44.114      49.332      55.370      9,7%

Market share, % 23,9% 22,3% 20,6% 19,5% -5,0%

Revenue, million EUR 5.079        6.920        5.836        7.216        9,2%

Cost of sales, million EUR 4.121        5.598        4.952        6.222        10,8%

Operational revenue / MW 1,07 1,18 1,12 1,19 2,9%

Cost of sales / MW 0,87 0,96 0,95 1,03 4,5%

Profit margin 3,9% 3,8% -1,7% -13,2% -35,7%

Core operating income after tax (NOPAT) 165 334 -73 -420 -26,2%

 

Figure 16 – source: Vestas 
annual reports and BP 
(2013) 

 

 

Following the horrible performance in 2011, a large turnaround was orchestrated, the effects from 

which are slowly materializing. In figure 17 the profitability of Vestas is further broken down in 

terms of return on common equity, or ROCE (Penman, 2013). What is visible here is that the prima-

ry issues of Vestas operations culminating in 2011 (too large fixed costs due to production plant 

overcapacity), to a large extent are being solved: Inverse asset turnover (1/ATO – a measure of 

which amount of net operating assets must be in place to generate 1 EUR of sales) sharply de-

creased from 2011 (55.3%) to 2012 (38.2%) as a result of the disposal of production capacity. The 

number is close to the pre-crisis number of 37.7% from 2009 and means efficiency is returning to 

the operations. Profit margins took an extreme hit in 2012 largely due to extensive asset write-

downs in connection the large divestments relating to the decreasing of the fixed cost part of Ves-

tas‟ operations (fixed assets were decreased by over 25% in 2012). The overall expectation is there-

fore a return to profitability over the coming years, 

and this will be analyzed in detail in the following 

sections. 

 

 

 

Figure 17 – source: Penman (2013) and data from Vestas annual reports 
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4.4 Operational Analysis 

Business Segments 

As the number of installed wind turbines increases, the need for extensive operation and mainte-

nance (O&M)
17

 services increase as well, as a complement to simply manufacturing and installing 

wind turbines. However, it was not until late-2011 that Vestas explicitly recognized the need for a 

division of the operating business model between manufacturing and O&M (Vestas, 2012), even 

though the O&M fraction of sales has been increasing since the beginning of the analysis period, 

and since 2008 been a central part of management‟s focus (Vestas, 2010). As of now, Vestas‟ sales 

business segments comprise manufacturing and O&M, with revenue fractions of total revenue of 

approximately 85% and 15%, respectively. The following subsections analyze the nature of these 

market segments, in order understand what drives Vestas‟ business and further to extract expecta-

tions about future performance. 

Manufacturing 

Manufacturing operations form the bulk of Vestas‟ business, as traditionally focus has been heavy 

on this segment. Even though O&M has come more in focus in recent years, manufacturing of WTs 

are still the main driver of Vestas‟ business, from a revenue perspective. The recent turmoil is also 

rooted in this segment. Over the last three years, while the WT market (measured in installed capac-

ity MW) have expanded (BP, 2013), Vestas share of this market has decreased. That is, while Ves-

tas has seen its cumulative installed capacity grow year by year at solid rates, the market (i.e. com-

petitors) have grown even faster, leading to this decline. 

 

Figure 18 – source: Vestas annual reports; BP (2013); MarketLine (2013a) 

 

Manufacturing operations are heavily influenced by the fact that WTs are heavy machinery, with 

long lead times from order to installation, leading among other things to a build-up in order back-

log. From Vestas‟ point of view, this means that to a certain extent the production flows are rela-

tively smooth, as in years with smaller order intake the firm will tap more into the order backlog. In 

                                                           
17

 Vestas uses the term ‘service segment’ to describe the O&M part of the business, however, in this thesis it was 
chosen to use the more descriptive term ‘Operation and Maintenance,’ which is also standard industry terminology. 

Cumulative capacity, MW 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Cumulative installed capacity, world 121.833       160.148   197.873   239.125   284.237   

Cumulative installed capacity, Vestas 33.508         38.272      44.114      49.332      55.370      

Vestas's share, % 28% 23,9% 22,3% 20,6% 19,5%
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the end, this brings down the volatility of 

yearly installed capacity. However, what 

does pose a problem for Vestas is when 

customers postpone their desired deliv-

ery to the following year, as this defers 

revenue as well. The deferral of the de-

livery moves the order from being „ca-

pacity delivered‟ in a year, to being an 

order backlog in that year; an order waiting to be fulfilled. With the current status of Vestas‟ order 

log (plenty of backlog to tap into at 118.5% of capacity delivered in 2012), deferral of delivery is 

where the operational risk lies. Subsequently, this is the main cause of yearly volatility in manufac-

turing revenue. Both demand for new WTs and installation timing is linked to the general economic 

situation for customers. In 2011 large deferrals adversely affected firm performance, when a num-

ber of customers postponed taking delivery, due to harsh economic conditions (Vestas, 2011). To 

aggravate the situation, cost of sales did not decrease accordingly, due to the expansionary strategy 

of 2009, unforeseen costs relating to the so-called „industrialization‟ of a number of WT models, 

and the large fixed costs (Vestas, 2011). An overview of order status is provided in figure 19. 

Shipments and final capacity delivered should be close to each other in the long run, however, the 

fact that they seem to move slightly inverse of each other in the short run reflects the nature of a 

heavy machinery industry, where there is a rather long lead time from when the product is shipped 

and until it is operational in the hands of the customer. While final capacity delivered is the im-

portant measure when analyzing Vestas‟ business overall (naturally, it is not enough for Vestas to 

simply ship the product and consider their work to be done), shipments can also provide an estimate 

of the short run performance and expected future trend. Of course, large, continuous discrepancies 

between these two measures would indicate that Vestas is having trouble in the part of the value 

chain where the WTs are actually installed. However, when this is not the case, shipments are inter-

esting to look at, as this reflects a sale made, and revenue to be received in the near future, as op-

posed to a situation where delivery is deferred. In the short run, this measure seems to move with a 

one period delay relative to new order intake. Again, this is to be expected, as the long lead times 

extend the period from an order being placed, until the product is shipped, and thus the overall me-

chanics of Vestas‟ supply chain appear to be sound. 
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Figure 19 – source: Vestas annual reports 
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The price per MW of final delivery Vestas charged was 1.043 million EUR / MW in 2012, which is 

higher than Bloomberg‟s 2011 estimate of 0.91 million EUR / MW (Bloomberg, 2012b). However, 

the reported sales prices are highly fluctuating across regions and time periods. Blanco (2009) 

found studies estimating the cost from as low as 0.869 million EUR / MW to highs of 1.52 million 

EUR / MW. While the data was collected from 2007 studies and therefore the actual numbers will 

have changed, it does bear witness of a volatile sales price. In line with Blanco‟s findings, Vestas‟ 

price has been fluctuating quite a lot on regional levels, however on an aggregate level (regionally 

weighted average), the fluctua-

tions have been smaller (between 

0.96 to 1.08 million EUR / MW) 

and the trend seems to be stabiliz-

ing around 1.01
18

 for Vestas. A 

check of reasonability is that when 

1.01 is input, it not only is a rever-

sion towards Bloomberg‟s price 

estimate; trends do not look out of 

line with previous numbers (see figure 20).  

Vestas forecasts shipments in 2013 to be between 4 and 5 GW (Vestas, 2012), which corresponds to 

a decline of 25% compared to 2012 (assuming 4.5 GW following equity research consensus (Thom-

son One, May 2013). With the order and price situation being as outlined above, the key to improv-

ing performance in the manufacturing segment lies in „sales‟ (undeferred shipments) rather than 

„prices.‟ Alternatively, cost of sales can be decreased, which has been a primary focus of Vestas the 

past two years (this will be discussed in later sections). The average revenue growth rate for manu-

facturing over the past three years has been 14% (although with large fluctuations). Peak growth is 

expected to be marginally below this, as Vestas will emerge with lower capacity following the re-

structuring. See figure 21 below. 

                                                           
18

 As the WTs have gotten larger, they have naturally become more expensive, but the trade-off is that a smaller num-
ber of WTs need to be installed to deliver the same output. Therefore, to avoid speculation, it will be assumed that 
the price per MW will be unaffected by WT size developments over the medium term. 
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Figure 20 – source: Vestas annual reports 
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Figure 21 – source: Vestas annual reports; BP (2013); MarketLine (2013a); IEA (2013a) 

The primary reason for the growth rates to decline after 2015 in spite of the industry being classi-

fied as a growth industry in the ILC framework in Part III is that Vestas has taken the decision to 

downscale capacity. Therefore, growth for Vestas cannot exceed these levels, without substantial 

new investments in PP&E, as otherwise the inverse ATO would shrink to unreasonably low levels. 

The inverse ATO of 38% reached in 2012 is already strong, considering the fixed cost nature of the 

industry.  

Operations and Maintenance 

The O&M segment comprises two sources of revenues. One is the sale of O&M contracts along 

with the sale of a WT, which is the case for 95% of WT sales; the other is the sale of „over-the-

counter‟ O&M services, which range from extensive, all-inclusive contracts to very basic „pay-as-

you-go‟ service contracts. Contracts can run for as long as 18 years. Due to lack of further segment 

break-down in the annual reports, these two sources are treated as one in the following.  

Vestas reported having 42 GW under service in 2012, which accounts for close to 15% of the total 

installed world capacity (see Part III). Because Vestas‟ manufacturing market share, to which the 

O&M segment is linked, has gone down, so too has Vestas‟ market share on the O&M segment, 

although by less than 2.5 percentage points (BP, 2013; Vestas, 2008 – 2012). However, as Vestas‟ 

installed capacity nevertheless has increased over the past years, revenue from O&M has gone up, 

even though market share has declined (the assumption behind the market share calculations is that 

all WTs require a service contract, regardless of whether this is handled by the owner, or an external 

party, such as Vestas). Further, in the current absence of specialized O&M firms, Vestas‟ competi-

tors in this segment are other WTMs, and therefore Vestas is better positioned to secure O&M con-

tracts on own sales (including prior years‟ sales). Finally, Vestas is currently reaping the benefits of 

having installed an impressive 55 GW over the years worldwide (Vestas 2012), which continuously 

need O&M services (only 42 GW are currently serviced by Vestas, thus O&M market share can 

increase more than sales of new WTs).  

Revenue forecasts, Manufacturing 2012A 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T

Average expected global MW installed 45.112      39.793      45.364      51.715      58.955      67.209      73.647      85.788      99.570      115.790    134.901    157.443    

Vestas' share 13,4% 11,3% 10,4% 10,4% 10,1% 9,6% 9,3% 8,5% 7,7% 6,9% 6,1% 5,4%

Growth in manufacturing MW 16% -25% 5% 14% 11% 8% 6,5% 6,0% 5,0% 4,0% 3,5% 3,0%

Manufacturing MW 6039 4500 4725 5387 5979 6457 6877 7290 7654 7960 8239 8486

Growth in revenue / MW 6% 0,1% -0,8% -0,8% -0,8% -0,7% 0 0 0 0 0 0

Manufacturing revenue million EUR/MW 1,04 1,04 1,03 1,03 1,02 1,01 1,01 1,01 1,01 1,01 1,01 1,01

Manufacturing revenue, million EUR 6298 4687 4882 5522 6080 6522 6946 7363 7731 8040 8321 8571

Growth in manufacturing revenue 23% -26% 4% 13% 10% 7% 6% 6% 5% 4% 4% 3%
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The outlook for the O&M segment is positive. Looking at revenue per GW, it has increased 

smoothly from approximately 18.9 million €/GW in 2008 to 21 million €/GW in 2012. See figure 

22. This is likely due to a more extensive service offering by Vestas, and seeing as Vestas per 2012 

explicitly focuses on promoting the 

O&M segment as a distinct BU, the pos-

itive trend is likely to continue. Vestas 

forecasts the O&M segment to generate 

around €1 billion in 2013, which at cur-

rent revenue per GW growth corre-

sponds to having more than 47 GW under service (13% growth), and thus seems a bit on small side 

compared to the average of 16% from 2010 - 2012. Bearing in mind that O&M growth also is a 

function of manufacturing growth, which is forecast to be slower in 2013, the slight decrease in 

O&M segment performance in 2013 is not surprising. On the other hand, the undoubtedly more 

positive outlook from 2014 onwards is supported by the fact that the ratio of GW under service to 

GW installed is increasing (see figure 23).  

 

Figure 23 – source: Vestas annual 
reports 

As mentioned, O&M price per GW is also growing, which is positively reflected in average O&M 

revenue growth rates of over 20% the past three years. Lastly, manufacturing is also expected to 

regain some momentum in the medium term. The forecasts are therefore 18% peak growth in O&M 

revenue (after 13% in 2013), based on a 12% yearly growth in GW with O&M contracts (after 9% 

in 2013). The focus is naturally on cumulative GW, as contracts represent repeat revenue, as op-

posed to the one-off revenue generated by WT installations. See figure 24. The reason for Vestas‟ 

GW under service grows by more than yearly installed capacity is, as discussed above, the possibil-

ity for Vestas of capturing market share consisting of Vestas WTs installed without an O&M con-

tract, or O&M contracts on competitors WTs. 

 

Figure 24 – source: Vestas annual reports 

Revenue forecasts, O&M 2012A 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T

Growth in O&M GW 20% 9% 12% 12% 12% 10% 9,0% 8,0% 7,0% 7,0% 7,0% 5,0%

O&M GW (cumulative) 42 45,6 51,1 57,2 64,0 70,4 76,8 82,9 88,7 94,9 101,6 106,7

Growth in revenue / GW 5% 4% 5% 5% 5% 5% 4% 3% 2% 1% 0% 0%

O&M revenue, million EUR / GW 21,1 21,9 23,0 24,2 25,4 26,7 27,7 28,6 29,1 29,4 29,4 29,4

O&M revenue, million EUR 886 1000 1176 1383 1626 1878 2129 2369 2585 2794 2989 3139

Growth in O&M revenue 25% 13% 18% 18% 18% 16% 13% 11% 9% 8% 7% 5%

Revenue per O&M GW 2009 2010 2011 2012

O&M revenue 504 623 705 886

O&M GW 26,6 31 35 42

O&M Revenue / GW 18,9 20,1 20,1 21,1

Growth in O&M revenue 24% 13% 26%

Growth in revenue / GW 6% 0% 5%

Growth in O&M GW 17% 13% 20%

Figure 22 – source: Vestas annual reports 

O&M / MW 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Vestas installed MW 33.508         38.272      44.114      49.332      55.370      

Vestas O&M MW 20.000         26.600      31.000      35.000      42.000      

O&M MW / Installed MW 59,7% 69,5% 70,3% 70,9% 75,9%

Growth in installed O&M MW / installed MW 16,44% 1,11% 0,96% 6,91%
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Markets 

On an opening note it was not possible to source data breaking down the regional division between 

manufacturing and O&M segments, so the following section concerns the two segments combined.  

Vestas is a global firm with production and sales in the three major regions Europe and Africa
19

, 

Americas, and Asia-Pacific. The most important market is Europe. On all three demand measure-

ments (order intake, order backlog, and final capacity delivered – shipments are not broken down 

by region), Europe accounts for at least 50% in 2012 (see figure 25).  

Further, since the ex-

tremely difficult year 

for Vestas in 2011, 

European operations 

have recovered quicker 

than the other two re-

gions, which continue 

to deteriorate. Thus, it 

appears that Vestas‟ 

crisis of 2011 has grav-

itated operations to-

wards Europe, as the years 2009 – 2011 saw increases in the measures in the other regions (likely 

due to the European recession and strong demand growth in the other regions, as outlined in Part 

III), underlining that the situation of 2012 is a new trend. This development is likely due to two fac-

tors. First, it is possible that the problems concerning Vestas‟ operations (due to internal problems 

rather than macro-related problems) are scaring off customers from fear of whether Vestas will exist 

in the future and be able to service the WTs or fulfill their warranty provisions. And second, com-

petitive entry in the other regions are likely prompting customers to choose local suppliers, rather 

than foreign. For example, GE marketed its products very aggressively in the US in 2012 (Bloom-

berg, 2013), and, as outlined in Part III, a number of Asian heavy industries firms have entered the 

WT market. The second factor is highly problematic for Vestas as it is logically harder to regain 

market share when the incumbent is local, exemplified in the so-called liability of foreignness (Jo-

                                                           
19

 Sales in Africa are extremely small, so effectively the numbers for ‘Europe and Africa’ comprise only European sales. 
For this reason, and for ease of reading, this regional segment will only be referred to as ‘Europe.’ 

Figure 25 – source: Vestas annual reports 
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Total revenue / final capacity delivered 2009 2010 2011 2012

Europe and Africa, EUR million / MW 1,24 1,34 1,30 1,21

Americas, EUR million / MW 0,82 1,10 1,12 1,27

Asia-Pacific EUR million / MW 0,82 0,91 0,70 0,98

hanson and Vahlne, 1977, 2009). As a result hereof, Vestas‟ short term growth is forecast to be ac-

cording to the existing regional segmentation, rather than seeing the pre-crisis trend of increasing 

presence in Asia-Pacific and the Americas return.  

In relation to revenue, Europe also emerges as the primary market, with 52% of revenue coming 

from Europe in 2012 (see figure 27), although this number did not increase from 2011, as the three 

demand measurements for the region 

did.  On further inspection, a possible 

red flag appears: Even though final 

capacity delivered increased in Eu-

rope in 2012 to 51% (from 45% in 

2011), revenues did not follow suit. 

As is visible in figure 26, the „reve-

nue to MW‟ measure (effective price 

per MW, including O&M) has de-

creased for Europe from 2010 to 

2012 (and increased in the other mar-

kets). While declining prices are rarely a good sign, in this case it is not too worrisome, however: 

Vestas‟ prices in Europe in both 2010 and 2011 were quite far above the prevailing market price at 

the time, estimated by Bloomberg to be just above 900,000 EUR / MW in second half of 2011 

(Bloomberg, 2012b), probably driven by high WT prices charged (outlined above) which is due to 

the generous subsidy situation in 

Europe, and the previously more 

favorable profit split (discussed 

in Part III). Thus, the recent 

price development is simply a reversion towards equilibrium prices in the manufacturing division. 

Also visible in figure 26 is that prices of Vestas WTs in the Americas had an impressive boost up-

wards over Bloomberg‟s 2011 prices.  The underlying driver of this development is naturally the 

large demand growth in the US due to the subsidy uncertainty for 2013 (discussed in Part III).  

Cost Structure 

Examining the cost side of Vestas‟ operations shed light on the source of the recent years‟ troubles. 

Before 2011, total costs (before special items and dirty surplus items) constituted around 90% of 

revenue; however the firm managed to stay marginally profitable with profit margins from sales of 
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Figure 27 – source: Vestas annual reports 

Figure 26 – source: Vestas annual reports 
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3% and 5% for 2009 and 2010. With such thin margins and the much of the costs being fixed, how-

ever, the risk of turning profits to losses is imminent: when Vestas‟ revenue declined from 2010 to 

2011, the total costs did not decline accordingly. A breakdown of the various total cost components 

is provided in the following, and overview provided in figure 28. 

 

Figure 28 – source: Vestas annual report data 

The main reason for the increase in total costs as percentages of revenue was an increase in cost of 

sales from 2010 (81%) to 2011 (85%), bringing total costs to 94.8% in 2011. The other cost 

measures‟ fraction of total costs, R&D, distribution, and administrative costs, increased as well, 

although, coming from much lower starting points, this had much less impact, compared to cost of 

sales. The drivers of the cost of sales increase are to be found in staff costs and unforeseen extra 

production and installation costs relating to the flagship WT, the V112-3.0 MW, which accounted 

for more than 2 GW of the 5.2 GW sales for the year, and relating to the technologically advanced 

GridStreamer WTs (Vestas, 2011). 

The staff costs are an indirect indicator of the large fixed costs in Vestas‟ operations. The extensive, 

but now downscaled, network of Vestas production plants around the world required a large work-

force, which is, except for the plants themselves, the most inflexible part of Vestas‟ cost structure 

(visible in the developments in almost constant number of employees from 2009 – 2011, cf. figure 

30 below). Therefore, when revenue decreased from 2010 to 2011, and the non-fixed costs followed 

suit, staff costs increased by 7 percentage points to constituting 25% of cost of sales (Vestas ex-

penses a large, but fluctuating portion of staff costs in cost of sales), and by 6 percentage points to 

absorbing 21% of revenue (see figure 29). Breaking revenues and costs down per employee, it be-

comes further visible that this was a main source of the profitability issues in 2011. From 2010 to 

2011 revenue per employee declined, while costs per employee increased (see figure 30). 

Costs, EUR million 2009A 2010A 2011A 2012A Average 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E

Revenue, EUR million 5079 6920 5836 7216 5687 6058 6905 7706 8400

Cost of Sales, EUR million 4121 5598 4952 6222 4491 4786 5455 6088 6636

Forecast cost of sales, % 83% 79% 79% 79% 79%

Realized cost of sales, % 81% 81% 85% 86% 83,28%

Research and development costs 40 66 75 52 53 57 65 72 79

Distribution expenses 153 172 168 166 152 162 184 206 224

Administrative expenses 296 337 336 303 294 313 357 398 434

R&D % of revenue 0,79% 0,95% 1,29% 0,72% 0,94% 0,94% 0,94% 0,94% 0,94% 0,94%

Distribution % of revenue 3,01% 2,49% 2,88% 2,30% 2,67% 2,67% 2,67% 2,67% 2,67% 2,67%

Administrative % of revenue 5,83% 4,87% 5,76% 4,20% 5,16% 5,16% 5,16% 5,16% 5,16% 5,16%

Total costs, EUR million 4610 6173 5531 6743 4989 5318 6060 6764 7373

Total costs % of revenue 90,77% 89,21% 94,77% 93,45% 92,05% 91,77% 87,77% 87,77% 87,77% 87,77%
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Staff costs 2009 2010 2011 2012

Total staff costs, million EUR 967 1025 1215 1276

Staff costs % of revenue 19% 15% 21% 18%

Staff costs % of total costs 21% 17% 22% 19%

Staff costs % of cost of sales 23% 18% 25% 21%

Average 21% 17% 22% 19%

 

Figure 29 – source: Vestas annual reports 

  

 

Figure 30 – source: Vestas annual reports 

 

From late-2011, as the problems became evident through quarter reports, cost control became a 

primary focus by Vestas, based on two prongs. One was the decrease of production assets and the 

increase in reliance on sub-suppliers as a move to bring production closer to the end consumer and 

reduce transportation costs. The other, as a partly derived from the first, is a decrease in number of 

employees so that Vestas employs no more than 16,000 worldwide by the end of 2013. Vestas ex-

pects these reductions to have positive effects on both distribution and administrative expenses, but 

not R&D expenses, as R&D remain a core focus area by the firm (Vestas, 2012). 

According to Vestas (2012), total costs reductions of 400 million EUR will be realized by 2013. In 

order to establish the effect of this reduction on profitability, it will be assumed that the entire re-

duction will be in the cost of sales item, as Vestas does not specify the breakdown of the cost reduc-

tion. Further, since the development from 2011 to 2012 was reductions in RD&A costs (Research 

and development, Distribution & Administration), and increase in cost of sales, it is highly likely 

that the cost reductions will enter here (Vestas mentions in the annual report of 2012 that cost-

control measures are implemented which are expected to take effect in 2013, and therefore the since 

cost of sales was the only item not decreasing from 2011 to 2012, this is likely to be the measure 

which will enjoy the effect). The problems with the V112 and GridStreamer, which is expected to 

be fixed by 2013, had also negatively impacted cost of sales in 2012, wherefore the cost of sales in 

2013 should be lower (by an unknown amount from this effect, however). Regardless of allocation, 

however, the effect on total costs, and thereby in the end the free cash flow, will be the same, re-

gardless of allocation of the 400 million EUR savings. The effect of the 400 million EUR cost sav-

ings are input to calculate the new cost of sales % of revenue, by first calculating cost of sales at the 

most recent 86% of revenue, and then subtracting the 400 million, arriving at a new cost of sales % 

of revenue of 79% for 2013. This percentage is used for the remainder of the medium term period 

(2014 – 2017), as Vestas (2012; 2011) indicates that after the restructuring between 2011 and 2013, 

Employee breakdown 2009 2010 2011 2012

Number of employees 20730 23252 22721 17778

Revenue per employee, thousand EUR 245,01 297,61 256,85 405,89

Cost per employee, thousand EUR 46,65 44,08 53,47 71,77

Revenue to cost, per employee 5,25 6,75 4,80 5,66
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Operating working capital analysis 2009A 2010A 2011A 2012A Average 2013E

Inventories % revenue 77,4% 39,5% 43,6% 31,1% 47,9% 31,1%

Prepayments from customers % revenue 56,9% 22,3% 32,0% 23,8% 33,7% 23,8%

Trade payables % revenue 20,9% 16,2% 26,8% 14,0% 19,5% 14,0%

the new organization should have emerged (i.e. no further changes are planned). As the final transi-

tion year, 2013 cost of sales is therefore estimated at 83% to reflect this transition period – the full 

cost savings will be realized by the end of 2013. With the organizational change follows the as-

sumption that RD&A expenses were at their new level in 2012 for two reasons. One, because the 

2012 number for all three were lower than the average over the four year period, and two, because 

the three numbers further were lower than the lowest previous number in the four year period. As 

noted, the cost structure is summarized in figure 28 in the beginning of the section. 

Working Capital 

The working capital measure indicates the net investment required for the ongoing operations. Spe-

cifically, it comprises current net operating assets, excluding provisions (contingent liabilities). 

When Vestas in 2011 began to implement the organizational change, one of the focus areas was a 

shift from make-to-stock to make-to-order (Vestas, 2011). Such a change is bound to have a posi-

tive effect on working capital in that it decreases inventories and increases prepayments from cus-

tomers and trade payables, thus decreasing net working capital (i.e. the investment required to be 

tied up in continuous operations). Indeed, in 2011 this was the case, although the positive impact 

reversed somewhat in 2012, as the trade payables decreased, indicating that Vestas were required to 

pay suppliers more quickly in 2012 (see figure 31). The underlying reasons for this is not discussed 

by Vestas, but it can likely be traced to the poor firm performance in 2011, which in turn would 

have made suppliers demand credit terms with quicker repayment to reduce their risk. To underline 

the point that the trade payables decrease is internally generated, Siemens (2012) notes that in gen-

eral trade payables increased in the energy sector. 

 

Figure 31 – Select working 
capital items. Source: Vestas 
annual reports 

Going forward, the operational changes giving rise to the positive working capital development in 

2011 are expected to continue. First, Vestas now produces to a greater extent to-order, rather than 

to-inventory. Second, Vestas increased focus on manufacturing through sub-suppliers. Combined, 

these two effects will likely keep inventory at relatively low levels. While 2012 saw the largest 

amount of MW delivered, inventories were at the lowest for the past four years at 31% of revenue. 

The other two influential measures, prepayments and trade payables, were lower (worse) in 2012 

than in 2011. These measures will also be carried forward at their current percentages of revenue, 
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which is lower (worse) than in 2011, because improvement (increase) of these will be a result of the 

improved performance, rather than a source hereof. The 2012 numbers are also lower than the aver-

age, however, but the average is upwardly affected by large percentages in 2009 (working capital in 

general was at higher requirements in 2009 than in 2012, however this was due to large amounts 

overall, especially in the inventory account). 

In sum, it was deemed most appropriate to let working capital requirements in 2012 be the indicator 

for future requirements, and thus working capital requirements are forecast at 3.23% of revenue. 

Capital Expenditure 

A substantial part of Vestas‟ business model is the focus on R&D, which results in internally gener-

ated intangible assets, capitalized on the balance sheet (e.g. Vestas, 2012). CAPEX includes both 

tangible and intangible assets, although these will be analyzed separately, since the scaling back of 

Vestas‟ PP&E does not necessarily lead to scaling back of investments in intangibles. Non-

recurring items, acquisitions and disposal are not forecast, as Vestas provides no information on 

these, except for the disposal of the 136 million assets held for sale account (which is assumed to 

happen at a 55% discount cf. Berger et al. (1996)).  

For 2013, Vestas expects no investment in new production facilities, and is expecting investments 

in PP&E to be 150 million EUR (Vestas, 2012). Seeing as Vestas is in the final stages of a restruc-

turing of the organization towards less PP&E, it is further not expected that investments in supra-

organic growth will be made in the remainder of the forecast period. What is needed, however, is 

investments in ongoing CAPEX, 

to keep the PP&E asset base from 

deteriorating, as well as allowing 

organic growth to support reve-

nue growth (an example of this is 

the 150 million EUR expected in 

2013). Further, the intangible 

asset base (developed software 

and capitalized R&D projects) 

will require ongoing investments 

as well. In order to calculate the level of these investments, which are not disclosed by Vestas, the 

ratio of depreciable assets to depreciation was calculated, in order to determine average depreciable 

CAPEX analysis, EUR million 2009A 2010A 2011A 2012A

Average 2009 

- 2011

Total CAPEX 833 800 773 336 802

hereof PP&E 606 458 406 167 490

hereof intangibles 227 328 327 169 294

other 0 14 40 0 18

Depreciable assets / depreciation

Total depreciable asset life (in years) 9,3 8,9 8,5 4,5 8,87

PP&E life (in years) 9,7 9,4 9,3 5,3 9,43

Intangibles life (in years) 8,2 7,9 7,2 3,6 7,78

Ongoing CAPEX % of asset base

Total depreciable assets 10,8% 11,2% 11,8% 22,1% 11,3%

PP&E 10,3% 10,7% 10,8% 18,7% 10,6%

Intangibles 12,2% 12,6% 13,9% 27,6% 12,9%

Figure 32 – source: Vestas annual reports 
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asset life. The results are replicated in figure 32.  All else equal, longer asset lives are desired, as the 

ongoing CAPEX is lower, and FCF thus higher. As is visible, there was a halving of depreciable 

asset life from 2011 to 2012. This is due to the large divestments and write-downs of PP&E and 

intangibles which took place in 2012. For this reason, the year 2012 was excluded from the asset 

life calculation, as it would have unrealistically biased the average downwards. Since the asset life 

has been otherwise stable from 2009 to 2011, the average of these years is used to calculate ongoing 

CAPEX going forward. The average is 8.9 years, corresponding to ongoing CAPEX of 11.3% of 

the asset base. A note should be made here: Even though Vestas is scaling back on production ca-

pacity, this will not necessarily have an effect on asset life – since asset life is depreciation divided 

by depreciable assets, if assets are scaled back, depreciation will likely be smaller, too. In sum, asset 

life will be approximately the same, regardless of asset base. Intuitively, this makes sense, because 

selling off one production plant does not influence the remaining production plants‟ lives, in a de-

preciation sense. 

In addition to the ongoing CAPEX, investments of 150 million EUR per year are allocated to 

PP&E. There multiple reasons for this. First of all, the problems Vestas faced in 2011 and 2012 

were due to overcapacity relative to demand. That is, it was not overcapacity based on industry 

forecasts, meaning that growth in asset base should not stagnate altogether; rather it should match 

the current and medium term industry demand situation. Secondly, it is not possible to grow reve-

nues and MW delivered over the coming years without some degree of investments in PP&E over 

and above ongoing CAPEX. Inverse ATO provides a check of reasonability for the investments 

needed to grow, as it shows the amount of NOA required to generate one euro of revenue. If reve-

nue forecasts are too high or NOA forecasts too low, the ATO will be unreasonably low, meaning 

that an unreasonably low amount of assets are required to generate the revenue. Aiming for previ-

ously achieved inverse ATOs, and not lower, ensures that the forecasts are reasonable, at least in 

relation to what the firm previously could achieve (Penman, 2013). With the new operational struc-

ture, Vestas reached an inverse ATO of 38.2% in 2012 (down from 55.3% the year before), which 

is forecast to decline marginally over the next 10 years to approx. 38.1% (close to the pre-expansion 

number of 37.7% in 2009).   
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Part V – The DCF Valuation 
As outlined in Part II (and Appendix F), the valuation of Vestas takes the FCFF given in the formu-

la 

                                                                          

where NOPAT denotes net operating profit, after operating taxes. The basis for the valuation is the 

analysis in Part IV above, and the costs of capital to be estimated in the following section. The val-

uation will be conducted as of May 8, 2013 (Vestas Q1 interim report date), and all cost of capital 

components will be calculated corresponding to this date. The publishing of the half year report 

(August 21, 2013) falls too close to the thesis deadline (August 30, 2013), in order to be analyzed 

comprehensively. 

5.1 Capital Structure 
The bases for estimating the capital structure are observed market values of debt and equity, rather 

than book values (Koller et al., 2010).  

Vestas does not explicitly in the annual reports outline a target debt level, but mention a desire to 

reduce debt levels (Vestas, 2012; Vestas, 2012a). A compilation of industry benchmark firms fo-

cused on pure players, i.e. firms with WT manufacturing as the primary line of operations was cre-

ated for comparisons, see Appendix H. To provide an outset, the analysis of the industry sample 

D/E ratios (excluding Suzlon due to its extreme leverage of 6.88 D/E) revealed that Vestas‟ level at 

the end of the fiscal year 2012 (1.02) was not too far from the industry average (0.77), and the ratio 

had further decreased to 0.77 in Q1, where the industry average then was 0.71
20

. In this light, a fur-

ther reduction of debt does not seem urgently necessary. With the credit facility of November 2012 

Vestas has access to credit of 1,155 million EUR (Vestas, 2012), and further has a bond issue of 

600 million EUR maturing in 2015, however it is undisclosed how much of the credit line Vestas 

intends to have drawn down at any given point in time, and the huge fluctuations looking back-

wards do not aid in providing a long term estimate. The most recent reduction in credit usage of 

27% from Q4 2012 to Q1 2013 is likely motivated by the organizational restructuring (credit usage 

is derived from the balance sheet by subtracting the bond nominal 600 million EUR and calculating 

the difference in the remainder between the years). Combining this decrease with the analysis of the 

firm in Part IV, a reasonable assumption is that Vestas has arrived at its new long term target debt 

                                                           
20

 In this small sample, Vestas’ D/E will naturally affect the industry D/E, but nevertheless this does provide an indica-
tion that Vestas belongs to the more levered firms in the industry. 
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level, as the investments and divestments to reach the new operational structure by end-2013 are 

almost complete. Therefore, going forward Vestas is expected to maintain the debt-to-equity level 

prevailing at the end of Q1 2013 at 0.77. 

5.2 Cost of Equity 

The Risk Free Rate 

Initially, the relevant bond from which to model the risk free rate applying to Vestas was deter-

mined to be the Danish 10 year, 1.5% government bond (Bloomberg ISIN: DK0009923054). Theo-

ry prescribes (e.g. Koller et al., 2010) that the currency of the chosen government bond matches the 

currency in which the firm‟s stock is denominated, and under this criterion the aforementioned bond 

is the most appropriate. On May 8, the publication date of the Vestas Q1 interim report, the bond 

traded at a mid-yield to maturity of 1.4% (Bloomberg terminal). One problem with this risk free rate 

is that it is biased by quantitative easing policies in the post-financial crisis years, and therefore the 

rate is artificially low at the moment, and thus not a proper proxy of the true, long term risk free rate 

(Danmarks Nationalbank, 2012). Equity research reports were reviewed, and in those where the risk 

free rate was disclosed separately, estimates were between 3% (e.g. HSBC, 2013) and 4.5% (e.g. 

DnB Markets, 2013). In this thesis, it was decided to use 3% as risk free rate, in order to overcome 

the issue of artificially low bond rates which would unfairly bias the valuation upwards, but still 

being as close to the rate observed in the market as possible. 

Market Risk Premium 

The market risk premium, rm, is not readily observable in the market, and must be estimated. The 

most common method of determining rm is estimating it based on historical levels (Saabye, 2003), 

while paying attention to the fact that the measure changes depending on the time horizon over 

which it is estimated (Koller et al., 2010). Therefore, a number of papers and reports with differing 

time horizons were compared, in order to determine whether a trend is present, to be able to im-

prove the quality of the rm estimate. 

The Credit Suisse Investment Year Book (Credit Suisse, 2013) estimates the risk premium for Dan-

ish equities for two periods, from 1900 – 2012 and from 1963 – 2012. The premia are 2.8% and 

3.5% percent, respectively, indicating that the risk premium has increased over time. This fact, and 

the fact that shorter periods may give rise to higher premia, is further supported by Saabye (2003), 

who finds that from 1970 – 2002 the risk premium for Danish equities to be 5.2%. Shifting the fo-

cus from academic studies to practitioners‟ use of the measure, Fernandez et al. (2013) compiled a 
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survey of analysts‟ -, professors‟ - and firms‟ estimates of the rm in 2012
21

. For Denmark, based on 

43 respondents, this number was 5.5%. This estimate was a bit below professor Damodaran‟s corre-

sponding estimate of 5.83% (Damodaran Online, 2013). Nonetheless, due to the high number of 

respondents in the Fernandez et al. (2013) study, it was determined to use their number (5.5%) in 

the CAPM for Vestas. 

Estimating Βeta 

For the β estimation, monthly data over a five year period (5 years back in time from the date of the 

Q1 report) was used, following the method proposed by Koller et al. (2010). Initially, seeing as 

Vestas is a Danish firm, with headquarters and substantial operations in Denmark, the market capi-

talization-weighted OMXC20 index of the 20 largest stocks in Denmark was used as the independ-

ent variable in the regression. Normally, the risk of using a country index is that it will be biased 

towards a certain industry. This is to a certain extent the case for the OMXC20 as well, seeing as 

the index comprises only 20 stocks (19 firms). However, due to its otherwise relatively diverse 

composition, and the characteristics of Vestas as a Danish firm, the β was calculated against the 

OMXC20 as a starting point for the analysis. The result was an unadjusted β of 1.203 (Bloomberg 

terminal). Even though this result was significant with a z-score of 3.423, there was a standard error 

of 0.351, thus yielding a true β between 0.501 and 1.905 with a 95% confidence interval. This large 

possible dispersion of true β warranted further investigation. 

Koller et al. (2010) suggests calculating an industry β, if firm β is inconclusive. The underlying in-

tuition for this is that the firms in the industry will have same operating characteristics, and there-

fore should have the same exposure to market fluctuations (operating β). Thus, the industry β has 

the upside of being unaffected by firm-specific factors (if one competitor wins a deal, another loses 

the deal, and the effect cancel out between the two), and only takes into account industry-wide op-

erating risks. The β benchmark sample is the same as the one used to calculate capital structure (see 

also Appendix H and figure 33 below).  

                                                           
21

 The MRP used in 2012 is naturally based on historic data, or another type of estimation/calculation – it is thus not a 
snapshot measure only relevant for 2012. 
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Figure 33 – source: Bloomberg terminals as of May 8, 2013 

The Stoxx 600 (Bloomberg ticker: SXXP Index) was chosen for the industry β independent varia-

ble, as 60% of the firms are listed on European stock exchanges, and the Stoxx 600 thus best repre-

sents the sample. Therefore, Vestas‟ unadjusted β was recalculated against this index to ensure uni-

formity in the base case across the industry sample. Vestas β was 1.542 against the Stoxx 600, and 

here the standard error provided an equally large range of possible true βs, underlining the need for 

calculating the industry β.  

Assuming that βs of tax shields and debt are zero (Koller et al., 2010), the measure must only be 

adjusted for capital structure through de-levering (Brealey et al., 2011) 

   
  

(  
 
 )

 

The average unlevered β of the sample was 0.89, which, relevered to Vestas‟ long term capital 

structure of D/E = 0.77, yields an equity β of 1.57 for the firm 

        
      (  

   

    
)       

Following Blume (1974), Koller et al. (2010) suggests that in order to incorporate the mean rever-

sion βs tend to exert (i.e. reversion towards 1; the long term mean β), a smoothing of the firm β is 

necessary, if the sample of industry peers is small. The β is adjusted by 0.33 + 0.67   (raw β). This 

adjustment results in an equity β for Vestas of 1.38, which will be used in the valuation 

          
                     

The adjusted β falls within the boundaries of the OMXC20 β and the Stoxx 600 β. Further, the re-

sult was compared with a consensus estimate provided by the Thomson One Banker service, which 

Comparables Levered beta, SXXP Debt, market value Equity, market value Enterprise Value Cash and equivalents D/E Unlevered Beta

Gamesa 1,81 1262 1215 1881 596 0,55 0,77

Nordex 1,78 244 413 439 219 0,06 0,95

Ming Yang (1) 2,67 348 153 387 124 1,46 1,69

Vestas 1,54 1439 1263 3638 467 0,77 0,87

Suzlon 2,52 1772 221 1750 254 6,88 0,16

Median unlevered industry beta 0,77 0,87

Average unlevered industry beta 1,94 0,89

(1) Ming Yang trades  through ADRs  on the NYSE

Al l  fi rm capita l  va lues  in mi l l ion EUR
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suggested a β of 1.40 for Vestas. Based on these insights, the calculated β for Vestas of 1.38 seems 

to provide a truthful picture of the market risk of the firm. Lastly, β = 1.38 implies both high operat-

ing risk and financial risk (Petersen and Plenborg, 2012), which based on Parts III and IV seem to 

describe the firm well.  

CAPM 

The CAPM can now be used to calculate the cost of equity: 

                                    

5.3 Cost of Debt 
At the moment, Vestas has a variety of debt obligations, comprising bonds, debt to financial institu-

tions and mortgage debt. Further, an existing revolving credit facility was renewed (although at dif-

ferent terms) in late-2012. Looking into the bonds, the initial estimator of the cost of debt as the 

other instruments does not have rates disclosed, Vestas has only one bond issue outstanding, name-

ly a nominal 600 million EUR, 4.625% coupon, senior unsecured bond maturing in March 2015, 

trading at mid yield to maturity of 7.8% on May 8, 2013 (Bloomberg terminal). One problem when 

estimating the cost of debt for Vestas is that it has no long term debt obligations (Vestas, 2012)
22

. 

When this is the case, there is a mismatch between the duration of the debt, which is very short, and 

the theoretical duration of the free cash flows, which is very long (Koller et al., 2010). Therefore, 

the method of scaling the risk free rate by a rating-determined premium is used. Unfortunately, Ves-

tas‟ debt is not rated, so it is necessary to infer at which implied rating the bond trades, from which 

a premium over the risk free rate can be calculated. 

An indication of Vestas‟ implied rating is a credit research report from Jyske Bank in mid-April 

(Jyske Bank, 2013). The report shows an improvement in rating estimation from deep within the 

junk bond range just before the credit facility agreement in November 2012 (below CCC), to ap-

proximately B rating (two notches below investment grade) in late-March 2013. The breakdown 

into a rating grid where various operational and financial measures are compared (yielding an im-

plied rating for each measure) shows that it is primarily profitability which depresses Vestas‟ rating. 

Sales and capital structure both indicate an investment grade rating, and the profitability measures 

are expected to improve in the near future (Jyske Bank, 2013). This is consistent with the operation-

al analysis conducted in Part IV of this thesis. The conclusion of the credit report is a B rating for 

                                                           
22

 Technically, it does have 4 million EUR of financial debt with maturity over 5 years, but out of total nominal financial 
debts of 1439 million EUR in 2013Q1 this corresponds to less than 0.03%, making this account effectively zero. 
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Vestas‟ debt (S&P terminology let BBB and above refer to investment grade, Moody‟s let Baa and 

above refer to investment grade). 

The lowest rating for which Bloomberg compiles indexes is BB, and neither Moody‟s (source: e-

mail correspondence) nor Barron‟s (Damodaran, 2012) provides sub-investment grade bond index 

spreads. Therefore, another proxy for the risk premium on Vestas‟ debt had to be used. It was de-

cided to use a CDS index spread. The iTraxx Xover CDS Index (Bloomberg Ticker: ITRX XOVER 

CDSI 10Y) is an index of the 50 most liquid, sub-investment grade European firms‟ CDS contracts, 

and thus a proxy for the default risk premium currently in the sub-investment grade market. The 10 

year tenor was chosen rather than the shorter tenors available, both to match the risk free rate bond 

tenor, but also since Vestas is expected to keep its capital structure constant, a longer term measure 

is needed. For the 12 month period ending May 8, 2013, the CDS index indicated an average 563 

basis points risk premium to be added to the risk free, which is well in line with an estimate from 

Damodaran (2012) from 2011 of 5.0% premium on B rated debt. With a risk free rate of 3%, the 

CDS spread implies a pre-tax cost of debt for Vestas of 8.6%. Comparing this number to the actual 

yield to maturity of Vestas‟ bond of 7.8%, it seems reasonable. The motivation for the calculated 

rate being somewhat higher than the observed rate is likely rooted in the fact that the bond matures 

in less than two years, and default before this time is fended off with the credit facility, wherefore 

observed YTM will be lower than long term cost of debt. This is also visible in the recent develop-

ments in yield to maturity: For the year to date, the range of the yield to maturity is 5.73% - 

18.06%, with the lowest observation being the most recent (July 23, 2013).  

5.4 WACC 
Having analyzed the various components which enter the WACC formula, at this point the cost of 

capital for Vestas can be calculated: 

                                                

5.5 Value Estimate 
It is now possible to estimate the value of the operations, and from that the value of common equity. 

Based on Part IV a detailed free cash flow forecast was prepared from 2013 – 2022, and a horizon 

year forecast was prepared for 2023. These were then discounted at the WACC calculated above. 

The result is an enterprise value of 4,213 million EUR, and equity value of 3,377 million EUR, sub-

tracting the value of net financial obligations of 836 million EUR. On a per share basis, this corre-

sponds to 16.6 EUR as of May 8, 2013. The entire valuation is shown in Appendix B. 
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For the TV calculation, a growth rate of 2.5% was used. While IEA (2012) estimated long term 

GDP growth at 3.5%, one must be careful when applying that rate without consideration. As Vestas 

is a relatively large multinational firm, in an industry where a sustained competitive advantage 

seems unlikely in the long run, a lower rate than GDP should be used (Damodaran, 2012). Equity 

research reports suggested around 2.5% terminal growth rates (Credit Suisse, 2013a; DnB Markets, 

2013; HSBC, 2013), which in light of Damodaran‟s arguments and expected GDP growth seems 

reasonable. Of the total valuation, the terminal value (TV) constitutes 70%. Large TVs can be prob-

lematic, because it implies that the firm will vastly improve performance over the years, which can 

be highly speculative. In the case of Vestas, the large TV stem mainly from the fact that the firm 

has experienced severe negative free cash flow, which is forecast to steadily turn around. What fur-

ther increases the TV is that the gross margins are so small, so even a minor improvement in mar-

gins (which is forecast) will greatly increase the valuation, and primarily the TV. In sum, buying 

Vestas stock at the moment is closer to buying a growth stock than a value stock, and as such TVs 

are expected to be large, and when due care was taken regarding the terminal growth assumptions, 

this is not problematic (Damodaran, 2012). 

While all due care was taken in the valuation of the company, the table below provides a sensitivity 

analysis, to show the effect on the equity value from changes in the WACC and terminal growth 

rate. Following the discussion above, it is not surprising that Vestas with „growth firm‟ characteris-

tics are quite sensitive to changes in the rates assumptions, as these impact the terminal value by a 

larger magnitude than they impact the forecast cash flows. 

 

  

Sensitivity Analysis, Value of Equity, EUR million

6,81% 7,81% 8,81% 9,81% 10,81%

1,5% 4900 3778 2976 2377 1915

2,0% 5345 4058 3162 2506 2007

2,5% 5892 4389 3377 2652 2110

3,0% 6582 4790 3629 2820 2227

3,5% 7481 5283 3929 3015 2360

WACC

gr
o

w
th

 r
at
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Part VI – Real Options Valuation 

This thesis argues that in order for an option to be relevant for analysis it is not sufficient that it can 

be strategically conceived; rather it must be quantifiable at the point in time when the valuation is 

done, and this challenge can be a further source of much skepticism against the ROV technique 

among practitioners. While management has substantial information about the real options (whether 

these are articulated as such or not, the latter being the predominant case, as mentioned in Parts I 

and II), outsiders often lack this information. Lack of generalizability is also potentially a contrib-

uting factor to the meager adoption among analysts, as this means that conducting ROV becomes 

unnecessarily time consuming, and the findings will be hard to compare between the investment 

community participants as the assumptions will be vastly different. In order to improve the general-

izability of the findings of this thesis, the ROV will focus on as general options as possible. While 

identifying every single real option would yield the most precise valuation, there is a tradeoff be-

tween resources spent on this and value added from an incremental real options in the portfolio. 

Copeland and Antikarov (2003) and Trigeorgis (1996) argue that adding more real options to a port-

folio of these exhibit diminishing returns, that is, the value of the portfolio does not increase linearly 

with the value of the extra option added, especially if these are on the same underlying real asset 

(Belderbos and Zou, 2009). The primary reason for this is correlation between options, and thus 

options covering larger parts of the operations (options which are cruder in nature) can capture the 

bulk of the real options portfolio value. As this is the case, many real options advocates suggest 

using a simpler approach rather than adding unnecessary complexity (in addition to those men-

tioned see for example Guerrero, 2007; McDonald, 2006; Triantis, 2005; Amram and Howe, 2003).  

The ROV focus will be on the so-called abandonment option (explained in detail below). While 

expansion options are the natural opposite to consider, these are not available to Vestas at the mo-

ment, because the firm is midway through a large downscaling (wherefore it would be counterintui-

tive to value a potential expansion in the near future). So-called switching options (which in the 

WTI case could be the simultaneous down-scaling in one geographic area and up-scaling in anoth-

er) might very well become available to Vestas in the near future, however at the moment the ongo-

ing restructuring which entail globally dispersed closing of production plants and establishment of a 

network of global sub-suppliers clouds the quantification of these. Quantification problems concern 

the expansion option as well, and lack of generalizability concerns both the switching and expan-

sion options. The problems of quantification and generalizability arises from the fact that the data 

for these options is not readily available in the financial (or other public) statements.  
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The abandonment option is, like other options, argued in the literature to be ever-present (e.g. 

Munoz et al., 2011; Saenz-Diez et al., 2008; Trigeorgis, 2005; Berger et al., 1996). As discussed in 

Parts I and II this argued omnipresence of options might be a contributor to the scant adoption of 

ROV techniques in valuation. This part of the thesis will show why the abandonment option should 

not be viewed as omnipresent, but rather that it becomes valuable specifically in the ILC transition 

period. 

The method employed below takes its outset in the method proposed by Copeland and Antikarov 

(2003), but modifies it. The Copeland and Antikarov method entails four steps: First, the underlying 

asset value (UAV, which is the same as S using classic option terminology) is determined (i.e. by 

DCF analysis); second, the uncertainties are modeled; third, the real options available to the firm 

are identified; and fourth, these are valued. Such an approach to ROV highlights exactly the reason 

for the mismatch in adoption rates between academics and practitioners: By not letting the real op-

tions be identified before step 3 the method implicitly assumes that real options are omnipresent, 

and that a valuation of these should be carried out in any circumstance. As discussed in Part II, there 

will be circumstances in which the DCF approach is sufficient. To reflect this, and shift the focus 

from „omnipresent options‟ to „industry state-based options,‟ this thesis will alter the method, cf. the 

figure below. 

 

Figure 34 - Real options valuation process  

Step 1: Identifying the Real Options 
The abandonment option on Vestas‟ manufacturing BU fulfills the requirement of generalizability 

when applied on a BU level rather than project level, because such a method is easily transferred to 

other firms. While other options (switching, expanding) can be difficult for outsiders to quantify 

due to lack of data, the abandonment option can be quantified from publicly available data (finan-

cial statements).  

Following Smit and Trigeorgis (2006) and Triantis (2005), Vestas can be viewed as a portfolio of 

real options which can be valued, depending on the relevance of each. Damaraju et al. (2011) and 

Step 1: 
Identifying the 

real options 

Step 2: 
Determining 
UAV without 

flexibility 

Step 3: 
Quantifying the 

option 

Step 4: 
Modeling the 
uncertainties 

Step 5: 
Conducting the 

real options 
valuation 
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Damaraju (2008) argue that BUs should be the portfolio constituents (an idea which surprisingly 

has not drawn too much attention in academia), and both papers research this is a backward-looking 

manner using past (observable) performance of a number of firms. This section will show how the 

argument of strategic BUs as real options can indeed be useful by employing a forward-looking 

perspective; conducting a valuation of a firm. Based on the analysis in Part IV, the relevant option 

from Vestas‟ perspective is the abandonment option on manufacturing only, as for the forecast peri-

od, the O&M BU is the main value contributor. While this BU in no way constrains the manufactur-

ing BU, or in other ways contributes to the troubles there, it is not appropriate to consider an O&M 

abandonment for strategic purposes.
23

 Further, a recent report from August 2013 confirmed the ex-

pectations formed through the analysis in Part IV, namely that strong growth is expected in this 

segment world-wide towards 2020 (Wind Power Monthly, 2013). This furthers the prospect of this 

segment evolving into a separate part of the value chain (or even an entire industry in itself), mak-

ing a divestment of this BU even less strategically viable, given Vestas‟ favorable position here. 

For a real option to be relevant for analysis, this thesis argues that three factors must be present. 

First, the option must be exercisable. Second, it must be of strategic nature. And third, the business 

environment must be volatile, providing an uncertain outlook for the firm. 

The first factor is relatively self-explanatory: It must be plausible that a buyer for the assets can be 

found (the option must be exercisable). This depends on the specificity of assets and the general 

business environment (recessive, growing or stagnant). The ILC transition setting provides a good 

environment for these factors, as on the one hand designs (and therefore assets) are more stream-

lined than in the „introduction‟ ILC phase. On the other hand the strategic situation and expectations 

of the future of the various firms are likely to differ more than in maturity, due to the increased vol-

atility in the transition. That is, when one firm analyzes the business environment and decides a 

downscaling is necessary, a competitor might forecast the opposite. 

The second factor requires further explanation. Normally, liquidations are associated with bank-

ruptcies, but in this case it is used as a base case real option. Intuitively, the option to go bankrupt 

should carry no value above the liquidation value of the assets, as a bankruptcy simply means that 

the firm has no competitive advantage, an underperforming management team, or a combination 

hereof. Forward-looking valuations (both DCF and ROV) of firms are essentially valuing strategies, 
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 Note, that computationally there is no difference in difficulty between valuing only one option, or both of them. 
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and going bankrupt cannot be considered a strategy
24

. Focusing on BUs instead of entire firms has 

the upside of invoking the strategic nature of the option, as a liquidation of a BU does not have to 

be due to bankruptcy, but can be strategically motivated. And, as pointed out, if ROV is to gain ac-

ceptance in the analyst community, the liquidation (abandonment) option should only be assigned 

value if it takes place as a strategic move based on expectations regarding the future business envi-

ronment. The strategic abandonment has this characteristic, as it encompasses the strategic deci-

sions firms are faced with when moving through the ILC transition: It can be part of a value chain 

specialization, it can be due to the realization that another dominant design have emerged that the 

firm cannot imitate, or it can be due to problems with transitioning from product to process innova-

tion. Therefore, exactly the ILC transition provides an appropriate setting for valuing the abandon-

ment option. Strategically, with outsourcing to sub-suppliers and improved focus on separating the 

manufacturing and O&M BUs, Vestas is already paving the way for a potential value chain special-

ization. In sum, the abandonment option becomes valuable due to the increased volatility in the 

transition, and it embodies the way in which the firm can react to a number of the changes brought 

about by the ILC transition. In other words, this is the managerial flexibility ROV is meant to cap-

ture, as argued by Trigeorgis (1996) and most other real options proponents (e.g. McDonald, 2006).  

The third factor (volatility) was extensively covered in Part II, where the conclusion was that only 

in high-volatility environments should real options be considered, as in low-volatility environments 

the DCF will capture the bulk of the firm value. The volatile environments have the implication that 

postponing decisions until more information becomes available (the core concept of options) is val-

uable. It was further demonstrated that the ILC setting provides such volatility. 

Step 2: Determining UAV without Flexibility 
The UAV without flexibility is simply the DCF valuation of the underlying asset (Copeland and 

Antikarov, 2003), which is calculated in Part V. In order to avoid introducing partial option exer-

cise, the UAV calculated above must be broken down to reflect the appropriate asset on which the 

real option is based, that is between O&M and manufacturing. The free cash flows, which form the 

basis for the DCF analysis and thus UAV estimation, can be allocated to the BU which generates 

them using the EBIT margin information, both provided by Vestas and calculated from the reor-

ganized financial statements, and this allocation is shown in Appendix A. This allocation is done to 

                                                           
24

 So-called ’vulture funds’ which speculate in making money on firms’ bankruptcies do exist, however this is a special 
case and will not be considered, as the bulk of investors do not belong to this type, and thus can be assumed to invest 
in firms’ long term strategies. 
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identify the relevant accounting entity, and not to reflect a change in business operations, so the 

WACC used will be the firm-wide WACC.  

Step 3: Quantifying the Option 
Following the determination of the UAV, the option-specific elements which must be quantified are 

exercise price and maturity. 

The exercise price will be the expected book value of NOA of the manufacturing division at each 

period in the decision tree, reduced to reflect the liquidation discount. With the expected manufac-

turing revenues calculated in Part IV, the expected book value of manufacturing NOA is derived 

using target ATOs, following the relationship              , and shown in Appendix C. An 

interesting characteristic of the exercise price is its increasing nature, reflecting the expected in-

creasing book value of NOA. As will be visible in Step 5 below, this feature is a contributing factor 

to the characteristic that the option always is more valuable to hold than it yields in payoff, i.e. it 

should not be exercised early. This finding is consistent with Damaraju et al. (2011) who find that 

firms prefer to hold the real put option rather than exercising it, and Mason (2005) who determines 

that the abandonment option is typically not in the money and delaying exercise thus is rational.  

The maturity of the option must be set with care, as longer maturities increase option value (Hull, 

2012), and can therefore potentially distort the true value of flexibility to the firm. For DCF purpos-

es, some equity research reports reviewed forecasted 8+1 periods into the future (the „+1‟ denomi-

nating the horizon year) for DCF purposes (e.g. Credit Suisse, 2013a; DnB Nor, 2013), and theory 

can be found to suggest a 10+1 year forecast period, as further periods tend to be too speculative 

(e.g. Penman, 2013). This thesis employs a forecast period of 10+1 years, which is the first indica-

tion of an appropriate option maturity: If DCF forecast can be reasonably conducted 10+1 years 

hence, it is an equally reasonable assumption that ROV can be the same. Forecasting longer than 

10+1 years becomes problematic, especially in the situation of ILC transition-caused volatility, as 

the industry will potentially change structurally a lot over this time period, depending on how the 

factors from Parts II and III play out, and this changes the relevance of the option. If, for example, 

the mature phase is glimpsed on the horizon, different considerations come into play regarding the 

options. Thus, when ROV is conducted along with DCF in future periods (say, at next annual re-

port), the time to maturity considerations might be different. 
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Step 4: Modeling the Uncertainties 
The fourth step is to model the uncertainty of the manufacturing division. Modeling the uncertainty 

is done using risk-neutral probabilities in binomial trees, as defined in Part II. Following these, the 

main point of this section is to define the volatility, σ, of the underlying asset, in this case Vestas‟ 

operations. Note, that it is volatility of the entire firm, even though the options for Vestas relate only 

to the manufacturing division, again because the separation is merely an accounting entity. 

A problem with the binomial lattice is its inability to handle multiple sources of volatility. Seeing as 

there will be more than a single volatility factor influencing the value of Vestas‟ manufacturing 

operations, it is necessary to conduct a Monte Carlo simulation, in which the various volatility fac-

tors are combined into a single, total volatility estimate (Copeland and Antikarov, 2003). With re-

gards to the number of volatile variables which should be simulated, some disagreement exists in 

the literature. Saenz-Diez et al. (2008), for example, propose that all identified volatile variables are 

simulated, while Copeland and Antikarov (2003) advocate that the analysis is restricted to the most 

influential variables. Computationally, these methods do not differ from one another in difficulty, as 

simulations are carried out using Monte Carlo software. What determines the number of volatile 

variables to be used should rather be the accuracy with which each can be estimated. That is, if it is 

possible to obtain accurate measures of the volatility of each variable there would be no reason to 

restrict the simulation to only some of these. However, if the volatility of the variables must be es-

timated or approximated, as is the case in this thesis and most real options applications, following 

Copeland and Antikarov‟s (2003) suggestion makes sense, as it limits the aggregate estimation error 

of the combined volatility (for example, if each variable contains a 15% estimation error and 10 

variables are estimated, this results in a potentially highly imprecise estimation). 

Cost of sales and MW sold are the main sources of volatility, as these have the greatest impact on 

Vestas‟ operations, and prices are excluded because these are expected to stabilize (shown exten-

sively in Part IV). Further, as the central theme in this thesis is the effect of market uncertainty aris-

ing from the ILC transition environment, the volatility of the market will be incorporated as well.  

An assumption which is incorporated in all measures below (except for volatility of the market) is 

that the past is a good predictor of the future. While this may not be the case always, it is a neces-

sary assumption to use, when volatility is based on historical measures. Another method of estimat-

ing volatility is doing so in a forward-looking manner using qualitative estimates, however it was 

deemed that this method was less reliable, except for the case of market volatility, which is ana-
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lyzed and forecast in detail in Part III. One could argue that since Vestas‟ situation is heavily influ-

enced by being in a transitioning industry, volatility of MW sold should forward-looking be based 

on market volatility. However, Vestas does not follow the market 1:1 (will be shown later), and 

using the industry volatility on Vestas‟ sales would imply this, and neglect the ability of Vestas to 

influence its own sales. 

Volatility of Cost of Sales 

The forecasting of cost of sales in the DCF valuation are based on cost of sales constituting a certain 

percentage of revenue, as opposed to being based on the yearly change in cost of sales. That is, the 

volatility will be defined as the band within which cost of sales as a percentage of revenue can fluc-

tuate, rather than the volatility in absolute changes from year to year (the latter approach would ne-

glect the fact that changes in revenue have an impact on cost of sales). Based on quarterly data from 

2006 (maximum dataset available), the annualized volatility is 11.9%. 

An important issue to consider when extrapolating past volatility into the future is whether the vari-

able exhibits autocorrelation (AC). AC is the degree to which the level of the variable in one period 

will influence the level of the variable in the next period, and is given by the following formula 

(Copeland and Antikarov, 2003): 

                
                    

             
 

For cost of sales, AC was calculated to be 15.8%. The statistical significance of this was tested us-

ing the Durbin-Watson (DW) statistic, which is formally given by:  

  
∑          

  
   

∑   
  

   

 

The calculation yielded        which means the AC of cost of sales is statistically significant. 

Volatility of MW Sold 

Vestas does not disclose data for final capacity delivered in the fourth quarters of years 2006, 2007 

and 2008. Further, there was an accounting change in 2010 which effectively shifted the point in 

time at which a sale could be considered completed. This accounting change means that pre-2010 

„shipments‟ are a valid proxy for revenue generation (and thus MW sold), and post-2010 „final ca-

pacity delivered‟ becomes the appropriate measure. For these reasons, it was decided to let the first 

part (2006-2010) of the dataset (denoted „MW sold‟) be comprised of MW shipments, and the se-
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cond part (2010-2013Q1) be comprised 

of MW final capacity delivered. As a 

check of reasonability, a graph was 

constructed overlaying MW sold with 

revenue, in order to confirm that large 

discrepancies did not appear from 

switching data source (see figure 35).  

An important factor must be taken into 

account when estimating the volatility 

of MW sold, namely the cyclicality of 

the WTI sales through the year. Tradi-

tionally, the year starts out with slow sales and order intake in the first quarters, which then rise 

through the year, peaking in Q4 (e.g. HSBC, 2013). An analysis of quarterly data on MW sold from 

2006 confirms this trend. As this is the case, calculating volatility across quarters without taking 

this into account would overestimate the volatility Vestas is facing. Therefore, volatility across 

comparable quarters (e.g. Q1 2006 vs. Q1 2007 and so on) was analyzed, and the results are repli-

cated in figure 36.  

 

Figure 36 – source: Bloomberg terminal and Vestas annual reports 

Volatility was calculated for each full set of quarters and averaged between the sets (an operation 

possible because each sample is of same size when 2013Q1 is excluded), and found to be 52% on 

an annualized basis. This is substantially lower than the annualized volatility of 98% when the ef-

fect of cyclicality was not controlled for. The DW statistics for AC were inconclusive with negative 

AC for Q1, insignificant AC for Q2 and Q3, and positive AC for Q4. Further investigation revealed 

that intra-year AC (between four quarters of the same year), while significant for all years, varied in 

direction across the years. Lastly, the AC through the entire sample of quarters yielded an insignifi-

cant DW statistic. These findings suggest that an AC of zero should be used.  

Matching quarters' change in MW sold

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Sum Average Volatility Ann.Vola DW

Q1 64,9% -46,5% 29,0% -14,4% 14,0% 28,2% 75,3% 12,6% 38,7% 77% 2,49          

Q2 8,0% 33,8% -19,6% -28,4% 34,3% 16,0% 44,0% 7,3% 26,5% 53% 2,05          

Q3 17,5% 18,8% 10,5% 3,2% -24,8% 15,3% 40,5% 6,8% 16,4% 33% 1,54          

Q4 21,1% 42,3% -3,9% 4,8% -23,5% 10,4% 51,3% 8,5% 22,4% 45% 1,57          

Average 28% 12% 4% -9% 0% 17% 26,0% 52%
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Figure 35 – source: Bloomberg terminal and Vestas annual reports 
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Volatility of the Market 

In order to model the volatility of the market, a forward-looking measure is used. The reason for 

this choice is found in the analysis in Part II. The single most important characteristic of the ILC 

transition is that the future is highly uncertain. Therefore, an estimate of future volatility is a better 

proxy than using past volatility. While the uncertainty arises from dominant design considerations, 

competitive structures and number of competitors (shakeout), and market growth forecasts, and all 

can be modeled, the focus will be on market growth forecasts. The reason is that this measure is the 

closest to a „pure‟ market measure, in that the other two can be forced in one direction or the other 

(e.g. a poor performing competitor or a competitor without the dominant design can be kept in busi-

ness longer than economics would dictate by a strong conglomerate parent firm). In Part III the up-

per and lower boundaries of the future market growth paths were forecast. Using the average of 

these, and the upper and lower bounds‟ distances to the average as standard deviation, the combined 

volatility of the market forecast is 49.53% (see Appendix I). Regarding AC, the forecasts cannot be 

used. The reason is that the forecasts are merely boundaries of the expected market development. 

Therefore, the AC will be overstated, as, for example, one upper boundary number will naturally 

depend highly on the previous thus assuming that the upper bound market has materialized (with 

the same being the case for the lower bound). Intuitively, the explanation is given as follows: If the 

AC of 90.5% calculated for each of the boundaries were true, it would imply that the market would 

follow either one of the boundaries strictly. In reality, the market is expected to develop somewhere 

in between these. 

For these reasons, it was decided to use the past AC of the market, following the methodology for 

this, outlined in previous sections. AC was calculated to be 17.4%, and statistically significant with 

a DW statistic of 0.51. 

Correlation between Variables 

The final measure to consider for the Monte Carlo simulation is the degree of correlation between 

the variables described above, specifically to what extent cost of sales is influenced by amount of 

MW sold, and to what extent MW sold is influenced by the market development.  

The correlation of the first two was calculated by comparing the samples of the two measures from 

2006 till 2013Q1. This was done without correcting for seasonality, as the point of the correlation 

measure is to determine what the interplay is between these two variables. That is, regardless of 

whether sales are higher or lower in a subsequent quarter compared to the previous, the point is to 
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determine the effect of MW sold on cost of sales. Seeing as Vestas‟ accounting change of 2010 (de-

scribed in Part IV) means that revenue recognition is changed from rate of completion to the point 

of risk transfer (installation and grid connection of WT), there will be a mismatch between MW 

sold in one period and cost of sales in that period. This issue with matching revenues (and thus cost 

of sales) to sales is attempted mitigated by changing the inputs in the „MW sold‟ measure mid-

sample, as outlined above. While this method does not overcome the issue completely, it is the best 

possible solution, given the dataset. Correlation between cost of sales and MW sold is 77.8%, which 

is consistent with the WTI being a high fixed costs industry (lower fixed costs would entail higher 

correlation between cost of sales and amount product sold). The reason this number is not lower 

still (indicating even heavier fixed costs) is found in the large material costs in the industry. For 

example, Nordex, which is one of the few players who discloses material costs in the annual reports 

(Vestas does not), reported material costs of 78.6% and 74.7% of total production costs in 2012 and 

2011 (Nordex, 2012). 

The correlation between the market and the amount of MW sold by Vestas was calculated between 

the annual MW sold by Vestas from 2006 – 2012 and the market MW growth for the same period, 

and found to be 63.1%. 

Monte Carlo Simulation 

The MC simulation was conducted using the Crystal Ball software, and with 50.000 trials, as an 

increasing number of trials naturally increase the accuracy of the volatility estimate (Gustafsson, 

2011). The resulting volatility measure to be used in the ROV was 37% (screenshot of results in 

Appendix D). 

Step 5: Conducting the Real Options Valuation 
At this point, it is possible to conduct the ROV, incorporating the analysis in the four first „steps.‟ 

First, a binomial tree of the price evolution of the underlying asset is constructed, using the volatili-

ty from Step 4 to calculate the up and down movements. Second, a binomial tree showing the op-

tion payoffs at each node is constructed. At each node, the payoff is equal to the maximum of zero 

or exercise price minus current value of the underlying (K – S, following standard option terminol-

ogy). Naturally, the option only has a positive payoff if the exercise price is larger than the corre-

sponding UAV. Third, the option value is calculated backwards using risk neutral probabilities (ex-

plained in Part II), shown in a separate binomial tree as this separation provides a more clear picture 

of the ROV approach, and its simplicity (the second and third binomial trees can naturally be com-
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bined in one). At this point, the benefits of using the risk neutral probability approach become ap-

parent. The flexibility alters the risk of the firm at each node, and thus WACC at each node, but the 

risk neutral probability approach lets the analysis be conducted using the risk free rate as discount 

rate for the same result (as explained in Part II). The three binomial trees are shown in Appendix C. 

The calculated option value is 744 million EUR, corresponding to a large value increase of 78% 

over the standalone DCF value of the manufacturing BU (948 million EUR), bringing the value of 

the division to 1,692 million EUR. The large option relative value can be explained with the low 

standalone DCF value of the BU relative to exercise prices (this brings the option closer to being „in 

the money‟), which in turn is explained by the poor performance expected for the manufacturing 

BU relative to the O&M BU. Compared to the combined firm, the option value represents a value 

increase of 18% to a total firm value of 4,957 million EUR (20.2 EUR on a per share basis, up from 

16.6). Interestingly, the option does not warrant early exercise at any node, which furthers its place 

as a supplement to the standard DCF valuation: The ROV does not necessarily dictate strategic al-

terations to be undertaken by the firm, however it values the opportunity. And naturally, as a ROV 

should be recalculated as often as the DCF, if the expectations change, this will be reflected in the 

ROV value, and whether it should be exercised early. For example, if NOA is no longer expected to 

increase at the next periods DCF valuation, the exercise price would be constant, potentially war-

ranting exercise of the option.  

An overview of the valuation is provided in the figure below, with the percentage increases in val-

ues from adding the real options value. 

 

Figure 37 – Valuation overview 

Seeing as the volatility measure is an estimation, a sensitivity analysis was conducted in order to 

gauge the robustness of the findings. The results are depicted below. Interestingly, changes in the 

volatility measure do not change the value of the firm with flexibility incorporated heavily. This 

further provides basis for the inclusion of ROV as part of the valuation mix in ILC transition, as the 

Firm valuation, EUR million

Firm value, without flexibility 4213

Manufacturing division value, without flexibility 948

Manufacturing division value, with flexibility 1692

Value of abandonment option 744           

Firm value, with flexibility 4957

Option value, % manufacturing division 78%

Option value, % total firm 18%
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resulting value seem rather robust to changes in the assumption. Logically, this makes sense, as 

while the option value will likely constitute a large part of the underlying BU, the BU will consti-

tute a relatively small part of the total firm. The reason for this is that the option will be on the 

poorest performing business unit, for the strategic reasons outlined in „step 1‟ above. In turn, the 

poor performance reduces the DCF value of the BU. Therefore, large changes in this value will 

have smaller effects on the total firm value. This means that once the option value is established, 

changes in the volatility assumptions will have only small impacts, thus implying that the option 

value does indeed provide a reliable additional value estimate. 

 

Figure 38 - Sensitivity analysis of volatility estimate 

  

Sensitivity Analysis

27% 32% 37% 42% 47%

Firm value, without flexibility 4213 4213 4213 4213 4213

Manufacturing division value, without flexibility 948 948 948 948 948

Manufacturing division value, with flexibility 1578 1639 1692 1740 1783

Value of abandonment option 630 691 744 791 834

Firm value, with flexibility 4843 4904 4957 5004 5047

Option value, % manufacturing division 66% 73% 78% 83% 88%

Option value, % total firm 15% 16% 18% 19% 20%

Volatility
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Part VII – Conclusions and Future Research 

Based on the characteristics of the ILC transition with high industry volatility and rife uncertainties, 

this paper shows that ROV can provide a compatible supplement to the DCF, as the ROV frame-

work exactly complements the DCF where the latter is weak, namely in its treatment of volatility. 

The DCF captures downside risk from volatility, as the discount rate is positively related to volatili-

ty (through β), and the ROV incorporates the upside potential from volatility, as the option value 

increases with volatility. This valuation model combination is particularly useful in transitioning 

industries, as this setting have been shown in this thesis to provide highly volatile business envi-

ronments, which consequently make a substantial amount of the value of firms in this setting identi-

fiable only through ROV. ROV can then identify the „hidden‟ value by quantifying strategic possi-

bilities available to the firm. In the case firm, the abandonment option on the manufacturing divi-

sion was identified as being the relevant option in relation to the volatile business environment and 

resultant strategic challenges and possibilities a firm is faced with in ILC transition. Further, the 

thesis argues that the abandonment option is the most easily quantified option, regardless of the firm 

to which it is applied, as the quantification can be done from the financial statements. Adding the 

ROV to the DCF yielded a 18% increase in the valuation, showing that the inability of the DCF to 

fully take into account the effects of volatility undervalues the firm. Lastly, the findings can poten-

tially aid the dispersion of ROV techniques among practitioners, as this thesis shows how options 

ideally should not be argued to be omnipresent, rather the ROV should only be utilized in certain 

circumstances, identifiable through the industry-age framework provided. 

One limitation of the model is that it requires data to be obtained on BU levels in the firms in focus, 

which obviously limits the number of firms to which it can be applied: The model can only be ap-

plied to pure players, and not conglomerates, as the latter group normally does not provide data 

which is detailed enough to quantify the option. However, the structure of conglomerates is based 

on very different reasoning compared to the structure of pure player firms. The different BUs pure 

player firms operate is to a greater extent shaped by industry-specific factors, whereas in the case of 

conglomerates, with operations across multiple industries, the unrelatedness of the BUs make it 

unlikely that the firm structure is affected by specific BUs‟ industry-specific factors. When BUs of 

a firm (such as a conglomerate) reflect different considerations than industry-specific factors, the 

divestment of these will likely also be based on different reasoning than industry-specific develop-

ments. Further, it is generally accepted in academia that conglomerates warrant special valuation 
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considerations, such as the conglomeration discount (e.g. Khorana et al., 2011). Thus, a natural im-

plication is that a business environment-based valuation model, as the ROV based on the ILC, is not 

appropriate.  

Another limitation is that the framework constructed in this thesis does not consider the potential 

post-exercise challenges in the organization. Simultaneously, this suggests a potential path for fu-

ture research. The divestment of a BU is a large shock, and will require the firm to reorganize on a 

number of levels, post-divestment. Naturally, this can be done, which is visible in the fact that firms 

do indeed divest BUs, but in order for the evolving firm to succeed, this is a process which must be 

managed actively. As a limitation, the lack of post-exercise focus is of less importance, as the tran-

sition through the ILC in many cases brings about large-scale organizational change, and this 

framework simply acts to quantify this. Thus, whether it is quantified or not, change must be dealt 

with. Consequently, the quantification might help to shed light on exactly where in the organization 

the change is likely to occur, looking multiple periods ahead in time.  

Following the discussion of the implications of exercise, future research could attempt to determine 

the potential agency problems related to real options exercise. On the one hand, it might be suspect-

ed that managers would be reluctant to exercise the real options even if it was the rational thing to 

do following notions of empire building and the like, and on the other hand management might de-

cide to divest too quickly, if incentive schemes inspire myopia. 

Perhaps the most prominent potential future research avenue is the game-theoretical implications of 

the real options. It is likely that not only the exercise of these options, but also the knowledge that a 

competitor has the potential to exercise real options, and perhaps more importantly the incentive to 

wait rather than exercise, will potentially alter the bargaining power between value chain constitu-

ents, and shape the competitive landscape. Depending on the size of the option, the magnitude of its 

impact on the industry upon exercise will differ, and future research could set out to investigate this. 

In sum, this valuation case shows that ROV techniques do indeed have a place in the valuation 

model mix applied when valuing firms in industries in ILC transition. Not only does ROV uncover 

hidden value; it lets the analyst quantify some of the main strategic possibilities within the firm, 

which can add further insight to the knowledge of the company.  
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Appendix A – Vestas Financials  

 

The following list shows the main adjustments to Vestas’ financial statements: 

- Amortization, impairment and depreciation were expensed on a range of different accounts in the 

original statements, namely cost of sales, R&D costs, distribution expenses, administrative expenses 

and special items. This was unwound in order to get a clean as possible measure of each expense 

account. Depreciation and amortization was listed separately, as was the impairments and remaining 

special items.  

- Provisions arise from Vestas’s operations as warranties and compensation to the client for 

construction delay. With these characteristics, a cash outflow from these is both probable, and it can 

be estimated. Therefore, these are treated as current and non-current operating liabilities on the 

balance sheet, and included in cost of sales on the income statement (Koller et al., 2010). 

- Investments in associates are treated as an operating asset, as these are of strategic nature, rather than 

simply temporarily absorbing excess cash (Penman, 2013). 

- While Vestas does have an option program for executives and certain employees, no exercise has 

taken place between 2009 and 2012, and corrections for dirty surplus entries normally associated 

with exercise are therefore not necessary (Vestas, 2009 – 2012). 

- The reported corporation tax includes tax shields from debt financing, and therefore the tax measure 

is adjusted to provide a clean measure on the tax arising from operating activities (i.e. as if the firm 

was all equity financed, Koller et al. (2010)). 

- Vestas has 136 million EUR in the account ‘non-current assets held for sale.’ The firm expresses the 

expectation to dispose of these during 2013 (Vestas, 2012), and therefore these are recorded on the 

forecast statements as being sold at a 55% liquidation discount, consistent with Vestas’ previous 

asset sales and estimates from theory (Berger et al., 1996). 

- Vestas does not disclose working cash required, and therefore, in line with theory (Penman, 2013; 

Petersen and Plenborg, 2012), cash at hand and in bank is treated entirely as a financial asset. 

Theoretical default estimates dictate working cash at 0.5% of sales, and thus the amount would 

further be immaterial in relation to the valuation. As this is the case, with an immaterial item being 

subject to speculation, it was determined the integrity of the valuation would be higher without a 

working cash allocation. 

- Derivative income from hedges of operational cash flows are not subtracted from cost of sales, as 

these are transferred from the statement of comprehensive income in the subsequent year, not the 

current year, and thus they are not a speculative entry, rather they reflect the yearly closing of hedge 

accounts. These expenses cannot be forecast, however. 
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Analytical Income Statement, EUR million FY 2009A FY 2010A FY 2011A FY 2012A Q1 2013A

Corporate tax rate 25%

Revenue 5079 6920 5836 7216 1096

Hereof from Manufacturing segment 4569 6283 5115 6298

Hereof from Service segment 504 623 705 886

Other 6 14 16 32

Cost of Sales -4121 -5598 -4952 -6222 -1038

Gross profit 958 1322 884 994 58

Operating expenses (less depreciation, amortization and impairments)

Research and development costs -40 -66 -75 -52 -62

Distribution expenses -153 -172 -168 -166 -43

Administrative expenses -296 -337 -336 -303 -61

Operating income from sales, before tax, depreciation and amortization 469 747 305 473 -108

Amortisation of intangibles -60 -90 -128 -221 0

Depreciation of PP&E -151 -182 -205 -241 0

Operating income from sales, before interest and tax 258 475 -28 11 -108

EBIT margin 5,1% 6,9% -0,5% 0,2% -9,9%

Reported corporation tax -79 -82 -13 -250 0

Tax benefit from net financial expense -12 -18 -24 -4 -7

Tax allocated to other operating income -2 -41 -8 -177 -4

Operating income from sales, after tax (NOPAT) 165 334 -73 -420 -119

Special items, unspecified - non-monetary 0 -63 0 -55 -14

Special items, termination benefits 0 0 0 -119

Impairment on intangibles 0 -15 0 -172 0

Impairment on tangibles -1 -83 -22 -362 0

Gains/losses on sale of PP&E -6 -4 -10 0 0

Tax on special items 2 41 8 177 4

Income from investments in associates 1 0 1 -2

Exchange rate adjustment from conversion to EUR 2 -4 6 -9

Exchange rate adjustment relating to foreign entities 13 42 18 -11 19

Fair value adjustments of derivative financial instruments -8 10 -24 0 -3

-||-, transferred to income statement 38 8 -10 24 0

Tax on derivative financial instruments and OCI -8 -6 8 -6 1

Other operating income, after tax 33 -74 -25 -535 7

Operating Income, after tax 198 260 -98 -955 -112

Financial income 14 22 26 78

Financial expense -62 -94 -120 -92

Net financial expense -48 -72 -94 -14 -29

Tax benefit from net financial expense 12 18 24 4 7

Net financial expense, after tax -36 -54 -71 -11 -22

Comprehensive income 162 206 -168 -965 -134
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Analytical Balance Sheet, EUR million FY 2008A FY 2009A FY 2010A FY 2011A FY 2012A Q1 2013A

Operating Assets

Inventories 2867 3929 2735 2546 2244 2151

Trade receivables 938 525 624 663 792 637

Construction contracts in progress 123 16 40 147 21 55

Other receivables 181 234 277 395 389 410

Corporation tax assets 49 93 64 41 63 63

Total current operating assets 4158 4797 3740 3792 3509 3316

Goodwill 320 320 320 320 216 216

Completed development projects 60 99 169 577 485 440

Software 62 73 88 90 64 57

Development projects in progress 202 320 457 256 251 279

Total intangible assets 644 812 1034 1243 1016 992

Land and buildings 433 661 867 1020 785 784

Plant and machinery 159 230 304 387 220 217

Other fixtures and fittings, tools and equipment 167 216 248 326 218 200

PP&E in progress 271 354 285 165 63 64

Total PP&E 1030 1461 1704 1898 1286 1265

Investments in associates 1 1 4 4 1 1

Other receivables 25 16 25 44 32 32

Deferred tax 186 384 224 333 146 146

Total Operating Assets 6044 7471 6731 7314 5990 5752

Operating Liabilities

Prepayment from customers 2677 2889 1546 1865 1716 1815

Construction contracts in progress 80 0 15 38 77 47

Trade payables 1030 1062 1120 1563 1008 883

Provisions - warranties 211 234 171 138 132 135

Provisions - compensation for contract breach 50 40 52 32 27 33

Other liabilities 395 436 323 356 412 311

Corporation tax liabilities 42 145 24 42 33 15

Total current operating liabilities 4485 4806 3251 4034 3405 3239

Provisions - warranties 91 105 112 111 142 145

Provisions - compensation for contract breach 30 32 27 34 33 24

Deferred tax 9 121 6 12 17 17

Pension obligations 2 2 2 2 2 2

Total Operating Liabilities 4617 5066 3398 4193 3599 3427

Net Operating Assets, NOA 1427 2405 3333 3121 2391 2325

Financial Assets

Investments 121 0 0 0 0 0

Cash at bank and in hand 162 488 335 375 851 467

Non-current assets held for sale 131 136

Total Financial Assets 283 488 335 375 982 603

Financial Obligations

Financial debts, current 109 12 4 6 293 290

Financial debts, non-current 14 339 910 914 1458 1149

Total Financial Obligations 123 351 914 920 1751 1439

Net Financial Obligations, NFO -160 -137 579 545 769 836

Shareholder's Equity 1587 2542 2754 2576 1622 1489

Net Operating Assets / Invested Capital

Net Financial Obligations
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Appendix B - Valuation 

 

The following appendix specifies how the DCF valuation of Vestas is arrived at. 

 

   

Total revenue forecasts 2012A 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T

Manufacturing revenue, million EUR 6298 4687 4882 5522 6080 6522 6946 7363 7731 8040 8321 8571

O&M revenue, million EUR 886 1000 1176 1383 1626 1878 2129 2369 2585 2794 2989 3139

Total revenue, million EUR 7184 5687 6058 6905 7706 8400 9075 9731 10316 10834 11311 11710

Total revenue growth, % 24% -20,8% 6,5% 14,0% 11,6% 9,0% 8,0% 7,2% 6,0% 5,0% 4,4% 3,5%

Revenue forecasts, Manufacturing 2012A 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T

Average expected global MW installed 45.112      39.793      45.364      51.715      58.955      67.209      73.647      85.788      99.570      115.790    134.901    157.443    

Vestas' share 13,4% 11,3% 10,4% 10,4% 10,1% 9,6% 9,3% 8,5% 7,7% 6,9% 6,1% 5,4%

Growth in manufacturing MW 16% -25% 5% 14% 11% 8% 6,5% 6,0% 5,0% 4,0% 3,5% 3,0%

Manufacturing MW 6039 4500 4725 5387 5979 6457 6877 7290 7654 7960 8239 8486

Growth in revenue / MW 6% 0,1% -0,8% -0,8% -0,8% -0,7% 0 0 0 0 0 0

Manufacturing revenue million EUR/MW 1,04 1,04 1,03 1,03 1,02 1,01 1,01 1,01 1,01 1,01 1,01 1,01

Manufacturing revenue, million EUR 6298 4687 4882 5522 6080 6522 6946 7363 7731 8040 8321 8571

Growth in manufacturing revenue 23% -26% 4% 13% 10% 7% 6% 6% 5% 4% 4% 3%

Revenue forecasts, O&M 2012A 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T

Growth in O&M GW 20% 9% 12% 12% 12% 10% 9,0% 8,0% 7,0% 7,0% 7,0% 5,0%

O&M GW (cumulative) 42 45,6 51,1 57,2 64,0 70,4 76,8 82,9 88,7 94,9 101,6 106,7

Growth in revenue / GW 5% 4% 5% 5% 5% 5% 4% 3% 2% 1% 0% 0%

O&M revenue, million EUR / GW 21,1 21,9 23,0 24,2 25,4 26,7 27,7 28,6 29,1 29,4 29,4 29,4

O&M revenue, million EUR 886 1000 1176 1383 1626 1878 2129 2369 2585 2794 2989 3139

Growth in O&M revenue 25% 13% 18% 18% 18% 16% 13% 11% 9% 8% 7% 5%

CAPEX forecast, EUR million 2009A 2010A 2011A 2012A

Average 

2009 - 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T

Total CAPEX 833 800 773 336 802 440 582 603 624 644 665 684 703 721 738 755

hereof PP&E 606 458 406 167 490 150 284 296 308 319 331 343 354 365 375 386

hereof intangibles 227 328 327 169 294 290 298 307 316 325 333 341 349 356 362 369

other 0 14 40 0 18

Depreciable assets / depreciation

Total depreciable asset life (in years) 9,3 8,9 8,5 4,5 8,87 7,03 7,64 7,67 7,80 8,11 8,00 7,90 7,85 7,83 7,84 7,89

PP&E life (in years) 9,7 9,4 9,3 5,3 9,43 7,42 7,97 7,95 8,05 8,33 8,20 8,09 8,04 8,03 8,05 8,13

Intangibles life (in years) 8,2 7,9 7,2 3,6 7,78 6,65 7,30 7,39 7,56 7,88 7,80 7,71 7,66 7,63 7,62 7,65

Ongoing CAPEX % of asset base

Total depreciable assets 10,8% 11,2% 11,8% 22,1% 11,3% 14,2% 13,1% 13,0% 12,8% 12,3% 12,5% 12,7% 12,7% 12,8% 12,8% 12,7%

PP&E 10,3% 10,7% 10,8% 18,7% 10,6% 13,5% 12,5% 12,6% 12,4% 12,0% 12,2% 12,4% 12,4% 12,5% 12,4% 12,3%

Intangibles 12,2% 12,6% 13,9% 27,6% 12,9% 15,0% 13,7% 13,5% 13,2% 12,7% 12,8% 13,0% 13,1% 13,1% 13,1% 13,1%
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Operating Assumptions FY 2009A FY 2010A FY 2011A FY 2012A Averages FY 2013E FY 2014E FY 2015E FY 2016E FY 2017E FY 2018E FY 2019E FY 2020E FY 2021E FY 2022E FY 2023T

Income statement

Revenue growth % - 36,2% -15,7% 23,6% 14,7% -20,8% 6,5% 14,0% 11,6% 9,0% 8,0% 7,2% 6,0% 5,0% 4,4% 3,5%

Manufacturing revenue growth % - 37,5% -18,6% 23,1% 14,0% -25,6% 4,2% 13,1% 10,1% 7,3% 6,5% 6,0% 5,0% 4,0% 3,5% 3,0%

O&M revenue growth % - 23,6% 13,2% 25,7% 20,8% 12,9% 17,6% 17,6% 17,6% 15,5% 13,4% 11,2% 9,1% 8,1% 7,0% 5,0%

Cost of Sales  % revenue 81,1% 80,9% 84,9% 86,2% 83,3% 83,3% 79,0% 79,0% 79,0% 79,0% 79,0% 79,0% 79,0% 79,0% 79,0% 79,0%

Research and development costs % revenue 0,8% 1,0% 1,3% 0,7% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9%

Distribution expenses % revenue 3,0% 2,5% 2,9% 2,3% 2,7% 2,7% 2,7% 2,7% 2,7% 2,7% 2,7% 2,7% 2,7% 2,7% 2,7% 2,7%

Administrative expenses % revenue 5,8% 4,9% 5,8% 4,2% 5,2% 5,2% 5,2% 5,2% 5,2% 5,2% 5,2% 5,2% 5,2% 5,2% 5,2% 5,2%

Amortisation % Intangibles 7,4% 8,7% 10,3% 21,8% 12,0% 14,3% 13,0% 12,9% 12,6% 12,1% 12,2% 12,3% 12,4% 12,4% 12,5% 12,4%

Depreciation % PP&E 10,3% 10,7% 10,8% 18,7% 12,6% 13,5% 12,5% 12,6% 12,4% 12,0% 12,2% 12,4% 12,4% 12,5% 12,4% 12,3%

EBIT Margin 5,1% 6,9% -0,5% 0,2% 2,9% 2,0% 6,5% 6,8% 7,1% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3%

Corporate tax rate % 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0%

Balance sheet

Working Capital

Inventories % revenue 77,4% 39,5% 43,6% 31,1% 31,1% 31,1% 31,1% 31,1% 31,1% 31,1% 31,1% 31,1% 31,1% 31,1% 31,1% 31,1%

Trade receivables % revenue 10,3% 9,0% 11,4% 11,0% 11,0% 11,0% 11,0% 11,0% 11,0% 11,0% 11,0% 11,0% 11,0% 11,0% 11,0% 11,0%

Construction contracts (assets) % revenue 0,3% 0,6% 2,5% 0,3% 0,3% 0,3% 0,3% 0,3% 0,3% 0,3% 0,3% 0,3% 0,3% 0,3% 0,3% 0,3%

Other current receivables % revenue 4,6% 4,0% 6,8% 5,4% 5,4% 5,4% 5,4% 5,4% 5,4% 5,4% 5,4% 5,4% 5,4% 5,4% 5,4% 5,4%

Prepayment from customers % revenue 56,9% 22,3% 32,0% 23,8% 23,8% 23,8% 23,8% 23,8% 23,8% 23,8% 23,8% 23,8% 23,8% 23,8% 23,8% 23,8%

Construction contracts (liabilities) % revenue 0,0% 0,2% 0,7% 1,1% 1,1% 1,1% 1,1% 1,1% 1,1% 1,1% 1,1% 1,1% 1,1% 1,1% 1,1% 1,1%

Trade payables % revenue 20,9% 16,2% 26,8% 14,0% 14,0% 14,0% 14,0% 14,0% 14,0% 14,0% 14,0% 14,0% 14,0% 14,0% 14,0% 14,0%

Other liabilities % revenue 8,6% 4,7% 6,1% 5,7% 5,7% 5,7% 5,7% 5,7% 5,7% 5,7% 5,7% 5,7% 5,7% 5,7% 5,7% 5,7%

Net working capital % revenue 6,2% 9,7% -1,2% 3,2% 4,5% 3,2% 3,2% 3,2% 3,2% 3,2% 3,2% 3,2% 3,2% 3,2% 3,2% 3,2%

Corporation tax assets % revenue 1,8% 0,9% 0,7% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9% 0,9%

Corporation tax liability % revenue 2,9% 0,3% 0,7% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5%

Other Liabilities

Warranties, short % revenue 4,6% 2,5% 2,4% 1,8% 1,8% 1,8% 1,8% 1,8% 1,8% 1,8% 1,8% 1,8% 1,8% 1,8% 1,8% 1,8%

Contract breach provision, short % revenue 0,8% 0,8% 0,5% 0,4% 0,4% 0,4% 0,4% 0,4% 0,4% 0,4% 0,4% 0,4% 0,4% 0,4% 0,4% 0,4%

Warranties, long % revenue 2,1% 1,6% 1,9% 2,0% 2,0% 2,0% 2,0% 2,0% 2,0% 2,0% 2,0% 2,0% 2,0% 2,0% 2,0% 2,0%

Contract breach provision, long % revenue 0,6% 0,4% 0,6% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5% 0,5%

Deferred tax liabilities % revenue 2,4% 0,1% 0,2% 0,2% 0,2% 0,2% 0,2% 0,2% 0,2% 0,2% 0,2% 0,2% 0,2% 0,2% 0,2% 0,2%

Net Financial Obligations

Cash at bank and in hand 20,3% 10,1% 12,0% 35,6% 14,1% 14,1% 14,1% 14,1% 14,1% 14,1% 14,1% 14,1% 14,1% 14,1% 14,1% 14,1%

Financial debt % NOA 14,6% 27,4% 29,5% 73,2% 36,2% 44,1% 43,5% 43,5% 43,5% 43,5% 43,5% 43,5% 43,5% 43,5% 43,5% 43,5%

Net borrowing costs 26,2% 14,9% 13,1% 6,9% 6,9% 8,6% 8,6% 8,6% 8,6% 8,6% 8,6% 8,6% 8,6% 8,6% 8,6% 8,6%
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Forecast Income Statement, EUR million 2012A Q1 2013A 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T

Corporate tax rate 25%

Revenue 7216 1096 5687 6058 6905 7706 8400 9075 9731 10316 10834 11311 11710

Hereof from Manufacturing segment 6298 4687 4882 5522 6080 6522 6461 6928 7345 7713 8053 8337

Hereof from Service segment 886 1000 1176 1383 1626 1878 2614 2803 2971 3120 3258 3372,75

Other (not specified in financial statements) 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cost of Sales -6222 -1038 -4736 -4786 -5455 -6088 -6636 -7169 -7688 -8150 -8559 -8936 -9251

Gross profit 994 58 951 1272 1450 1618 1764 1906 2044 2166 2275 2375 2459

Operating expenses (less depr., amor. and imp.)

Research and development costs -52 -62 -53 -57 -65 -72 -79 -85 -91 -97 -101 -106 -110

Distribution expenses -166 -43 -152 -162 -184 -206 -224 -242 -260 -275 -289 -302 -313

Administrative expenses -303 -61 -294 -313 -357 -398 -434 -469 -502 -533 -559 -584 -605

Operating income from sales, before tax, depr. and amor. 473 -108 452 741 844 943 1027 1110 1190 1262 1325 1383 1432

Amortisation of intangibles -221 0 -171 -173 -187 -198 -205 -222 -238 -252 -265 -276 -286

Depreciation of PP&E -241 0 -171 -173 -187 -198 -205 -222 -238 -252 -265 -276 -286

Operating income from sales, before interest and tax 11 -108 111 396 471 546 617 666 715 758 796 831 860

EBIT margin 0,2% -9,9% 2,0% 6,5% 6,8% 7,1% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3%

Reported corporation tax -250 0 -28 -99 -118 -137 -154 -167 -179 -189 -199 -208 -215

Tax benefit from net financial expense -4 -7

Tax allocated to other operating income -177 -4 -15

Operating income from sales, after tax (NOPAT) -420 -119 68 297 353 410 463 500 536 568 597 623 645

Special items (refers to analytical income statement) (-708) (-14)

Gains/losses on sale of PP&E 0 0 -61

Tax on special items 177 4 15

Operating Income, after tax -955 -112 22 297 353 410 463 500 536 568 597 623 645

Financial income 78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Financial expense -92 -125 -136 -147 -158 -169 -180 -190 -199 -208 -217 -226

Net financial expense -14 -29 -125 -136 -147 -158 -169 -180 -190 -199 -208 -217 -226

Tax benefit from net financial expense 4 7 31 34 37 39 42 45 47 50 52 54 57

Net financial expense, after tax -11 -22 -94 -102 -110 -118 -127 -135 -142 -149 -156 -163 -170

Comprehensive income -965 -134 -72 195 243 291 336 365 394 419 440 460 475

Transferred to equity account -965 -134 -72 131 124 123 127 120 113 108 104 101 100

Distribution of excess cash 0 0 0 63 119 168 209 245 280 310 336 359 375
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Forecast Balance Sheet, EUR million 2012A Q1 2013A 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T

Operating Assets

Inventories 2244 2151 1769 1884 2147 2397 2612 2822 3026 3208 3369 3517 3642

Trade receivables 792 637 624 665 758 846 922 996 1068 1132 1189 1241 1285

Construction contracts in progress 21 55 17 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 33 34

Other receivables 389 410 307 327 372 415 453 489 525 556 584 610 631

Corporation tax assets 63 63 50 53 60 67 73 79 85 90 95 99 102

Total current operating assets 3509 3316 2765 2946 3358 3747 4085 4413 4732 5016 5268 5500 5694

Total intangible assets 1016 992 1135 1261 1381 1499 1618 1730 1833 1930 2021 2107 2189

Total PP&E 1286 1265 1265 1377 1486 1595 1709 1819 1924 2026 2126 2225 2325

Non-current ssets 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179

Total Operating Assets 5990 5752 5345 5763 6404 7021 7591 8141 8668 9151 9594 10011 10388

Operating Liabilities

Prepayment from customers 1716 1815 1352 1441 1642 1833 1998 2158 2314 2453 2576 2690 2785

Construction contracts in progress 77 47 61 65 74 82 90 97 104 110 116 121 125

Trade payables 1008 883 794 846 965 1077 1173 1268 1359 1441 1513 1580 1636

Provisions - warranties 132 135 104 111 126 141 154 166 178 189 198 207 214

Provisions - compensation for contract breach 27 33 21 23 26 29 31 34 36 39 41 42 44

Other liabilities 412 311 325 346 394 440 480 518 556 589 619 646 669

Corporation tax liabilities 33 15 26 28 32 35 38 42 45 47 50 52 54

Total current operating liabilities 3405 3239 2683 2859 3258 3636 3964 4282 4592 4868 5112 5337 5526

Provisions - warranties 142 145 112 119 136 152 165 179 191 203 213 223 230

Provisions - compensation for contract breach 33 24 26 28 32 35 38 42 45 47 50 52 54

Deferred tax 17 17 13 14 16 18 20 21 23 24 26 27 28

Pension obligations 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Total Operating Liabilities 3599 3427 2837 3022 3444 3843 4189 4526 4853 5144 5402 5640 5839

Net Operating Assets, NOA 2391 2325 2508 2741 2960 3177 3402 3615 3815 4007 4192 4371 4549

Financial Assets

Cash at bank and in hand 851 467 354 387 418 449 480 510 539 566 592 617 642

Non-current assets held for sale 131 136 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Financial Assets 982 603 354 387 418 449 480 510 539 566 592 617 642

Total Financial Obligations 1751 1439 1445 1579 1705 1831 1960 2083 2198 2309 2415 2518 2621

Net Financial Obligations, NFO 769 836 1091 1192 1287 1382 1480 1572 1660 1743 1823 1901 1979

Shareholder's Equity 1622 1489 1417 1549 1672 1795 1922 2042 2156 2264 2369 2470 2570

Operating working capital 233 216 184 196 223 249 271 293 314 333 350 365 378

Decrease (+) / Increase (-) in operating working capital (ex provisions) -304 36 49 -12 -27 -26 -22 -22 -21 -19 -17 -15 -13

Net Operating Assets / Invested Capital

Net Financial Obligations
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Free Cash Flows, EUR million 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T

NOPAT before special items 68 297 353 410 463 500 536 568 597 623 645

Add back depreciation 171 173 187 198 205 222 238 252 265 276 286

Add back amortization 171 173 187 198 205 222 238 252 265 276 286

Add back increase in provisions -74 17 39 37 32 31 30 27 24 22 18

Add in cash special items (gains/loss PP&E) -61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Less increase in operating working capital 49 -12 -27 -26 -22 -22 -21 -19 -17 -15 -13

Less capital expenditures -440 -582 -603 -624 -644 -665 -684 -703 -721 -738 -755

Free cash flow -116 65 135 194 239 288 337 378 413 444 468

Valuation, EUR Million, except value per share 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T

Period 0,75 2,0 3,0 4,0 5,0 6,0 7,0 8,0 9,0 10,0 11,0

Discount factor with WACC = 8.81% 0,939 0,845 0,776 0,713 0,656 0,603 0,554 0,509 0,468 0,430 0,395

PV of cash flow -109 55 105 138 157 174 186 192 193 191

Sum of PV of cash flows 1282

Continuing value 7419

PV of continuing value 2931

Enterprise value 4213

Continuing value, % 70%

Value of debt 836,0

Value of equity 3377

Shares outstanding 204         million

Value of equity, per share 16,6

ROCE analysis 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T

ROCE -3,7% 13,2% 15,3% 17,0% 18,3% 18,6% 18,9% 19,1% 19,2% 19,2% 19,0%

RNOA 0,9% 11,3% 12,4% 13,3% 14,1% 14,2% 14,4% 14,5% 14,6% 14,5% 14,5%

PM 0,4% 4,9% 5,1% 5,3% 5,5% 5,5% 5,5% 5,5% 5,5% 5,5% 5,5%

ATO 2,35 2,31 2,42 2,51 2,55 2,59 2,62 2,64 2,64 2,64 2,63

Inverse ATO 42,5% 43,3% 41,3% 39,8% 39,2% 38,7% 38,2% 37,9% 37,8% 37,9% 38,1%

FLEV 59,5% 68,8% 77,0% 77,0% 77,0% 77,0% 77,0% 77,0% 77,0% 77,0% 77,0%

SPREAD -7,7% 2,7% 3,8% 4,8% 5,5% 5,7% 5,9% 6,0% 6,0% 6,0% 5,9%

NBC -8,6% -8,6% -8,6% -8,6% -8,6% -8,6% -8,6% -8,6% -8,6% -8,6% -8,6%
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Appendix C – ROV: Calculation of the abandonment option value on the manufacturing division 

 

 

Derivation of the DCF value of the Manufacturing division, S 

 

The derivation of the business unit value of the manufacturing division takes its outset in the O&M business 

unit’s EBIT margin. The reason is that it has remained most stable of the two for the past four years, and is 

expected to continue at this level (see Part IV). Knowing O&M EBIT margin and O&M revenues, the total 

O&M EBIT can be calculated. From this, the manufacturing business unit’s EBIT can be easily calculated as 

the difference between the O&M EBIT and the total EBIT, calculated in Part IV. Now, the adjustments 

required for arriving at the free cash flow are calculated on the portion of these assets which are allocated to 

the manufacturing division (see derivation below). For example, 90% of the PP&E is expected to be 

manufacturing PP&E, so the depreciation from the FCF calculation in Part IV is multiplied by 0.90 to arrive 

at the portion allocated to manufacturing (171 x 0.90 = 154 million EUR in 2013 in the table above). 

Continuing this line, PP&E CAPEX for manufacturing is -150 x 0.90 = -135 in 2013 in the table above. This 

procedure is repeated for every measure.  

The WACC used is firm WACC, as the point of this exercise is not to separate the risks as if the business 

units operate separately. The point is merely to divide the cash flows between the segments, given the 

current operational structure, and thus current operational risk. That is, the division of the balance sheets is 

purely an accounting entity. 

Business unit value derivation, EUR million FY 2012A FY 2013E FY 2014E FY 2015E FY 2016E FY 2017E FY 2018E FY 2019E FY 2020E FY 2021E FY 2022E FY 2023T

Total EBIT 111 396 471 546 617 666 715 758 796 831 860

O&M EBIT 150 176 207 244 282 392 420 446 468 489 506

O&M revenue 1000 1176 1383 1626 1878 2614 2803 2971 3120 3258 3373

O&M EBIT margin 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15%

Implied manufacturing EBIT -39 219 263 302 335 274 294 312 328 342 354

Tax 10 -55 -66 -76 -84 -69 -74 -78 -82 -85 -88

Manufacturing NOPAT -29 164 197 227 251 206 221 234 246 256 265

Manufacturing revenue 4687 4882 5522 6080 6522 6461 6928 7345 7713 8053 8337

Manufacturing EBIT margin -0,83% 4,49% 4,77% 4,97% 5,14% 4,25% 4,25% 4,25% 4,25% 4,25% 4,25%

Add back depreciation for manufacturing 154 155 168 178 185 200 214 227 238 249 258

Add back amortization for manufacturing 142 140 147 151 152 140 150 160 169 178 187

Add back increase in provisions 1:1 -70 16 37 35 31 30 29 26 23 21 18

Less increase in working capital for manuf 47 -11 -26 -25 -21 -21 -20 -18 -16 -15 -12

Less PP&E capital expenditures for manuf -135 -256 -266 -277 -287 -298 -309 -319 -328 -338 -347

Less intangible capital expenditures for manuf -240 -242 -242 -241 -240 -210 -215 -221 -227 -234 -241

FCF from manufacturing -133 -33 16 49 70 46 70 89 104 118 127

WACC 8,81%

g 2,50%

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Discount factor 0,919 0,845 0,776 0,713 0,656 0,603 0,554 0,509 0,468 0,430 0,395

PV of CF from manufacturing -122 -28 12 35 46 28 39 45 49 51

Sum of PV of CF from manufacturing 154

Continuing value (CV), manufacturing 2011

PV of CV, manufacturing 794

Manufacturing business unit value 948
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Derivation of option exercise price, K 

 

Exercise price derivation, EUR million FY 2013E FY 2014E FY 2015E FY 2016E FY 2017E FY 2018E FY 2019E FY 2020E FY 2021E FY 2022E FY 2023T

Total current operating assets 2765 2946 3358 3747 4085 4413 4732 5016 5268 5500 5694

Total intangible assets 1135 1261 1381 1499 1618 1730 1833 1930 2021 2107 2189

Total PP&E 1265 1377 1486 1595 1709 1819 1924 2026 2126 2225 2325

Total other assets 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179

Total current operating liabilities 2683 2859 3258 3636 3964 4282 4592 4868 5112 5337 5526

Long term provisions 138 147 167 187 204 220 236 250 263 274 284

Other liabilities 15 16 18 20 22 23 25 26 28 29 30

Net operating assets, NOA 2508 2741 2960 3177 3402 3615 3815 4007 4192 4371 4549

Current operating assets 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95%

Intangible assets 82,9% 81,1% 78,8% 76,2% 73,9% 62,9% 63,0% 63,3% 63,9% 64,6% 65,5%

PP&E 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90%

Other asset 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80%

Current operating liabilities 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95%

Long term provisions 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95%

Other liabilities 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80%

Manufacturing current operating assets 2627 2799 3190 3560 3881 4192 4496 4766 5005 5225 5410

Manufacturing PP&E 1139 1239 1337 1436 1538 1637 1732 1823 1913 2003 2093

Manufacturing intangible assets 941 1022 1088 1141 1196 1089 1155 1222 1291 1360 1434

Manufacturing other assets 143 143 143 143 143 143 143 143 143 143 143

Manufacturing current operating liabilities 2549 2716 3095 3455 3766 4068 4362 4624 4857 5070 5249

Long term provisions 131 140 159 178 194 209 224 238 250 261 270

Other liabilities 12 13 15 16 17 19 20 21 22 23 24

Tangible manufacturing NOA 1217 1313 1401 1491 1586 1677 1764 1849 1933 2017 2103

Intangibles 941 1022 1088 1141 1196 1089 1155 1222 1291 1360 1434

Total manufacturing NOA 2158 2335 2490 2632 2782 2765 2918 3071 3225 3378 3537

Implied 1/ATO 46,0% 47,8% 45,1% 43,3% 42,7% 42,8% 42,1% 41,8% 41,8% 41,9% 42,4%

Manufacturing revenue 4687 4882 5522 6080 6522 6461 6928 7345 7713 8053 8337

O&M business unit

O&M ATO Estimate 35,00% 34,50% 34,00% 33,50% 33,00% 32,50% 32,00% 31,50% 31,00% 30,50% 30,00%

O&M Revenue 1000 1176 1383 1626 1878 2614 2803 2971 3120 3258 3373

Implied O&M NOA 350 406 470 545 620 850 897 936 967 994 1012

Total firm measures

Total firm 1/ATO 42,5% 43,3% 41,3% 39,8% 39,2% 38,7% 38,2% 37,9% 37,8% 37,9% 38,1%

NOA breakdown summary

Manufacturing NOA 2158 2335 2490 2632 2782 2765 2918 3071 3225 3378 3537

O&M NOA 350 406 470 545 620 850 897 936 967 994 1012

Manufacturing NOA % 86% 85% 84% 83% 82% 76% 76% 77% 77% 77% 78%

(source: Berger et al., 1996)

Current operating assets 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72

Intangible assets 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55

PP&E 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55

Other assets 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Current operating liabilities 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72

Long term provisions 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Other liabilities 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Current operating assets 1892 2015 2297 2563 2794 3019 3237 3431 3604 3762 3895

Intangible assets 518 562 598 628 658 599 635 672 710 748 789

PP&E 626 682 736 790 846 900 952 1003 1052 1101 1151

Other assets 143 143 143 143 143 143 143 143 143 143 143

Current operating liabilities 1836 1955 2229 2487 2711 2929 3141 3330 3497 3651 3779

Long term provisions 131 140 159 178 194 209 224 238 250 261 270

Other liabilities 12 13 15 16 17 19 20 21 22 23 24

Option exercise price, K 1200 1294 1372 1443 1519 1504 1582 1661 1741 1821 1905

Current balance sheet, grouped

Manufacturing - estimated % of balance sheet

Liquidation discount factors

Liquidation value

Manufacturing values of balance sheet
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The derivation of the option exercise price takes its outset in the NOA from the reorganized balance sheet, 

grouping the items for improved overview and simplicity. This grouping has no effect on the result. 

Following this, it is estimated which percentages of each item are allocated to the manufacturing part of the 

business. As there are no ‘official’ percentages indicating which amounts of the balance sheet accrues to the 

manufacturing part of the operations, these are rough estimates from knowledge of the industry and firm 

(acquired in Part III and IV in the body of the thesis). While this approach might seem limited in its 

predictive power, the reasonability of the percentages can be checked using ATOs, which will be shown in 

the next paragraphs, thus yielding relatively precise estimates of the total balance sheet values accruing to 

each BU.  

Seeing as manufacturing is substantially more capital intensive than O&M, most of the line items are 

heavily weighted towards manufacturing and constant over time. The exceptions are ‘other liabilities’, 

comprising deferred taxes and pension obligations (dependent on revenues and staff costs, but both very 

small accounts), and ‘intangible assets.’ With regards to intangible assets, the O&M business is expected to 

require an increasing share over time. The items comprising intangible assets are goodwill, software and 

development projects. The first two are logically not only reserved for the manufacturing business, while the 

third can also be argued to shift somewhat towards O&M over time. The reason is that as the focus of Vestas 

becomes more equally split between the divisions in the future, the development projects will have to be 

expanded to spare parts development, service equipment development and general WT R&D in order to be 

up to speed regarding production and design trends in the O&M segment (because as the segment matures 

industry-wide, the competition for O&M contracts on WTs will intensify and spread to not being limited to 

servicing own WTs, based on the discussion in Parts III and IV). 

Having completed the division of the NOA between the business segments, the ATOs are used as checks of 

reasonability, to determine whether the division is in line with the business types. The ATO for the entire 

business must be the same, with the ATO for the O&M segment expected be slightly lower, and the 

manufacturing segment expected to be slightly higher (Penman, 2013). While there is no single correct 

ATO, it can be assessed qualitatively whether are reasonable. This is done with the outset in ATO for the 

O&M segment. An ending 1/ATO of 30% seems reasonable, as the ATO measure indicates the efficiency 

with which the assets are put to use. Seeing as the segment is relatively young, and more yearly observations 

are needed to gauge where standard ATO levels are, a subtle decline of 0.5 percentage points per year 

towards the horizon year seems reasonable (it is almost certain that the ATO can be lowered relative to 

today, as the company becomes more skilled, and thus more efficient, in this ‘new’ segment). Also, the 

O&M ATO should not be higher still is as this would decrease the manufacturing ATO (as these must sum 

to firm ATO), and a manufacturing ATO lower than an O&M ATO is improbable, due to the relative 

differences in capital intensity (Penman, 2013). 
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The liquidation discounts are obtained from academic literature. In reality, these are likely to fluctuate 

around these estimates; however, the well-renowned paper by Berger et al. (1996), which determines 

average liquidation discounts for various groups of balance sheet items in manufacturing businesses, 

provides an appropriate anchor (the percentages are also in line with those estimated by Alderson and Betker 

(1996), although Alderson and Betker’s estimates are not broken down to single line items and thus less 

precise). Applying these to the derived manufacturing NOA yields the exercise price, K, of the abandonment 

option on the manufacturing business unit. 

Calculation of option value 

Input parameters: 

Risk free rate = 3.00 %                   
(    )  

   
 

         

         
       

Volatility = 37%                                     

 

1: Binomial tree of value path for the manufacturing division 

 

2: Binomial tree of payoff from exercise, K – S 

 

DCF value of Manufacturing, S - base value, EUR million 2013Q1 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T

948        1.373    1.988    2.878    4.167    6.032    8.733    12.643  18.304  26.499  38.364  55.541  

655       948       1.373    1.988    2.878    4.167    6.032    8.733    12.643  18.304  26.499  

453       655       948       1.373    1.988    2.878    4.167    6.032    8.733    12.643  

risk free 3,00% 313       453       655       948       1.373    1.988    2.878    4.167    6.032    

σ 0,37 216       313       453       655       948       1.373    1.988    2.878    

u 1,45 149       216       313       453       655       948       1.373    

d 0,69 103       149       216       313       453       655       

p 0,45 71         103       149       216       313       

1-p 0,55 49         71         103       149       

34         49         71         

23         34         

16         

Abandonment option - payoff, EUR million 2013Q1 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

545 346 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

842 716 495 146 0 0 0 0 0 0

Formula = MAX(K - S ; 0) 1059 990 864 555 209 0 0 0 0

1227 1207 1051 927 713 368 0 0

1370 1288 1270 1209 1086 872 532

1401 1433 1445 1428 1368 1250

1511 1558 1592 1605 1592

1612 1670 1718 1756

1707 1772 1834

1797 1871

1889
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3: Binomial tree of option values (calculated backwards, starting at node 11 and ending at node 0) 

 

The formula used to calculate each node in the third panel is the following: 

 

 

For example: 

                           
                      

    
      

 

Note, though, that node 2013Q1 (the date of the valuation) is discounted by 1.03
0.75

, as there are only three 

quarters of the period left (McDonald, 2013). 

 

The option payoff and final firm valuation is replicated in the figure below: 

 

 

Abandonment option - value 2013Q1 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T

744 647 500 346 203 90 23 0 0 0 0 0

920 801 652 481 305 150 44 0 0 0 0

1067 966 827 651 448 245 82 0 0 0

risk free rate 3,00% 1208 1132 1016 851 638 391 152 0 0

σ 0,37 1335 1289 1205 1071 874 606 285 0

u 1,45 1446 1427 1379 1290 1140 901 532

d 0,69 1540 1543 1527 1483 1397 1250

p 0,45 1621 1640 1646 1633 1592

1-p 0,55 1694 1724 1746 1756

1762 1800 1834

1826 1871

1889

Firm valuation, EUR million

Firm value, without flexibility 4213

Manufacturing division value, without flexibility 948

Manufacturing division value, with flexibility 1692

Value of abandonment option 744           

Firm value, with flexibility 4957

Option value, % manufacturing division 78%

Option value, % total firm 18%

𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒,  𝑡   
 𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑝 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑝   𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡     𝑝  

  𝑟𝑓
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Appendix D – Monte Carlo Simulation

 

Free cash flow forecast for Monte Carlo simulation FY 2013E FY 2014E FY 2015E FY 2016E FY 2017E FY 2018E FY 2019E FY 2020E FY 2021E FY 2022E FY 2023T *

Market MW 42.030           45.364           51.715           58.955           67.209           73.647           85.788           99.570           115.790        134.901        157.443        

Minumum 51.170           55.387           59.951           64.892           70.239           1

Maximum 120.405        143.754        171.629        204.911        244.646        1

Standard deviation 20.819           22.470           25.616           29.202           33.291           36.479           2

Price (revenue per MW) 1,04 1,03 1,03 1,02 1,01 1,01 1,01 1,01 1,01 1,01 1,01

MW sold 4500 4725 5387 5979 6457 6877 7290 7654 7960 8239 8486

Standard deviation 3510 3686 4201 4664 5037 5364 5686 5970 6209 6426 6619 2

Revenue (manufacturing) 4687 4882 5522 6080 6522 6946 7363 7731 8040 8321 8571

Revenue (O&M) 1000 1176 1383 1626 1878 2129 2369 2585 2794 2989 3139

Revenue (total) 5687 6058 6905 7706 8400 9075 9731 10316 10834 11311 11710

Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cost of Sales -4736 -4786 -5455 -6088 -6636 -7169 -7688 -8150 -8559 -8936 -9251

Standard deviation 563 569 648 723 789 852 913 968 1017 1062 1099 2

Gross profit 951 1272 1450 1618 1764 1906 2044 2166 2275 2375 2459

Research and development costs -53 -57 -65 -72 -79 -85 -91 -97 -101 -106 -110

Distribution expenses -152 -162 -184 -206 -224 -242 -260 -275 -289 -302 -313

Administrative expenses -294 -313 -357 -398 -434 -469 -502 -533 -559 -584 -605

Operating income from sales, before tax, depr. and amor. 452 741 844 943 1027 1110 1190 1262 1325 1383 1432

Amortisation of intangibles -171 -173 -187 -198 -205 -222 -238 -252 -265 -276 -286

Depreciation of PP&E -171 -173 -187 -198 -205 -222 -238 -252 -265 -276 -286

Operating income from sales, before interest and tax 111 396 471 546 617 666 715 758 796 831 860

EBIT margin 2,0% 6,5% 6,8% 7,1% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3% 7,3%

Reported corporation tax -28 -99 -118 -137 -154 -167 -179 -189 -199 -208 -215

Operating income from sales, after tax 83 297 353 410 463 500 536 568 597 623 645

Add back depreciation 171 173 187 198 205 222 238 252 265 276 286

Add back amortization 171 173 187 198 205 222 238 252 265 276 286

Add back increase in provisions -74 17 39 37 32 31 30 27 24 22 18

Add in cash special items (gains/loss PP&E) -61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Less increase in operating working capital 49 -12 -27 -26 -22 -22 -21 -19 -17 -15 -13

Less capital expenditures -440 -582 -603 -624 -644 -665 -684 -703 -721 -738 -755

Free cash flow -116,0 64,8 135,3 193,6 239,1 288,3 336,5 377,6 412,7 444,5 468,1

WACC 8,8% 8,8% 8,8% 8,8% 8,8% 8,8% 8,8% 8,8% 8,8% 8,8% 8,8%

Period 0,75 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Discount factor 0,939 0,845 0,776 0,713 0,656 0,603 0,554 0,509 0,468 0,430 0,395

PV of cash flow -109 55 105 138 157 174 186 192 193 191

Sum of PV of cash flows 1282

Continuing value 7419

PV of continuing value 2931

Value of company 4213

PV at time 1

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Discount factor 0,919 0,845 0,776 0,713 0,656 0,603 0,554 0,509 0,468 0,430

PV of Cash Flows (1) 60 114 149 170 188 199 208 209 207

Sum of PV of Cash Flows (1) 1504

Continuing value 7419

PV of continuing value 3189

Value of company, t =1 4693

z 0,11

*Distributions: 1 = Uniform distribution, 2 = Lognormal distribution
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The table above shows the inputs for the Monte Carlo simulation. The purpose is to simulate z, which is given as  

    (
        

   
) 

The input variables for the simulation are marked with green, and the output variables from the simulation are marked with blue. The grey cells indicate 

dependent variables. As mentioned in the body of the thesis, the simulation is conducted according to the assumptions below, with results also given in the 

screenshot below (simulations were conducted using Oracle Crystal Ball software), and standard deviation for use in the ROV is marked in the blue circle: 

 

Manual assumptions

Market volatility, med. uniform dist.

Market volatility, short 49,5%

Market autocorrelation 17,4%

MW volatility 52,0%

MW autocorrelation 0,0%

MW-market correlation 63,1%

COGS* volatility 11,9%

COGS* autocorrelation 15,8%

COGS*-MW correlation 77,8%

*COGS = Cost of sa les
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Appendix E – No-arbitrage conditions and risk neutral probabilities 

 

Real options fundamentals are, like financial options fundamentals, built on the no-arbitrage 

assumption. Following this logic, it is (theoretically) possible to value an option through valuing a 

so-called replicating portfolio, because due to the no-arbitrage condition, a portfolio mimicking the 

payoffs of an asset must be priced identically to the asset. If this was not the case, arbitrage 

opportunities would exist. The replicating portfolio consists of a risk free bond and a security with 

identical risk characteristics and payoffs as the option. As this portfolio must trade at a price 

identical to that of the option, due to the no-arbitrage condition, one can simply value the portfolio 

(Hull, 2012). If the portfolio is comprised of assets whose market prices are readily available, this is 

an easy process. However, in reality it is difficult, if not impossible, to find assets with the exact 

same characteristics as the underlying, especially for real options, as these are often on unique 

and/or illiquid real assets. A further drawback of the replicating portfolio approach is that it is a 

quite cumbersome process when implemented in a binomial valuation, as risk, and thus discount 

rates, changes (and must be recalculated) from node to node (Copeland and Antikarov, 2003). To 

overcome these issues, academics (e.g. Hull, 2012; McDonald, 2006) suggest the use of risk-neutral 

probabilities for pricing the real option, as it results in constant discount rates throughout the 

binomial lattice. Essentially, the risk-neutral approach means that certainty-equivalents of cash 

flows are calculated (rather than risk adjusted expected cash flows), and then these are discounted at 

the risk free rate. Practically, the risk-neutral probabilities are employed in ‘step 2’ of the binomial 

method where the option price is calculated backwards through the tree, given that a ‘step 1’ would 

be modeling the possible price paths of the underlying asset. While the risk-neutral approach also 

requires assumptions, these assumptions are merely a variant of the DCF assumption that cash 

flows can be used as unbiased estimators of the market value, and that the underlying asset’s price 

follows a geometric Brownian motion, or random walk (Copeland and Antikarov, 2003). The risk-

neutral probabilities are derived from equating the present value with the certainty equivalent 

payoffs (from Copeland and Antikarov, 2003: p 103): 
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     (   )   

    
 

where p is risk neutral probability, u is the up factor, d is the down factor, PV denotes the present 

value, and naturally rf is the risk free rate. Rearranged in terms of p, the equation becomes 

  
(    )   

   
 

which yields the risk neutral probability, p. These risk neutral probabilities are then applied when 

the option is calculated backwards through the binomial tree, as shown in the body of the thesis 

(Parts II and VI) 
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Appendix F – Derivation of the Free Cash Flow to the Firm 

 

The derivation of the FCFF is as follows (source: Petersen and Plenborg, 2012; Koller et al., 2010): 

1. Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation, Amortization (EBITDA) 

2. Subtract depreciation and amortization 

3. Subtract taxes, adjusted for leverage effects 

4. Net Operating Profit After Tax (NOPAT) 

5. Add back non-cash expenses (depreciation, amortization, provisions) 

6. Subtract investments in NOA (CAPEX and increases in working capital) 

7. Free Cash Flow to the Firm – this is the outset for the DCF valuation 

8. Subtract financing expenses 

9. Free cash flows to equity 

 

While there has been attempts at reconciling cash flow based methods and residual income based 

methods, such as in the paper by Shrieves and Wachowicz (2001), the standard within academia is 

to separate the two (Penman, 2013; Imam et al., 2008; Oded and Michel, 2007). Accordingly, the 

designation ‘DCF method’ normally refers to the cash flow based methods. The term ‘discounted 

cash flow model’ is an umbrella term, covering four valuation models which are based on 

discounting expected cash flows. These are the adjusted present value, cash flows to capital, free 

cash flow to equity, and free cash flow to the firm. Oded and Michel (2007) demonstrate how these 

are theoretically equivalent and thus yield the same valuation, so long as the debt rebalancing 

assumptions are consistent across models. The most widely used model among practitioners is the 

variation with free cash flows to the firm firm (FCFF) model (Imam et al., 2008). FCFF is defined 

as earnings before interest, after tax, capital expenditures (CAPEX) and increases in net working 

capital deducted, and with depreciation and amortization added back (Bodie et al., 2011). When 

using one of the other models to value a company, the analyst adjusts the entries from the financial 

statements to reflect the desired cash flow. Regardless of model, the final cash flow after the 

relevant adjustments is then discounted at an estimated discount rate. This conceptual similarity 

allows for understanding all models, even though the focus here is on the FCFF. As mentioned, the 

relevant cash flows for the FCFF are defined as net operating profit after tax (NOPAT) + non-cash 
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expenses – investments in net operating assets (working capital and capital expenditures). Note, the 

cash flows in the FCFF are calculated before interest payments, which has the technical advantage 

that future cash flows to debt holders do not have to be estimated for pure DCF purposes (Penman, 

2013, Koller et al., 2010), however it will be included when the balance sheets are forecast. Further, 

interest tax shields are included in the WACC, not in the free cash flow calculation. This way, the 

valuation estimates the market value of the net operating assets (NOA), which is the value of the 

operations, i.e. the firm as a going concern. Finding the subsequent value of common equity is then 

done simply by subtracting all other claims on this value. 
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Appendix G – Peer Group for Shakeout Analysis 

 

Legend: Yes = 1, No = 2, unknown = 3 Direct drive Off-shore Sources

Alstom Wind (Spain) 1 1 6,0 http://www.alstom.com/power/renewables/wind/

Darwind (China/ The Netherlands) 1 1 5,0 http://www.xemc-darwind.com/index.php/solutions/offshore.html

Enercon (Germany) 1 1 7,6 http://www.enercon.de/en-en/Produktuebersicht.htm

EWT (The Netherlands) [11] 1 2 2,0 http://www.ewtinternational.com/

General Electric (USA) 1 1 4,1 http://www.ge-energy.com/products_and_services/products/wind_turbines/index.jsp

Goldwind (China) 1 2 2,5 http://www.goldwindamerica.com/technology-capabilities/2-5-mw-pmdd/

Lagerwey Wind (The Netherlands) 1 2 3,0 http://www.lagerweywind.nl/

Leitner Group (Italy) 1 2 3,0 http://en.leitwind.com/Products-Services/Partnership

Northern Power Systems (USA) 1 3 2,3 http://www.northernpower.com/nps-technologies/wtg-platform-northern-power-2-x.php

Siemens Wind Power (Germany) 1 1 6,0 http://www.energy.siemens.com/hq/en/renewable-energy/wind-power/wind-turbines/

STX Windpower (Korea/ The Netherlands) 1 3 2,0 http://www.stxwind.com/

Suzlon (India) 1 1 2,1 http://www.suzlon.com/products/l2.aspx?l1=2&l2=10

WinWinD (Finland) 1 3 3,0 http://www.winwind.com/home.aspx

Gamesa Eólica (Spain) 1 1 5,0 http://www.gamesacorp.com/en/products-and-services/wind-turbines/

Acciona Energy (Spain) 2 3 3,0 http://www.acciona-energia.com/activity_areas/-wind-turbines.aspx

Clean Green Energy LLC (USA)  2 3 2,5 http://www.clipperwind.com/product.htm

Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering (Korea) 2 1 7,0 http://www.dsme.co.kr/epub/business/business0231.do

Doosan (Korea) 2 1 3,0 http://www.doosan.com/doosanheavybiz/en/services/green_energy/wind.page?

Hanjin (Korea) 2 2 2,0 http://hanjinind.co.kr/eng/products/products_01_02_02.php

Hyosung (Korea) 2 2 5,0 http://www.hyosungpni.com/eng/product/GreenEnergy/WindTurbineSystem.jsp

Hyundai Heavy Industries (Korea) 2 1 5,5 http://english.hhi.co.kr/biz/green_over

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Japan) 2 2 2,4 http://www.mhi.co.jp/en/products/detail/products.html

Nordex (Germany) 2 2 3,0 http://www.nordex-online.com/en/products-services/wind-turbines.html

REpower (Germany) 2 1 6,15 http://www.repower.de/wind-power-solutions/wind-turbines/

Samsung Heavy Industries (Korea) 2 1 7,0 http://www.shi.samsung.co.kr/eng/Product/wind_overview.aspx

Vestas (Denmark) 2 1 8,0 http://www.vestas.com/en/wind-power-plants/procurement/turbine-overview/v164-8.0-mw-offshore.aspx#/vestas-univers

A Power Energy Systems ltd. (China) 3 3 2,7 http://www.apowerenergy.com/EN/Info/wt.html

AREVA (France) 3 1 5,0 http://www.areva.com/EN/operations-404/renewable-energies-wind-solar-biomass-hydrogen-and-energy-storage.html

Hitachi (Japan) 3 3 unknown http://www.hitachi-power-solutions.com/en/products/product01/p001.html

Huayi Electric Apparatus Group (HEAG) 3 3 2,5 http://www.heag.cn/industries.html

INVAP (Argentina) 3 2 1,5 http://www.invap.com.ar/en/products-and-services/wind-turbines.html

Japan Steel Works (Japan) 3 1 1,5 http://www.jsw.co.jp/en/product/ecology/wind/

Ming Yang (China) 3 3 3,0 http://ir.mywind.com.cn/phoenix.zhtml?c=238508&p=irol-IRHome

SANY (China) 3 1 2,0 http://www.sanygroup.com/products/en-us/turbine/Onshore.htm

Sinovel (China) 3 1 6,0 http://www.sinovel.com/en/procducts.aspx?ID=266

TECO (Taiwan) 3 3 2,0 http://www.evwind.es/2010/03/27/teco-electric-machinery-unveils-2mw-wind-turbines/4878

Max turbine 

size (MW)
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Comparables Levered beta, SXXP Debt, market value Equity, market value Enterprise Value Cash and equivalents D/E Unlevered Beta

Gamesa 1,81 1262 1215 1881 596 0,55 0,77

Nordex 1,78 244 413 439 219 0,06 0,95

Ming Yang (1) 2,67 348 153 387 124 1,46 1,69

Vestas 1,54 1439 1263 3638 467 0,77 0,87

Suzlon 2,52 1772 221 1750 254 6,88 0,16

Median unlevered industry beta 0,77 0,87

Average unlevered industry beta 1,94 0,89

(1) Ming Yang trades  through ADRs  on the NYSE

Al l  fi rm capita l  va lues  in mi l l ion EUR

Appendix H – Peer Group Analysis, Beta and Financials  

 

All data in the following is as of May 8, 2013, Vestas’ Q1 interim report publish date. The currency 

conversion is done according to the prevailing exchange rates at the time: 

 

Source: Bloomberg terminals 

Beta Peer Group Analysis:  

In the WTI, a large number of competitors are large diversified conglomerates, such as Siemens, GE and 

increasingly the South East Asian heavy industries conglomerates such as Mitsubishi, Samsung and 

Hyundai. Further, there are power and energy conglomerates such as Areva and Alstom, who conducts 

business primarily across power segments, for example nuclear power plant operation. The creation of the 

beta peer group required a focus on pure players, that is, companies only producing WTs, in order to 

determine the risk of exactly this type of business. It was considered to include Alstom and Areva as their 

focus is primarily the energy sector, however with divisions such as transport (Alstom) and mining (Areva), 

it was determined that their operational risk would not reflect the operational risk of the WTI. Further, small 

pure player companies with deliveries of less than 900 MW in recent years were excluded, as the operational 

risks of these are likely different, simply due to size considerations. Lastly, two large pure players were 

excluded due to a short sample of monthly returns (Sinovel), and insignificant beta (Goldwind’s beta of 

0.432 against the Stoxx 600 had a t-statistic of 1.227, and was thus only significant at 77.75% confidence). 

Thus, a sample of 5 firms was created, one of them being Vestas, see figure below. At first glance it might 

seem odd that the company which beta is being tested is included in the sample, however, the purpose is to 

find an industry beta, which theoretically should apply to the entire industry, and therefore must be based on 

the entire industry (or in this case, the entire sample) (Koller et al., 2010). 

 

 

Peer 

Group  

 

Exchange rates 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013E

CNY/EUR (31/12) 9,60 9,79 8,78 8,16 8,22 8,22

USD/EUR (31/12) 1,41 1,43 1,33 1,30 1,32 1,32

INR/EUR (31/3) 63,34 67,22 60,68 63,12 67,89 69,58

Source: Bloomberg terminal and annual reports 
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Financials Analysis:  

This appendix provides the underlying analysis for the peer group figures presented in the thesis. The data is 

sourced primarily from Bloomberg and Thomson One Banker, and the validity is therefore expected to be 

high. 

In order to ensure consistency across peer groups used in the beta calculation and the operational and 

financial analysis, the peer group is again consisting of the pure players as outlined above, with one 

adjustment: Suzlon is extremely levered (D/E of 6.88) and has been close to bankruptcy recently as the 

effect of lacking revenue multiplied down through the income statement resulting in hugely magnified 

losses. Therefore, Suzlon’s extremely negative EBIT biased the average downwards in an unrepresentative 

scale. For this reason, it was determined to exclude Suzlon from the sample.  

 

Source: Bloomberg terminal and annual reports 

As is outlined in Part III, the entire industry is struggling with profitability at the moment, primarily because 

of a changing profit division between upstream WTMs and downstream customers, such as PCGs. 

Compared to the peer group, however, Vestas made one crucial mistake: Investing heavily in production 

capacity based on expectations of strong future growth. While this assumption is not wrong, as determined 

in Part III, the timing was bad on two accounts. First, the expansion came in a period which was thought to 

be a recovery from a financial crisis, but turned out to be a recession for Europe, an extremely important 

market for Vestas (shown in Part IV). Second, the expansion was coincidental with the evolution for many 

competitors from being small scale and not threatening, to being able to compete globally, predominantly 

the Chinese manufacturers. These points are visible in the data on depreciation and amortization, which is 

used as a proxy for investing activity, see panel of figures below. Further, Vestas took the largest hit on the 

operating EBIT (both in absolute terms and in margins), which is a natural cause, as the large expansion 

require large sustained sales (which did not materialize), as the cost of sales are largely fixed. Therefore, 

Vestas cost of sales is also the worst among the peer group. The most recent EBIT numbers, however, do 

have positive indications of Vestas’ turnaround attempt: While most peers saw EBIT continue to decline 

from 2011 to 2012, Vestas’s stagnated, thus bringing it to the top of the sample. The recent periods also saw 

cost of sales as percentages of revenue for the peer group increase (with the exception of the small firm 

Comparables Levered beta, SXXP Debt, market value Equity, market value Enterprise Value Cash and equivalents D/E

Gamesa 1,81 1262 1215 1881 596 0,55

Nordex 1,78 244 413 439 219 0,06

Ming Yang (1) 2,67 348 153 387 124 1,46

Vestas 1,54 1439 1263 3638 467 0,77

Suzlon 2,52 1772 221 1750 254 6,88

Median D/E, excluding Suzlon 0,66

Average D/E, excluding Suzlon 0,71
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Nordex), and therefore if Vestas is able to successfully carry out the turnaround, and achieve the forecast 

cost of sales percentage of 79%, it will bring the company in line with Nordex, and thus one of the leaders 

on this measure. Nordex’s strong performance here is likely due to its small size, where the company did not 

get around to up-scaling production heavily, and therefore currently is not suffering as much. 
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2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035

1.080.879   1.169.954   1.266.369   1.370.730   1.483.691   1.605.961   1.738.307   1.881.560   2.036.619   2.204.455   2.386.123   

8% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8%

82.293         89.075         96.415         104.361       112.961       122.270       132.346       143.253       155.058       167.837       181.668       

8,2% 8,2% 8,2% 8,2% 8,2% 8,2% 8,2% 8,2% 8,2% 8,2% 8,2%

1.613.978   1.866.690   2.163.440   2.512.359   2.923.119   3.407.234   3.978.409   4.652.965   5.450.339   6.393.691   7.510.615   

-533.099     -696.736     -897.071     -1.141.629 -1.439.429 -1.801.274 -2.240.102 -2.771.404 -3.413.721 -4.189.236 -5.124.492 

-33,0% -37,3% -41,5% -45,4% -49,2% -52,9% -56,3% -59,6% -62,6% -65,5% -68,2%

2.147.078   2.563.426   3.060.511   3.653.988   4.362.548   5.208.508   6.218.512   7.424.369   8.864.060   10.582.927 12.635.107 

19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4%

348.726       416.349       497.085       593.477       708.560       845.960       1.010.004   1.205.858   1.439.691   1.718.867   2.052.180   

19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4%

1.613.978   1.866.690   2.163.440   2.512.359   2.923.119   3.407.234   3.978.409   4.652.965   5.450.339   6.393.691   7.510.615   

533.099       696.736       897.071       1.141.629   1.439.429   1.801.274   2.240.102   2.771.404   3.413.721   4.189.236   5.124.492   

33,0% 37,3% 41,5% 45,4% 49,2% 52,9% 56,3% 59,6% 62,6% 65,5% 68,2%

Appendix I – Market Volatility Forecasts 

 

Sources:BP (2012); ExxonMobil (2012); GWEC (2012); 

IEA (2013a) 

Data - Market Volatility Forecast, MW 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Convservative estimate 324.030       369.394       421.109       480.065       547.274       620.920       672.090       727.477       787.428       852.319       922.558       998.586       

change % 14% 14% 14% 14% 13% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8%

MW delivered 45.364         51.715         58.955         67.209         73.647         51.170         55.387         59.951         64.892         70.239         76.028         

change % 14,0% 14,0% 14,0% 9,6% -30,5% 8,2% 8,2% 8,2% 8,2% 8,2%

Average estimate 324.030       369.394       421.109       480.065       547.274       620.920       706.708       806.278       922.068       1.056.969   1.214.412   1.398.469   

Conservative distance 0 0 0 0 0 0 -34.618       -78.801       -134.640     -204.650     -291.854     -399.883     

Percentage distance 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% -4,9% -9,8% -14,6% -19,4% -24,0% -28,6%

Volatility, distance from mean 24,77%

Optimistic estimate 324.030       369.394       421.109       480.065       547.274       620.920       741.326       885.079       1.056.709   1.261.620   1.506.265   1.798.352   

change % 14,0% 14,0% 14,0% 14,0% 13,5% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4%

MW delivered 45.364         51.715         58.955         67.209         73.647         120.405       143.754       171.629       204.911       244.646       292.086       

change % 14,0% 14,0% 14,0% 9,6% 63,5% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4% 19,4%

Average estimate 324.030       369.394       421.109       480.065       547.274       620.920       706.708       806.278       922.068       1.056.969   1.214.412   1.398.469   

Optimistic distance 0 0 0 0 0 0 34.618         78.801         134.640       204.650       291.854       399.883       

Percentage distance 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 4,9% 9,8% 14,6% 19,4% 24,0% 28,6%

Volatility, distance from mean 24,77%


